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Abstract

This dissertation compares the basis risk of three different strategies applying natural gas

futures to hedge the average spot price. The historical analysis is built on the assumption

of different length risk horizons. The average spot price is of particular interest as natural

gas is storable only to a limited extent and commonly consumed continuously over a

certain time period. This is also one of the reasons why futures contracts specify a

period of daily delivery instead of a single point in time where delivery takes place. We

define a benchmark strategy of an investor covering his hedging period with available,

monthly futures based on the contracts’ delivery month to hedge the average spot price of

this period. However, there is no interest in physical delivery under the futures contracts

(financial investor). This strategy’s basis risk is characterized by P/L distributions from

rolling hedging periods spanning two to nine months over a period of five years. The

reason for the basis risk lies in the fact that futures trading ceases before the beginning

of the respective delivery period. As a first alternative hedging strategy we propose the

minimum variance approach. Its first application aims at compensating the impact of

the daily spot price change on the average spot price of the hedging period by a position

in the front month futures contract. This strategy is compared to using a sequence of

futures maturities to hedge the change in the monthly average spot price up to the end of

each calendar month within the hedging period. This approach utilizes the information

contained in the respective futures basis regarding the (conditionally) expected change

in the monthly average spot price at inception of the hedging period. Here, futures are

used which are traded until the end of the respective calendar month. The hedge ratio(s)

of the minimum variance approach are estimated by (multiple) regression analyses. As a

second alternative hedging approach we propose a kind of delta hedge applying a reduced

form term structure model. The advantage of this approach is that the hedge ratios for

the futures sequence can be adjusted during the hedging period. A one- and a two-factor

version of the general pricing model is estimated and the fit of the models is compared.

However, the one-factor version is chosen for performing the hedging analysis. The

hedge ratios are deduced from the model parameters and the current futures curve. To

estimate the models’ parameters, a combination of the Kalman Filter and the Maximum

Likelihood technique is applied. Our analysis of the hedge effectiveness takes into account

transaction costs and represents a post-sample analysis.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation vergleicht das Basisrisiko dreier Strategien, die mittels Futures-

Kontrakten den durchschnittlichen Spotpreis für Erdgas abzusichern. Die Untersuchung

beruht auf einer historischen Betrachtung und unterschiedlicher Risikohorizonte. Der

Durchschnittspreis ist im Falle von Erdgas von besonderer Bedeutung, da diese En-

ergieressource nur begrenzt speicherbar ist und in der Regel auf kontinuierliche Weise

verbraucht wird. Dies ist auch ein Grund, warum Erdgas-Futures eine tägliche Lieferung

über eine bestimmte Periode hinweg anstatt einen einzelnen Lieferzeitpunkt spezifizieren.

Wir definieren eine Benchmark-Strategie, nach der ein Investor seine Sicherungsperiode

mit verfügbaren Monats-Futures auf Basis derer Liefermonate abdeckt. Es besteht jedoch

nicht die Absicht, die physische Bedienung der Futures in Anspruch zu nehmen (Finanz-

investor). Das Basisrisiko dieser Strategie wird über fünf Jahren, beruhend auf rollieren-

den Sicherungsperioden von zwei bis neun Monaten Länge ermittelt. Der Grund für

das Basisrisiko liegt in der Tatsache, dass der Handel der Futures-Kontrakte bereits vor

Beginn der Lieferperiode endet. Als erste alternative Sicherungsstrategie wird der vari-

anzminimale Ansatz eingeführt. Eine erste Anwendung verfolgt das Ziel, die Auswirkung

der täglichen Spotpreisveränderung auf den Durchschnittspreis der Sicherungsperiode

durch eine Position im Futures-Kontrakt mit der jeweils kürzesten (Rest-)Laufzeit zu

kompensieren. Als Vergleich zu dieser Strategie dient die Anwendung eine Serie von

Futures-Laufzeiten, um die Veränderung des monatlichen Durchschnittspreises bis zum

Ende jedes Kalendermonats innerhalb der Sicherungsperiode abzusichern. Bei diesem

Vorgehen wird die Information der jeweiligen Futures-Basis bzgl. der (bedingt) er-

warteten Veränderung des monatlichen Durchschnittspreises zu Beginn der Sicherungspe-

riode miteinbezogen. Es kommen Kontrakte zum Einsatz, deren Handel bis zum Ende

des jeweiligen Kalendermonats stattfindet. Den Kern des varianzminimalen Ansatzes

stellen die Hedge Ratio(s) als Ergebnis von (multiplen) Regressionsanalysen dar. Die

zweite alternative Sicherungsstrategie entspricht einem Delta-Hedge, der auf Basis eines

Faktormodells durchgeführt wird. Der Vorteil dieses Verfahrens ist, dass die Hedge Ra-

tios für die Futures-Serie während der Sicherungsperiode angepasst werden können. Es

erfolgt die Schätzung und ein Gütevergleich einer Ein- und einer Zweifaktorversion des

allgemeinen Modells, wobei die Einfaktorversion zur Anwendung kommt. Die Hedge

Ratios folgen aus den Modellparametern und der jeweils aktuellen Futures-Kurve. Die

Schätzung der Parameter wird durch die Kombination der Kalman Filter mit der Max-

imum Likelihood Technik erreicht. Unsere Analyse der Sicherungseffektivität berück-

sichtigt Transaktionskosten und stellt eine Post-Sample-Analyse dar.
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Chapter 1

European Natural Gas Business

In the course of this chapter the characteristics of the traditional European natural gas

business are presented, and the role and the nature of long-term supply contracts is

described in particular. Based on this, the reasoning behind and the challenges facing

EU gas market liberalization are illustrated. Furthermore, we introduce to market places,

so called hubs, where natural gas can be traded on a spot basis. To complete the picture

we address the structure of traded futures contracts. The research question, presented at

the end of this chapter, originates from the structure of natural gas futures and questions

its effects on the hedge effectiveness provided by these instruments.

1.1 Fundamental Market Structure

Natural gas is a primary source of energy and is traditionally used to generate heat.

Residential and commercial space heating can be distinguished from heat needed for

industrial processes. Apart from these areas, natural gas is increasingly used as fuel for

power generation.1 In 2007 the major producers of natural gas were the Russian Fed-

eration (20.6%), the US (18.8%), Canada (6.2%), Iran (3.8%), Norway (3.0%), Algeria

(2.8%), the UK (2.5%), Indonesia (2.3%), Saudi Arabia (2.6%), and the Netherlands

(2.2%). Natural gas consumption was distributed among the US (22.6%), the Rus-

sian Federation (15.0%), Iran (3.8%), Canada (3.2%), the UK (3.1%), Japan (3.1%),

Germany (2.8%), Italy (2.7%), and Saudi Arabia (2.6%). Conversely to consumption,

reserves are mainly concentrated outside the EU and the western world. The major-

ity of proven natural gas reserves are located in the Russian Federation (25.2%), Iran

(15.7%), Qatar (14.4%), Saudi Arabia (4.0%), United Arab Emirates (3.4%), the US

(3.4%), Nigeria (3.0%), and Algeria (2.5%).2 For the time being, there are three regions

where indigenous production satisfies demand: North America, Europe in association

with the Russian Federation and North Africa, and the pacific region, supplied by its

own reserves as well as imports from the middle east. Nevertheless, due to the current

1In 2006 power generation accounted for 24% of gas sales in the 27 EU countries whereas 69% were allocated
to residential, commercial, and industrial customers, see Eurogas (2007a), p. 29.

2See BP (2008), p. 22-28.
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2 EUROPEAN NATURAL GAS BUSINESS

and future disparity of consumption and production/reserves in the EU,3 natural gas

has to be imported either via a pipeline or in its liquified state by sea (LNG - Liquified

Natural Gas). Generally, pipeline transport is more cost efficient over short distances.

Cooling natural gas until it condensates requires almost a quarter of the energy to be

transported, resulting in high initial costs. 4 But LNG offers a source of flexibility and

enhanced supply diversification which is deemed increasingly valuable.5 In 2007 LNG

accounted for about 17% of EU’s natural gas imports with increasing tendency.6 The

major LNG importer is Spain, covering more than two thirds of its demand with LNG

imports, and accounting for about 42% of EU’s LNG imports. However, in 2006, pipeline

imports from the Russian Federation (about 43%), Norway (about 28%), and Algeria

(about 12%) were the backbone of EU’s natural gas net-supply and it is expected that

this situation will not change significantly in the future.7

The origin of the West European natural gas market can be traced back to the

1960s when considerable natural gas reserves were discovered in the Netherlands and the

North Sea, justifying the construction of capital intensive transportation grids. Before

that, town gas - a side product in the coking process - was in some isolated cases used

for example for street lighting. But the main development of the market started when

technical transportation problems were resolved making it possible to transport natural

gas over long distances by pipeline.8 Because of its natural origin, the quality of natural

gas varies among production sites. The criterion used for determining its quality is known

as calorific value (Brennwert in German) describing the proportion of methane contained

in the gas composite and representing its energy content per unit of volume. Two main

natural gas categories are generally traded, the high calorific and more valuable H-gas,

and the low calorific L-gas making it necessary to maintain separate transportation

systems.

The natural gas industry can be divided into the production, transmission, distri-

bution, and trading functions. Production is responsible for exploring and extracting

natural gas from the ground and for parts of the transmission function. The trans-

mission function itself is concerned with storage, wholesale and transportation. The

distribution function supplies end customers, such as households and commercial users.

Companies involved in the natural gas business can rarely be assigned to a single one of

these functions, as the nature of the business tends towards vertical integration.9 Before

touching on the different forms of vertical integration, we would like to describe the

circumstances under which international gas projects are realized.

One of the most important aspects of the natural gas business is that production,

storage, and transportation facilities are capital intensive, durable investments often

3The EU as a whole is a net importer of natural gas, and in 2006 only the Netherlands was a net-exporter.
It is expected that over the medium-term this position is untenable.

4See Hensing, Pfaffenberger, & Ströbele (1998), p. 78.
5See Geman (2005), p. 247.
6See BP (2008), p. 30.
7See BP (2008), p. 30 and Eurogas (2007b), p. 5.
8See Hensing, Pfaffenberger, & Ströbele (1998), p. 86.
9See Bolle (1989), p. 249.



1.2. STORAGE FACILITIES AND MEASUREMENT UNITS 3

allocated among different market participants. Additionally, these investments have

such a highly specific meaning that they are almost worthless in other contexts outside

of the natural gas business. Furthermore, the single investments forming the value

chain are often aligned with certain supplier/customer relationships. This, for example,

results in specific locations where a particular transmission/importing company takes

delivery of the gas from a particular producer.10 Risks resulting from these structure

are considerable, as the natural gas business traditionally includes a small number of

participants. So opportunistic behavior of a business partner seriously endangers its

counterpart, as the chance of finding an equivalent, new business partner is very small,

and implies huge sunk costs.11 A way of minimizing the chance of opportunistic behavior

is vertical integration. Generally, vertical integration means that companies along the

value chain participate to some extend in more than just a single function. Three models

for vertical integration can be identified:

• forward/backward integration by performing functions which lie in front of or be-

hind your original activity within the value chain,

• holding equity stakes in companies performing other functions within the value

chain,

• negotiating long-term supply contracts.

All three kinds of vertical integration can be observed in the natural gas industry, but tra-

ditionally long-term supply contracts have been the most important instrument.12 This

is in line with Williamson (1985) claiming that the existence of long term “transac-

tion specific investments” implies the wish of the respective business partner to establish

long-term cooperation.

1.2 Storage Facilities and Measurement Units

Given that natural gas is used to a major extent for room heating purposes, demand in

winter times is naturally higher than in the summer. To be able to meet the considerably

higher demand in the winter, natural gas supply during the summer should ideally be

transferred to the winter. This can be done by using storage facilities. The ability to

store natural gas at relatively low costs can be interpreted as moving production capacity

to times of higher demand. This is also done with a number of other fuels, like heating

oil. These shifts are often called seasonal cycling. Apart from this, storage provides a

peaking service as well as a balancing function.13 These additional functions refer to the

ability to respond to peaking demand as well as supply disruptions. But in order to be

able to provide these services, prompt availability is crucial, bearing in mind that the

10See Bolle (1989), p. 250.
11See Hensing, Pfaffenberger, & Ströbele (1998), p. 82.
12See Bolle (1989), p. 251. It should be noted that this fact is also true for the traditional LNG business.

See for example Jensen (2003), p. 2/3.
13See Eydeland & Wolyniec (2003), p. 351.



4 EUROPEAN NATURAL GAS BUSINESS

speed at which natural gas can be withdrawn from storage depends on several factors.

The physical nature of the respective storage is a determining factor in its deliverability

rate. There are three major kinds of facilities holding gas reserves underground and

under pressure:14

• depleted oil or gas fields,

• aquifers (ground water-bearing/transporting sedimentary, porous rock),

• salt caverns or mines.

Not all of these storage types are equally suitable for performing short-term supply ser-

vices. The greater storage capacity of depleted fields and aquifers is generally needed for

seasonal cycling and goes at costs of their deliverability rate, which is highest for salt

caverns mainly used for balancing and peaking service.15 The idea of storage capacity

is however vague, as a certain volume of the total capacity needs to be permanently

maintained in storage to ensure minimum pressure and deliverability rates. These per-

manent reserves are called base or cushion gas. The difference between total capacity

and base gas volumes is called working gas capacity, which describes the gas volume

actually available for use. The rate of withdrawal can be measured in volumetric terms,

for example, in millions of cubic feet per day (MMcf/day) or may directly refer to the

energy or heat content, for example, in Therms per day (one Therm equals 100,000 Btu

- British thermal units). It is important to note that, besides all physical properties, the

amount of gas currently in storage is the major determinant of the deliverability rate.16

As noted before, in the Anglo-American area, the energy content of natural gas is

measured in Therms, representing a heat energy unit. In continental Europe, the energy

contained in natural gas is measured in Watt-hours as in the case of electricity. One

Megawatt-hour equals 3,412,000 Btu or 34.12 Therms.

1.3 Long-Term Supply Contracts

As previously outlined, long term supply contracts between different functions on the

natural gas value chain are supposed to reduce opportunistic behavior of the respective

business partners. Additionally, they are an instrument for sharing business risks which

will be illustrated in an introduction to their purpose and design. It should be noted that

these contracts are individual, private agreements, and only general information about

the content is publicly available. The following paragraphs introduce the kind of contract

traditionally used in the European natural gas business. However, even in the liberalized

EU markets long-term supply contracts are still the dominant way of trading. In the

continental EU, about 90% of the gas quantities are traded under long-term contracts,

14We leave above-ground LNG storages aside, as their EU wide capacity is currently of minor meaning com-
pared to traditional underground storage facilities. For an overview of current storage capacity we refer to IEA
(2007), p. II.44 (LNG) and p. II.46-48 (traditional underground storage facilities).

15See Eydeland & Wolyniec (2003), p. 353.
16For the preceding lines see EIA (2004), p. 4-5.
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whereas in the UK, this proportion amounts to about 70%.17 The existence of these

kind of contracts is generally regarded as one of the major reasons for the slow progress

in establishing competitive market structures.18

Given the high level of initial investment costs along the value chain, especially asso-

ciated with the production function, participants have an interest in predictable revenue

streams and possible short amortization periods. In order to achieve this, long-term

supply contracts are concluded specifying volumes and prices. Unfortunately, these two

terms cannot be set exogenously high, as natural gas can be substituted by other primary

energy sources, especially heating oil. If gas prices have been fixed at a certain level,

suppliers are exposed to volume and price risk as the market value of natural gas - deter-

mined by the price of the alternative energy - might increase resulting in too low revenues

for a given gas volume. A decreasing market value would encourage fuel switching which

results in lower gas volumes sold at a fixed price. Therefore, long-term supply contracts

need some flexibility incorporated into them to be able to react to market developments.

As producers are interested in selling their given production volume at highest possible

prices, they require a floating price clause with respect to the alternative energy source.19

It should be recognized that the UK gas market is considerably different from other EU

markets, as it was already formally liberalized in 1988. Here, actual market prices for

natural gas - resulting from supply and demand - are used for indexing long-term con-

tracts.20 Given the traditional structure of import contracts, downstream functions can

be expected to adopt this pricing scheme in their contractual agreements in order not to

get trapped between diverging procurement costs and revenues.21 However, this pricing

element helps staying in business, but it does not mitigate the price risk. Furthermore,

the volume risk eased by this mechanism only results from possible fuel switching leav-

ing aside demand fluctuations because of exogenous variables like temperature or power

prices. As natural gas suppliers commit themselves with their initial investments, they

are exposed to these risks. So it seems reasonable to share the price and volume risk

by the means of a long-term contract. To minimize the incentive for breaching such a

contract, risk allocation has to be acceptable for each counterpart, which includes, for

example, protective provisions specifying certain conditions releasing a counterpart from

its obligations and avoiding worst case scenarios.22

The most popular type of long-term contract between producers and European im-

porters/transmission companies is the Take-or-Pay (ToP) contract. It is characterized by

certain volumes of natural gas that have to be delivered and paid for, the pricing is based

on the price development of a competing energy source.23 Contracts between natural

gas suppliers (a transmission company or a distributor) and industry customers or power

17See Schwark (2006), p. 1.
18See for example Büttner & Däuper (2001), p. 210.
19This kind of price setting is called net-back pricing and will be discussed in the following.
20In 2004 about 37% of natural gas imported under long-term contracts from the UK was indexed to the

British spot market price. See EU-Commission (2007b), p. 103.
21See Eckert (1987), p. 173.
22See Siebert (1988), p. 219.
23See Siebert (1988), p. 211/212.
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generators often also exhibit this ToP characteristic. Import contracts often last up to 30

years. Contracts between transmission and distribution companies also traditionally last

for very long periods of up to 20 years. However in the eyes of competition authorities,

such long lasting downstream contracts only hinders the development of competition,

which market liberalization strives to induce. As a result, importing/transmission com-

panies nowadays are expected to limit the length of contracts. Voluntary consensus can

often not be achieved, so national regulation has been used to enforce this inconvenient

change. For example, 51 long-term supply contracts between the German Ruhrgas and

distributors were made void by law in 2006 and upper limits for contract durations were

established.24 Apart from duration, the individual contracts between transmission com-

panies and distributors or industry/power generating customers also differ with respect

to the quantity constraints the buyer is subject to.25 In the following sections we briefly

look at the origin of long-term supply contracts in monopolistic markets, and illustrate

the ToP provisions defining quantities and prices.26 In contrast to the contractual agree-

ments concluded along the value chain functions to distribute natural gas within the

EU, the fundamental structure of import contracts from outside the EU has not changed

so far despite EU liberalization efforts.27 In the following we therefore focus on ToP

contracts at the import level.

Former and Current Monopolistic Market Structures

Traditionally, European distributors did not have a choice of different suppliers and en-

tered into long-term full service agreements.28 The fact that end customers could not

choose their supplier mirrors the monopolistic structure in the European natural gas

business over the last decades. These monopolies were either directly established by the

government, as in France, or were backed by competition law, as in Germany. Here,

vertical and horizontal demarcation contracts led to exclusive supply rights with respect

to certain supply areas.29 These monopoly rights were granted because they encouraged

supply of a new energy source associated with considerable initial investments and un-

certain market potential, helping to diversify the countries’ energy mix.30 Long-term

supply contracts were an essential prerequisite for this market development. Moreover,

natural gas transportation, especially distribution networks, are regularly interpreted

as a natural monopolies.31 A natural monopoly leads to only one efficient provider of

24Under the new regulation, German long-term downstream contracts must not exceed 2 years if more than
80% of the distributor’s demand is covered by the respective contract, and must not exceed 4 years if more than
50% are covered. It should be noted that contracts between Ruhrgas and large industry customers as well as
power generators are not subject to this regulation. See Bundeskartellamt (2006), p. 1-4.

25See Büttner & Däuper (2001), p. 211/212.
26Due to the long duration of the contracts, renegotiation clauses are included defining circumstances under

which the contract has to be adapted to new market conditions. See Büttner & Däuper (2003), p. 205.
27See EU-Commission (2007b), p. 101.
28To be capable of smoothing fluctuating demand, transmission companies utilized, as they are doing today,

natural gas storage facilities.
29See IEA (2000), p. 71.
30See IEA (1998), p. 20.
31See IEA (1998), p. 23.
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the respective good or service, because of the existence of significant economies of scale,

or even because it could not be provided in a competitive setting. Due to the initial

investment needs, transportation systems can be compared to a one product company

exhibiting decreasing marginal as well as average costs, where marginal costs are lower

than average costs.32 Competition would lead to prices equal or close to marginal costs, a

situation where overall costs cannot be covered. Monopolistic market structures can help

to overcome this deficit situation as other pricing mechanisms can be applied. One pos-

sible way is to base sales prices on the marginal willingness to pay - the principle behind

netback value based pricing. But viewing the whole natural gas transportation system

as a natural monopoly is misleading. The example of the German Wingas company (a

subsidiary of the German chemical company BASF and Russia’s Gazprom), entering

the German market in the early 1990s with its own transmission network, proved that

parallel long distance networks can be economically feasible.33

Due to the significant entry barriers, transportation networks retain their natural

monopoly characteristics even in fully liberalized EU markets. Such a situation leads to

considerable monopoly rents, which can only be limited by regulating transport tariffs.34

Apart from the distribution system, the allocation of natural gas reserves results in per-

sistent monopoly structures. The EU natural gas markets mainly perform downstream

value chain functions beginning at importing, and face very concentrated producer mar-

kets. For example Russia and Algeria market their natural gas production via a single

state owned company, Gazprom and Sonatrach respectively. It is quite common that

importing/transmission companies interested in a certain gas field form a consortium in

order to enhance negotiation power which can even result in negotiations being classified

as bilateral monopolies.35

Quantities in Import ToP contracts

Quantity provisions are supposed to ensure constant utilization of the investments as

well as a constant revenue stream for the producer. These provisions are characterized

by ToP clauses obliging the buyer to take delivery of the gas or alternatively pay for the

specified minimum quantity.36 If the maximum quantity (or more precisely energy) to be

delivered by the producer is larger than the amount the importer has to pay for, it enjoys

some flexibility. The producers delivery obligation is most often defined on a yearly basis

and may be supplemented by agreements specifying monthly and daily maximum and

minimum quantities. In case more than a single pair of limits is agreed, one of these is

defined as the main limit overruling the others, or even secondary limits are established.37

Given that, on average, only modest yearly flexibility of about 20%-40% is granted38,

the importer bears the volume risk to the main extent.

32See Donath (1996), p. 112.
33See Lohmann (2006), p. 17.
34See IEA (1998), p. 23.
35See Bolle (1989), p. 250.
36See Siebert (1988), p. 211.
37See Eckert (1987), p. 177 and EU-Commission (2007b), p. 49.
38See EU-Commission (2007b), p. 49.
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Prices in Import ToP Contracts

As previously mentioned, ToP contracts formulate no absolute price for natural gas but

rather relative ones with respect to competing fuels. Such a pricing mechanism can be

viewed as price discrimination, based on demand profiles and costs of using alternative

energy sources. The resulting price is called netback market value of the customer group

under consideration. The willingness to pay is determined by the individual setting,

mainly described by the price of the competing fuel and the individual fuel switching

capacity.39 Given this mechanism, import prices are also determined by the average

netback value of the customer groups the importer effectively supplies. This kind of

pricing can only be maintained under monopolistic market structures. To minimize

price risk, and to participate in the economic rent, the subsequent value chain functions

have an incentive to base their contractual agreements on the same principles. Therefore,

the price risk is mainly borne by the producer.

Traditionally, the heating market is the main area of natural gas use, although light

and heavy heating oil can be regarded the main competing fuels, depending on whether

the customer belongs to the household or industry group respectively. Heating oil, in the

language of the international oil markets, describes a very specific grade of oil product.

In this language, there exists no heavy or light type of heating oil. We therefore will use

fuel oil as a general term. On average, fuel oil prices accounted for about three quarters

of the price volatility for natural gas imported into the EU under long-term contracts

in 2004.40 As power generation increasingly uses natural gas, it becomes increasingly

common to also consider coal quotations in the pricing calculus.41 Specifically, ToP

contracts comprise pricing formulas specifying the natural gas price based on average

prices of the competing fuels considered. These clauses schedule price adjustments at

certain time intervals. However, it is not publicly known which procedure is currently

most often used in the EU. We would like to illustrate the content of such a clause with

the example of the so called 6/1/3 procedure, which seems to be widely used.42 This

term is shorthand for an averaging period of 6 months, a time lag of 1 month, and a

period of 3 months, during which the calculated price is actually applied. This means

that the natural gas price valid for the three month period from 11/2008 to 01/2009

equals the average price of the competing fuel observed from 04/2008 to 09/2008. As

suppliers do not usually have a homogenous customer base, their procurement contracts

are commonly indexed to a mix of competing fuels. The following formula is an example

of an additive price adjustment formula43:

Pt = P0 + 0.085 (FLt − FL0) EUR/MWh. (1.1)

39See IEA (1998), p. 31.
40See EU-Commission (2007b), p. 102.
41See Lohmann (2006), p. 169. In 2004, the share of natural gas indexed to coal prices was about 2.3%

when looking at the EU average. This number however underestimates the regional importance of natural gas
in power generation. See Schwark (2006), p. 3.

42See Lohmann (2006), p. 140/141.
43See Büttner & Däuper (2002), p. 23. Traditionally, there also have been multiplicative price adjustment

formulas, but the additive ones are more intuitive and therefore are expected to be most widely used. See
Schleitzer (1985), p. 478.
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P0 represents the basis or starting price (in the sense of netback market value at time 0),

FLt stands for the reference price index for light fuel oil at time t ≥ 0. The number 0.085

can be described as the relative tie-up of the gas price with respect to the competing

fuel.44 However, the relative tie-up of 0.085 does not directly tell to what extent the gas

price follows the price of the competing fuel. To arrive at the desired amount, known as

the absolute tie-up, one has to apply the equivalence factor of the competing fuel with

respect to natural gas. This factor (e.g. 0.09098 for light fuel oil) is a conversion rate

representing the heat equivalent of one Euro per measurement unit of the competing

fuel in the unit of natural gas (EUR/MWh) relative to its calorific value.45 The absolute

tie-up can now be calculated as the ratio of the relative tie-up and the equivalence factor

- e.g. 0.085/0.09098 = 93.4%.

Fuel Oil - ARA

In this work, we will focus on natural gas spot and futures markets, but due to the

importance of import contracts for the European natural gas business, to a major ex-

tent tied to light and heavy fuel oil spot prices, we are going to shortly introduce the

nomenclature of oil products traded for delivery in the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp

(ARA) refining region.46 There is no stringent nomenclature describing the vast number

of different products generated in the refining process of crude oil. This energy intensive

procedure of heating crude oil at extreme temperatures is necessary because it contains

a mixture of different hydrocarbons which have to be separated to become of use. As

these hydrocarbons boil at different temperatures, they are separated in a distillation

column. The shortest and therefore lightest hydrocarbons condense at the highest point

of the column where the temperature is lowest. The resulting oil products can generally

be classified in the following way47 (from the lightest to the heaviest product indicating

their main areas of use or their commonly known name):

• Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPGs) - propane/butane

• Gasoline/Naphta - motor fuel/pretrochemical feedstock

• Kerosene - aviation fuel

• Gasoil/Diesel (Light Fuel Oils) - home heating/fuel for medium-sized engines

• (Heavy) Fuel Oils - fuel for boilers and large engines (industry, ships)

• Residuals - e.g. asphalt.

As illustrated, fuel oil describes the heavier kind of oil products and does not refer to a

uniquely defined type of oil. To better distinguish between different kinds of fuel oils, it

44In order to avoid overly low prices Pt, commonly an alternative pricing scheme preventing further price
decay is utilized in case FLt touches a certain barrier. See Büttner & Däuper (2002), p. 23.

45See Schleitzer (1985), p. 477.
46See for example Geman (2005), p. 202.
47See for example Geman (2005), p. 217.
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is common to number them according to their grade. Fuel oil No. 1 and 2 are referred

to as distillate fuel oil, No. 5, and 6 are often called residual fuel oil; No. 4 is a mixture

of distillate and residual fuel oils. No. 2 fuel oil is effectively nothing but the diesel

fuel trucks and cars run on. It is the same oil product as heating oil. No. 1 stands for

kerosene and No. 6 is also referred to as bunker C. Bunker describes any kind of fuel

oil used to power ships (among other areas of use).48 Using our nomenclature, light fuel

oil stands for distillate fuel oils of the No. 2 kind (also called gasoil), and heavy fuel oil

mainly refers to the No. 6 kind of fuel oil as No. 5 is not commonly used.

In the oil market, the term spot trade refers to agreements that have a definite loading

or delivery window attached to them. This window specifies the time period during which

the contracted amount of oil is loaded onto a ship or is delivered, e.g. to a storage facility.

This loading/delivery window commonly encompasses a time range of five days in the

oil products market. To obtain spot price assessments, private information agencies, like

Platts and Argus Media, consider transactions for loading/delivery in 10-25 days from

the publication date.49 Price assessments generally have to be linked to the point as

well as the kind of delivery. Import prices for delivery at an ARA storage facility are

commonly labeled CIF (Costs Insurance Freight), whereas exports from this refining area

delivered aboard a ship can be identified by the additive FOB (Free On Board). In case

price assessments reflect barge loading 50, the time range of transactions considered for

the price assessment is set to loading within 2-15 days from the publication date. This

corresponds to the specifications of the main European benchmark futures contract for

oil products - the gasoil futures listed on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) in London.

It ceases trading two working days prior to the 14th calendar day of the delivery month

before it moves into physical delivery, which has to be completed between the 16th and

the last calendar day of the delivery month.51

1.4 EU Market Liberalization

1.4.1 Reasoning

The previously described system is responsible for the successful development of the Eu-

ropean natural gas business which effectively started from the scratch and won consid-

erable market share in primary energy consumption in a formerly oil-dominated region.

The drawback of this market structure is that there is little incentive for operational

48See for the preceding paragraph Irwin (1997), p. 4.
49The price assessment is supposed to represent the prevailing market price at 16:30 London time.
50A barge is a smaller ship capable of moving inland on rivers (for example the Rhine). The quantity which can

be transported by a barge corresponds to 1,000 to 5,000 MT (metric tons). In contrast, European imports and
exports by vessel are traded in cargos corresponding to unit lots of 20,000-25,0000 MT. The price for deliveries
aboard a barge will generally be higher than in case of a cargo, mirroring handling costs. See Geman (2005), p.
221.

51The ICE gasoil futures contract also offers an alternative delivery procedure called EFP (exchange for
physical). It provides counterparts with opposite futures positions the opportunity to privately negotiate the
terms and conditions under which they would like to trade the contracts’ amount of oil product. The ICE
liquidates the corresponding futures contracts at the settlement price agreed between the parties.
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efficiency, avoidance of over-capacities or customer care. These inefficiencies represent

economic costs that could only be justified during the growth phase of the industry.

Considering the value chain, gas distribution is one of the major areas of improvement

potential as economies of scale appear to be poorly realized.52 Such inefficiencies may

endanger competitiveness of the natural gas industry itself. Globalization increasingly

exposes EU countries to international competition whereas relative high prices for nat-

ural gas negatively affect EU competitiveness even in non-energy sectors through their

cost structure.53 Competition is expected to incentivize cost efficiency and to lower con-

sumer prices, as they would be based on supply and demand. The EU has the vision of

a liberalized single internal market for natural gas (as well as for electricity) which also

considerably contributes to supply security and sustainability.

1.4.2 Regulatory Measures to Foster Competition

Given the traditional structures of the European natural gas business, introducing com-

petition cannot be successful without regulatory action. The EU started this process by

releasing the First Gas Directive (98/30/EC) of the EU parliament and the EU council

in 1998 to establish common rules for natural gas transmission, distribution, storage, and

supply. Due to the slow progress of market liberalization, it was repealed by the Second

Gas Directive (2003/55/EC - the so called acceleration directive) in 2003. It specifies

that from July 2007 on, every gas customer has the right to choose a supplier. The

directive comprises certain regulatory measures that have to be transposed into each EU

member’s law. The main actions can be summarized by the keywords

• Unbundling and

• Third Party Access (TPA).

Article 9 and 13 describe unbundling as transmission/distribution system operators in-

dependent from other functions performed by a vertically integrated company. Indepen-

dence should at least be realized in the areas of the legal form, organization, and decision

making. Separation in terms of ownership of the assets is not explicitly required. The

reasoning behind this measure is to free transport capacities so that third parties are

able to gain access to transport as well as services in a non-discriminatory way. Rules

governing how this access (including LNG and storage facilities) is to be organized can be

found in the TPA regulation (Article 18-25). It specifies the negotiated and the regulated

type of TPA, meaning that system access is granted either based on ex-ante regulated

tariffs or on an approved methodology determining these tariffs. Operators may refuse

access due to lack of capacity if access prevents them from carrying out public service

obligations, and if economic and financial difficulties with ToP contracts arise.

For countries transposing the EU directive into national law, it seems reasonable to

take into account the experience made during the liberalization of the US and the UK

52See IEA (1998a), p. 62.
53See Klei (2005), p. 106.
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gas market in the 1980s and 1990s, respectively. But it should be noted that within

these markets, indigenous production could satisfy demand which is not the case for

most other EU countries. Nevertheless, the UK market’s transition and the considerable

regulatory actions that have been taken to achieve this change testify the importance of

appropriate regulation when fostering competition.54 However, at the beginning of the

liberalization process, EU countries’ gas markets exhibited different degrees of integration

and deregulation, which had to be taken into account when national regulatory measures

were designed. For example, the markets in France, Italy, and Ireland were mainly

characterized by a single state owned company performing all downstream functions.

Deregulation had already started for example in the Netherlands, Spain, and Germany,

where integration was not that prevalent, and the gas industry already was privatized,

as in the case of Spain and Germany.

1.4.3 Obstacles to Competition

For the time being, some progress with respect to opening the EU markets for competi-

tion can be observed, although it still a long way from every customer having a choice of

supplier.55 Due to this, the EU Commission is actively deliberating possible amendments

to the existing EU Directive. These amendments are supposed to further decrease the

market power of the incumbent players and to enhance cross-border collaboration and

market transparency.56 These considerations might entail the measure of unbundling

resulting in the need for network (transmission/distribution) operator independence also

in terms of ownership.57 Another option would be to create independent system oper-

ators assuring integrated companies of the ownership of their networks operated by an

independent body.

The efforts with respect to cross border collaboration are supposed to enhance in-

ternational gas trading, currently hampered by a lack of technical interoperability of

national networks, as well as congestion in cross border transport capacities. The latter

is mainly a matter of the incumbent players missing incentives, and particulary for new

entrants to invest in new infrastructure. The first alludes to the problem of different

technical standards and gas qualities.58 Gas quality generally alludes to two different

network systems having to be maintained in order to trade high and low calorific gas;

so cross border trading might be subject to quality adaption needs. At present, many

differentiated systems are in use, which is unnecessary from a technical point of view,

but often motivated by price differentiation for different gas qualities as in Germany.59

Given that network systems commonly still belong to integrated incumbent players

- even if they are legally separated - the respective trading company usually enjoys a

54See Percebois (1999), p. 11.
55See EU-Commission (2007), p. 1.
56See EU-Commission (2007a), p. 2.
57In the UK and the Netherlands the network systems are already separated ownership wise and state owned

network operators market the available transport capacity.
58See EU-Commission (2006), p. 7. Due to the high market concentration, national regulators introduced

price caps creating strong disincentives for entrants to invest. See EU-Commission (2006), p. 8.
59See Lohmann (2006), p. 22.
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considerable information advantage, and the whole group may gain by artificially lim-

iting available capacity.60 Current TPA procedures seem not to have established an

appropriate mechanism for avoiding spare capacity and have therefore not lowered en-

try barriers. This is particularly important as transport capacity is often sold through

long-term contracts naturally limiting availability.61 Availability of transport capacity is

crucial to developing competitive and liquid trading (heavily dependant on the number

of participants). This can be achieved, for example, by introducing a system of secondary

capacity trading as in the US.62 Here, transportation and storage capacity reserved in

advance can be traded, and companies with spare capacity can sell it at market price.

Another important factor contributing to the slow progress is the existence of long-term

supply contracts between gas importers and customers satisfying the majority of their

demand.63 Gas volumes delivered under these contracts are not available for trading.

TPA therefore needs to be accompanied by limiting long-term purchase obligations.64

As mentioned earlier, some EU countries are currently undertaking regulatory actions

to change this situation. For example, Italy and Spain have introduced gas release

programs forcing gas companies to make part of the gas volume, originally sold under

long-term contracts, available. However, central to the development of competition is

that customers themselves become more active in seeking out better offers.

1.5 Market Places for Natural Gas

A vital characteristic of a competitive natural gas market is the existence of a liquid

spot and forward market.65 Within the EU, a number of mostly smaller market places

for natural gas have emerged since the inception of market liberalization. These are

located at so called hubs. Hubs are basically defined as contractual points where title

to natural gas can be transferred from sellers to buyers. Two types of hubs can be

identified: physical and virtual hubs.66 Physical hubs refer to specific locations, meaning

that natural gas has to be delivered at a certain point within the gas transportation

system (GTS). Given this, pipeline capacities connected to this hub may be a bottleneck

for trading activities. However, the world’s most fluid and successful trading hub - Henry

Hub in the US - is a physical hub. In case of virtual hubs, the physical trading area

encompasses certain zones of a GTS or even the GTS of an entire country. The hub

can be interpreted as a virtual point within such a (sub-)system.67 The latter structure

is most often found in the EU, although the Zeebrüge hub, for example, is a physical

one. In order to function, a virtual hub requires an entry-exit system based on a tariff,

60See EU-Commission (2006), p. 7.
61See Schwark (2003), p. 27.
62See IEA (2000), p. 95.
63See for example Bolton (2002), p. 7 or Schnichels (2003), p. 172.
64See Bundeskartellamt (2006), p. 11.
65See BERR (2005), p. 17/18.
66See Eurogas (2006), p. 1.
67See Schwark (2006), p. 1.
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independent of transportation distance.68 This means that natural gas injected into the

system through an entry point is not allocated to a certain area and can be traded as

long as it remains in the system. For this reason a virtual hub is often compared to a gas

storage. A hub, in the sense of an actual transportation system, is organized by a system

operator, who is responsible for matching shippers’ physical transportation demands and

ensuring system stability. The major gas hubs in the EU are named below:

• National Balancing Point (NBP) UK

• Title Transfer Facility (TTF) Netherlands

• Zeebrügge Belgium

• NetConnect Germany (NCG)

• Gaspool (GPL) Germany

• Points d’Echange de Gaz (PEG) France.

By far the largest hub in the EU is the British NBP. However, it should be noted that

even in the UK about 70% of the gas reaches the island under traditional long-term con-

tracts.69 Looking at all continental gas hubs in 2007 together, their estimated market

size accounted for about 9% of the NBP’s trading volume.70 When considering conti-

nental hubs, the TTF has recently shown considerable growth outpacing the Zeebrügge

hub with respect to the highest trading volume.71 The remaining examples of EU hubs

are of more regional importance, and still at an early stage of development suffering

from low liquidity. This lack of liquidity is currently the most prominent problem af-

fecting smaller market places. If continental gas market participants were confident that

hub prices provide objective price indicators, supply contracts, e.g. for industry cus-

tomers, could expect to be indexed at such market prices. However, as the UK example

shows, even if liquid hub trading became EU wide reality, the fundamentals of the nat-

ural gas business - in particular the value chain - would remain the same. Hub trading

should therefore not be regarded as a substitute for long-term contracts but rather as a

supplementing instrument, improving transparency and efficiency in local markets. Fur-

thermore, liquid hubs enable market participants to cover volume and supply risks, and

therefore can also encourage infrastructure investments.72

1.6 Types of Spot and Forward Contracts

When considering natural gas prices, we concentrate on contracts based on the British

definition of the gas day, meaning the constant delivery of gas during the period from

68See Schwark (2006), p. 3.
69See BERR (2005), p. 19.
70See FSA (2007), p. 2.
71See RWE (2007), p. 9.
72See Eurogas (2006). p. 2.
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06:00:00 on the respective day until 05:59:59 on the following day. In natural gas trading,

the notion spot or cash market refers to the market for short-term agreements of physical

gas delivery settled within the next few days. It is not uniquely characterized by a

specific contract, and can be understood as the short-term part of the physical OTC

market.73 We will introduce common spot contracts traded by brokerage firms. The

shortest contract in terms of the time to delivery and the delivery period is the day-ahead

contract.74 It specifies delivery during the next working day not including weekends or

bank holidays. Besides the day-ahead contract, weekend contracts are traded and refer

to the delivery over the next few non-working day(s). This means the upcoming weekend

including potentially adjoining bank holidays. Gas delivery over bank holidays falling

midweek is also traded through a separate weekend contract. Additionally, balance-of-

month and -week contracts are available. Their price represents the average price for

gas delivery beginning on the next day - irrespective of the kind of weekday - until the

morning of the first day of the next calendar week or month, respectively.

The forward market segment provides instruments for price risk management neces-

sary for attracting parties to trade in the rather volatile spot market. The natural gas

forward market is organized to a major extent as an OTC market.75 It can be classified

in forward and financial contracts. Financial contracts (like swaps or options) are set-

tled in cash and not physically. Despite the fact that the share of forward and financial

contracts varies over time and that precise data is not available, it can be stated that the

market for financial contracts is considerably smaller.76 In continental Europe, financial

contracts are hardly traded at all. In case of forwards, there is some trading volume

tied to exchange traded contracts called futures. These standardized contracts prevent

market participants from counterparty risk and provide a transparent pricing mechanism

in contrast to the OTC market. Due to the standardization and unambiguity of futures

contracts we are going to focus on futures contracts instead of forwards.

1.7 Structure of NBP and TTF Futures

As the two major European trading hubs will be considered in this work, the following

paragraph compares the specification of natural gas futures traded at the Intercontinental

Commodity Exchange (ICE) in London and the Endex in Amsterdam. In some respects

the structure of these futures is different. At present there are only base load futures

traded, meaning that one lot specifies constant delivery of 1 MWh each hour (Endex) or

1,000 Therms each day (ICE) during the delivery period. The contract size at the ICE

is defined as a multiple of five lots. At the Endex, contracts covering the three upcoming

months, the next four quarters (Jan-Mar; Apr-Jun; Jul-Sep and Oct-Dec), the next two

73There is some insignificant exchange based spot trading such as the Amsterdam Power Exchange (APX).
74Please note that at every trading hub there is a market for balancing services to ensure system stability.

This market will not be considered in this work.
75See BERR (2005), p. 10.
76In 2005, the market volume for British forwards was estimated to be about 14 times larger than the one

for financial contracts whereas in 2006 the forward market appeared to be about 60%-70% larger. See BERR
(2007), p. 3/4.
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seasons (Apr-Sep and Oct-Mar), and the next three calendar years are available. Endex

contracts with a delivery period of more than a single month are fulfilled by cascading.

This mechanism results in three monthly contracts out of a quarterly product. A yearly

contract cascades into three quarterly and three monthly products representing the same

value as before. Only monthly products move into physical delivery. Monthly Endex

contracts cease trading on the second last working day of the month prior to the delivery

month.77 In case of the ICE futures, there is no cascading mechanism. Expired contracts

are replaced by contracts of the same type of delivery period and the longest time to

delivery. All listed contract types - monthly, quarterly, and seasonal - expire at 17:00

hours London time on the second last working day prior to the first day of the delivery

period and move into physical delivery if not closed out. Six consecutive seasonal, eleven

to twelve quarterly, and ten to twelve monthly contracts are currently traded at the ICE.

As certain quarterly and monthly contracts of different time to delivery start trading at

the same time, e.g. on the last working day of June, there is a varying number of available

contracts in the course of a year as they expire on different dates.

1.8 Research Question

Given the structure of physical delivery over a specified time period, natural gas futures

can be viewed as a kind of swap contract. Admittedly, there is no actual exchange of a

fixed price against a floating (spot) price, but, due to the kind of delivery commitment,

the price of a futures contract is nothing but the average daily forward price or swap

price for the corresponding delivery period. A payer swap, written on the daily spot

price, guarantees the holder an average purchase price over the swap period. Natural

gas futures contracts are very similar when the contract moves into physical delivery. The

holder of a long position is obliged to pay the last settlement price of the already expired

futures contract for the daily gas deliveries.78 This (fixed) price is called the exchange

delivery settlement price (EDSP). Alternatively, the futures holder could buy the gas for

the daily spot price (e.g. day-ahead). In this way, the EDSP can be interpreted as the

swap price, implicitly exchanged for the floating spot price during the delivery period.

This work looks more closely at the consequences of this delivery mechanism for

market participants using these futures as hedging instrument with no interest in actual

physical delivery. Such a situation can often be found at trading units of banks exposed to

commodity price risk, stemming from hedging products sold to producers or consumers,

and from structured investment products. If natural gas futures are used in such a setting

to hedge the spot price during the respective delivery period, the swap-like character is

lost and a financial hedger is exposed to a basis risk. However, up to the delivery

period, these futures are valid hedges of the changing predictions of the future average

77Quarterly, seasonal, and yearly products expire on the working day before the respective monthly contract’s
expiry. Given that Christmas holidays comprise the days 24.-26.12. ending on a Friday and that Endex is closed
on the 31.12., then the December contract of the current year expires on the 29.12. Furthermore, both the closest
quarterly (first quarter of the next year) and the closest yearly contract (upcoming year) expire on the 23.12.

78Please recall that physically settled natural gas futures cease trading prior to the delivery period.
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spot price during the delivery period. This specific kind of basis risk will be referred

to as the inherent basis risk of natural gas futures. We are interested in whether this

exposure can be reduced by applying two alternative hedging schemes also using futures

contracts. The answer is given based on a historical review of the respective hedge

performance. We effectively compare the historical basis risk of three different hedging

strategies. Transaction costs will be considered in the way that the number of futures

transactions is limited to the number necessary to implement the most intuitive hedging

strategy. Considering actual transaction costs would result in non-zero expected profits

from hedging, as they represent already known costs. To assess the basis risk of an

otherwise 100% hedging strategy it is convenient to assume expected profits to be zero

as all deviations stem from this kind of risk. If transaction costs are to be explicitly

considered, the overall effect of changes in expected profits, in conjunction with changes

in the risk exposure, needs to be assessed. To this, we would need to define a utility

function for the hedger, which is subject to considerable judgement.79

79For example Kroner & Sultan (1993) used a mean-variance utility function to assess different hedging
strategies. The choice of the parameter of risk aversion considerably affects their results.
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Chapter 2

Inherent Basis Risk in Natural Gas
Futures

In this chapter, we first briefly illustrate the general phenomenon of basis risk when

natural gas futures are used for spot price hedging. Secondly, we quantify the historical

basis risk incurred by a financial hedger when the monthly natural gas futures are applied

to hedge the average spot price of the respective delivery month - the inherent basis risk.

We distinguish between the basis risk from hedging the average spot price of two to nine

months periods. The notion benchmark strategy will be used to describe this way of spot

price hedging.

2.1 Introduction to Basis Risk

Futures markets are most often understood to provide financial instruments for the

purpose of price risk reduction also called hedging. However, historically, there have

been two distinct views on the motives behind hedging with commodity futures contracts.

Working (1953) outlines that hedging is widely misunderstood, as its primary aim is

not risk reduction but arbitrage. He argues that risk reduction is more of an incidental

side product. According to Working, market participants - except for extraordinary risk

averse producers or processors - base their hedging decision on their personal opinion

on the attractiveness of the current difference between the spot and the futures price,

as well as its future evolution. If a hedger deems it attractive, he decides to undertake

a (full) hedge. The difference between the spot and a certain futures price is called the

basis. Hedging is therefore perceived as a kind of speculation on the basis. This can be

illustrated by looking at the future P/L of a hedged spot market position S(t) which can

be delivered against the futures contract F (t, T ) maturing at time T . If the contract is

closed out N periods into the future, where t+N < T , the P/L is uncertain as the future

19
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basis is uncertain.

˜P/L = ˜P/L(Spot)− ˜P/L(Futures)

= [S̃(t + N)− S(t)]− [F̃ (t + N, T )− F (t, T )]

= [F (t, T )− S(t)]− [F̃ (t + N, T )− S̃(t + N)]

= B(t, T )− B̃(t + N, T )

= opening basis - closing basis (2.1)

Equation 2.1 shows that the overall P/L of a hedged position is determined by the

basis at the time the hedge is lifted. Variability in the closing basis will be called basis

risk. Using arbitrage arguments, it can be shown that at maturity of a classical futures

contract (being traded up to delivery, taking place at a single point in time) the basis

has to be zero. This results in a perfect hedge, and the hedger’s P/L is predictable,

being equal to the opening basis.1 We define a perfect hedge as a procedure for precisely

determining the price of a future purchase or sale of a good.

The more recent and currently most supported view on hedging originates from

Johnson (1960) and Stein (1961). Here, hedging is put into the context of portfo-

lio theory and is performed by risk averse, utility maximizing market participants. Its

hypothesis states that hedging decisions are built on the same risk-return considera-

tions used to set up other portfolios. We will look at this concept in more detail when

discussing the minimum variance hedging approach.

2.2 Basis Risk of the Benchmark Strategy

Physically settled natural gas futures as traded at the NBP or the TTF cease trading

just before the beginning of the delivery period. A hedger interested only in financially

hedging the natural gas spot price during the corresponding delivery period has to close

out his futures position before the actual daily spot prices or the average spot price of

the delivery period is known. As a result, the futures price at the time the hedge is

lifted cannot equal the actual average spot price of the delivery period. Inevitably, the

hedger is left with a yet unknown, non-zero basis. We might assume that the futures

final settlement price - the EDSP - represents the (discounted) expected average spot

price with respect to the respective delivery period. This formulation implies that we

assume natural gas futures prices to be unbiased predictors of the future spot price.

Empirical evidence for price biasedness in futures markets is mixed. Bessimbinder

(1993) and Kolb (1992) considered a broad variety of commodities (metals, agricultural

products, and crude oil) and found no support for a systematic bias. Chang (1985) and

Roon, Nejman, & Veld (2000) found some evidence for a downward bias in futures

prices also implied by the famous theory of normal backwardation2. In conjunction

1In order to result in a perfect hedge, the asset, whose spot price is to be hedged and the volume intended to
be purchased or sold, has to be identical to the futures’ underlying. In case of commodities, the place of delivery
is an additional criterion to distinguish between otherwise identical goods.

2We will briefly describe this theory in chapter 5.2.
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with this, the results of Movassagh & Modjtahedi (2005) also suggest a downward

bias. Their study is one of the very few concerned with natural gas futures. However,

Williams & Wright (1991) outline that, especially in case of storable commodities,

short-term futures prices are strongly bound to the spot price. Moreover, Movassagh &

Modjtahedi (2005) stress that their evidence starts to gain some statistical significance

in case of longer-term contracts maturing in more than 3 months time.3 Because of the

data history available and liquidity considerations, we are going to confine our analysis

to monthly futures contracts. This implies, the EDSP is only used as price expectation

with respect to the upcoming month. Given the considerations above, we will assume

unbiasedness.4

The difference between the EDSP and the actually realized average spot price of

the respective delivery period will be used as a benchmark to assess alternative hedging

strategies. We will use the notion benchmark strategy to characterize the procedure of

buying or selling the current futures curve. As a sum, the delivery periods of the single

futures applied coincide with the hedging period of a risk averse financial investor. If

we assume the spot market position corresponds to the futures contracts’ volume, the

benchmark strategy is a full hedge strategy. Thus, the hedger is steadily exposed to the

inherent basis risk of the just expired contract.5 However, this kind of basis risk is more

similar to a spot price risk than to the classical basis risk described in the preceding

section. In the classical case, the hedger can assess hedge performance at the time the

futures contract is closed out. This is actually the idea behind the alternative hedging

strategies.

To quantify the residual or basis risk exposures of different hedging strategies, we

assume perfect divisibility of futures contracts. Furthermore, we assume that a risk averse

investor intends to hedge the average spot price for constant gas delivery throughout the

hedging period (equal in length to the risk horizon), at the location, and for that kind of

natural gas specified by the futures contract. The spot price describes the day-ahead price

(for gas delivery on working days) and the weekend price observed on the last working

day before the beginning of the corresponding period. For the sake of simplicity, we

will base our analysis on one unit of energy per day (e.g. one Therm) to be hedged.

Due to data availability and reasons of liquidity, we choose risk horizons from two up to

nine months. The risk horizon is defined in units of whole calendar months. As futures

expire just before the beginning of the delivery period, the hedger only holds the two

closest contracts at inception of the hedge in the case of a three month risk horizon.

3Besides this strand of research, some take the transaction costs view and advocate unbiasedness of futures
contracts, as, for example Williams (2001). According to them, futures markets’ main role is to reduce trans-
action costs associated with finding counterparties, or to enforce contracts meaning there is no evident need for
futures to be biased.

4However, in the course of this work we will also use futures prices as longer-term spot price expectations,
as we found this assumption to be on average accurate with respect to the applied data history. This result is
stated in table 4.4.

5Such hedgers most likely favor futures with the shortest delivery period available, as the inherent basis risk
is expected to be smallest. A reason for this may be given by the EDSP taking the role of a price forecast with
respect to the delivery period, where this forecast is probably more precise the shorter the forecasting horizon
is.
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This is because at the beginning of a hedging period the preceding contract covering the

upcoming days is not traded anymore. As we form a sequence of single hedging periods,

e.g. June to August and July to September, we have to assume that the hedger has held

the respective monthly contract that already expired. Therefore, we assume the hedger

to have entered this contract one month before the beginning of the hedging period.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the benchmark hedging strategy for a two period example and a

risk horizon of three months. It is shown that the number of futures contracts needed

to implement this strategy is equal to the number of calendar months to be hedged.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the benchmark hedging strategy for
two consecutive hedging periods (Jan-Mar, Feb-Apr) and a
risk horizon of three months. The arrows indicate the month
to be hedged by the respective futures contract whereas the
length of the boxes represents the time the contract is held
by the hedger.

As outlined in chapter 3, smaller continental European natural gas markets very often

receive price signals from the most mature and liquid British market. Therefore, we are

going to confine our analysis to NBP spot and futures prices. Table 2.1 describes the

historical hedge ineffectiveness or hedge P/L of the benchmark hedging strategy for a

daily short position in the NBP spot market in case of different risk horizons during the

time period January 2003 to September 2008. Positive figures represent P/L in favor

of the investor. Relative figures represent the ratio of the hedge P/L relative to the

respective hedging period’s target costs.6 Besides the hedge P/L, P/L figures in case of

no hedging activity are provided in order to assess the hedge performance. In the case of

no hedging activity, the target price was chosen to be the average futures price observed

on the last day before inception of the respective hedging period.7

The standard deviation of the absolute hedge P/L increased quite proportionally as

the length of the risk horizon increased, which was also true for the up- and downside

6It should be recognized that absolute and relative quantiles do not necessarily refer to the P/L of the same
hedging period, as the distribution of relative results is determined independently from the one of the absolute
results.

7The futures price, referring to the contract expiring at the end of the first calendar month of the hedging
period, was observed on the second last working day before inception of the hedge and corresponds to its EDSP.
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Table 2.1: The absolute and relative hedge P/L using the
benchmark strategy and the non-hedging P/L w.r.t. the
average NBP spot price for sequences of hedging periods of
two to nine months from Jan 2003-Sep 2008.

GB Pence Risk H. No.Obs. 1% Quant. 99% Quant. Mean St.Dev.
No Hedge 2M 68 -839 972 80 489
Long Spot 3M 67 -1’236 2’129 194 792

6M 64 -1’872 6’432 569 1’970
9M 61 -2’978 10’002 1’103 3’448

Long 2M 68 -517 646 26 292
Hedge 3M 67 -524 827 42 345

6M 64 -871 1’313 87 526
9M 61 -927 1’644 148 691

Relative
No Hedge 2M 68 -48.6% 33.9% 1.1% 19.1%
Long Spot 3M 67 -52.7% 41.2% 2.3% 20.6%

6M 64 -36.0% 56.6% 3.6% 23.3%
9M 61 -33.1% 59.0% 4.9% 24.2%

Long 2M 68 -29.2% 21.5% -0.5% 11.6%
Hedge 3M 67 -24.6% 17.5% -0.4% 9.8%

6M 64 -16.6% 12.1% -0.2% 7.4%
9M 61 -13.0% 9.7% 0.2% 5.9%

quantiles of the hedge P/L distributions. When measuring the hedge ineffectiveness in

relative terms, the standard deviation decreased with the length of the risk horizon. This

is mainly due to the fact that a certain hedge P/L represents the sum of single monthly

P/Ls. A longer hedging period can therefore be understood as a longer averaging period,

with respect to these single P/Ls, resulting in a lower standard deviation. In the case of

no hedging activity, standard deviation increased as futures prices are increasingly bad

predictors when the length of the risk horizon increases. The mean values of the non-

hedging P/L distributions were positive, implying that, on average, the actual spot price

happened to be smaller than the average futures price observed at inception of a hedging

period. Due to this development, table 2.1 shows that the asymmetry in the absolute

non-hedging P/L distributions increased as the length of the risk horizon increased. This

kind of asymmetric widening was not observed in case of the relative measure.

To visualize hedge performance and the inherent basis risk of the benchmark hedging

strategy for the different risk horizons, figures 2.2 and 2.3 depict the hedge P/L and of

the non-hedging P/L distributions. The benchmark hedging strategy led to a reduction

in standard deviation of 44% and 57% for the two and three months risk horizons,

respectively. Reduction in standard deviation even increased to 74% and 80% over six

and nine months, respectively.

The question we are going to answer in this work is whether the standard deviation

of the hedge P/L under two alternative hedging schemes would have been even smaller

than the one incurred using the benchmark strategy.
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Figure 2.2: P/L distributions of a hedged and an unhedged
daily short spot market position in the case of a risk horizon
of 2 and 3 months, based on a Jan 2003 - Sep 2008 post-
sample analysis.
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Figure 2.3: P/L distributions of a hedged and an unhedged
daily short spot market position in the case of a risk horizon
of 6 and 9 months, based on a Jan 2003 - Sep 2008 post-
sample analysis.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of Natural Gas Prices

Due to the existence of the inherent basis risk of natural gas futures we are going to

hedge the spot price in two alternative ways, also applying futures contracts. The first

alternative scheme builds on regression results, whereas the second is based on a reduced

form spot price model. To implement the latter approach we need to take into account

the properties of the spot and futures price dynamics. This is central when choosing

an appropriate model, as one needs to be aware of its shortcomings. We perform a

qualitative as well as a descriptive analysis of historical time series and conclude this

chapter with a principal component analysis of spot and futures prices.

3.1 Qualitative Analysis of NBP and TTF Spot Prices

Figures 3.1 to 3.4 depict the evolution of historical day-ahead prices for high calorific

natural gas at the NBP and the TTF hub as well as corresponding log-returns. Both

time series originate from Bloomberg and represent daily closing prices contributed by

brokerage firms.1 The NBP is a more mature market place, therefore a longer data

history is available.

Natural gas day-ahead prices occasionally - mainly during winter times - show price

jumps. Most of the time, upward jumps are followed by a compensating price move-

ment in the opposite direction. The term price spike is commonly used to describe this

property. Furthermore, in winter 2005/2006 day-ahead prices at the NBP fluctuated

greatly at a high level associated with more frequent spikes which was also the case at

the TTF, but to a much lesser extent. However, the single largest spike at the TTF (in

terms of log-returns) was even more drastic than that at the NBP. The reason for such

behavior is that natural gas is grid-bound, and also that storage capacity and deliver-

ability is limited. Souring demand and/or interrupted supply can result to substantial

price movements, as in winter 2005/2006. The next paragraph will shortly outline the

circumstances under which this price scenario occurred. Besides this, the plotted price

evolution can be characterized as mean-reverting - price seem to return to an average

level. Commodity prices are perceived to fluctuate around marginal production costs.2

1The contributing brokerage firms include ICAP, Spectron Group, and Tullet Prebon.
2See Geman (2005), p. 65.
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Figure 3.1: The daily NBP day-ahead price, Aug 2000 - Mar
2008.
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Figure 3.2: The daily TTF day-ahead price, Mar 2005 - Mar
2008.
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Figure 3.3: Daily NBP log-returns of the day-ahead price,
Aug 2000 - Mar 2008.
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Figure 3.4: Daily TTF log-returns of the day-ahead price,
Mar 2005 - Mar 2008.
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Given that British indigenous natural gas production declined during 2005, unusually

cold weather and a fire at the main storage facility led to a shortage in supply and spiking

prices. LNG import capacities were fully utilized. The continental gas market - despite

significant price differentials - did not offer adequate surplus quantities resulting in a

utilization of only about 60% of the pipeline import capacity from Belgium. Due to this

and Britain’s increasing dependence on imports, many infrastructure projects have been

initiated since that time, e.g. the Balgzand Bacton pipeline from the Netherlands, the

Langeled pipeline from Norway or new LNG import terminals at Milford Haven.3

To get an idea of how strong prices at the two main European hubs move together, we

plotted them onto the same graph (figure 3.5). NBP prices quoted in GB Pence/Therm

were converted to Euro/MWh based on historical EUR/GBP exchange rates.4

This rough picture illustrates European natural gas prices as being pretty much

aligned and only showing greater discrepancies in times of unusually strong fluctuations.

Such a high correlation is not surprising as the continental gas market is physically con-

nected to the UK market via the the so called Interconnector pipeline between Bacton

(UK) and Zeebrügge (Belgium), laying ground for arbitrage driven trading. Only in ex-

treme situations, when pipeline capacities are not sufficient to allow for further arbitrage

trading, price spreads are observed.5 Due to the significant difference in traded volumes,

it can be stated that most price signals originate from the NBP hub.6 Therefore, we

confine our analysis to NBP prices.

In the course of this work, we will also look at the monthly average spot price of

natural gas. Figure 3.6 shows the historical evolution of the rolling 30-day average spot

price at the NBP (incl. day-ahead and weekend prices). As weekend prices are generally

available during the week preceding the corresponding period, we used the contract price

on the last working day before that weekend period - most often a Friday.7 This is in

line with market practice, when weekend price indices are calculated.8 Naturally, the

average price is smoother and shows much less pronounced spikes compared to daily

prices whereas the mean-reversion property is still observable.

3.2 Seasonality in NBP Spot Prices

Due to its main areas of usage - space heating and industrial processes - natural gas

demand is seasonal to a considerable extent, the major influencing factor being outside

temperature and economic activity.9 Given that natural gas is not storable in arbitrarily

large quantities, and that it is traded on regional markets, seasonality patterns in spot

prices are likely to remain unavoidable. When looking at figure 3.1 it appears that day-

3See for the preceding paragraph IEA (2006), p. 27-29.
4These exchange rates also represent broker quotes at the close of business drawn from Bloomberg.
5See Burger, Graeber, & Schindlmayer (2007), p. 13.
6See RWE (2007), p. 9.
7Weekend prices stem from the same source as day-ahead price information.
8See for example the definition of the Weekend-Ahead Index used by the Spectron Group on

www.spectrongroup.com/tabid/78/Default.aspx.
9See Geman (2005), p. 234.
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Figure 3.5: Daily TTF and NBP day-ahead prices,
Mar 2005 - Mar 2008.
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Figure 3.6: The rolling 30-day average NBP spot price, daily
observations Sept 2000 - Mar 2008.
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ahead prices in winter times are, on average, higher than during the summer, implying

a seasonal price pattern. In order to get a rough idea of potential seasonal effects, we

calculated the average day-ahead and weekend price at the NBP during August and

January 2001 to 2007. The result is given in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Average NBP day-ahead and weekend prices in
Jan and Aug 2001 - 2007.
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In most cases the day-ahead price was higher in winter than during the summer. The

weekend price was also lower than the price for working days. However, price differences

vary widely. Average working day prices were 0.6% to 26.5% higher than weekend prices

in August months. In case of January, differences ranged from 3.3% to 22.3%. When

looking at average day-ahead prices in January and August, the years 2005 and 2007

even showed slightly higher prices during summer than in January (-3.5%, -5.7%) with

the difference in the remaining years ranging from 20.1% to 93.8%. Based on these rough

calendar considerations no general statement concerning the seasonal patterns in spot

prices can be made. Given that the winter 2006/2007 was extraordinarily mild - which

to a lesser extent was also true for January 2005 - and January prices appeared to be low

compared to August prices, it also seems necessary to consider temperature information

to more clearly identify seasonal effects in NBP spot prices. In order to assess whether

a price pattern can be determined on a weekly basis, we calculated the autocorrelation

function of daily spot prices (day-ahead and weekend prices) shown in figure 3.8.

There is no predominant price pattern in daily spot prices. However, as every seventh

value is positive, and clearly larger than neighboring ones, some rather weak intra-week
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Figure 3.8: Autocorrelation function of the daily NBP spot
price, based on 2001 - 2007 data.
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price pattern can be expected to exist. This is most probably linked to the difference

between working days and non-working days.

3.2.1 Regression Model for Yearly Seasonality

In order to determine the impact of calendar and temperature effects on NBP spot

prices, we introduce an OLS regression model explaining relative daily prices. These are

calculated as the daily spot price divided by the respective year’s average spot price. This

ratio is called factor-to-year (f2y). This is done because seasonality describes common

deviations from an average price level, and therefore can only be reasonably expressed

by a relative measure. The absolute price level is subject to frequent changes, but

seasonality remains roughly the same. As the seasonality model represents the average,

relative price structure within the observed period, we excluded price jumps in order to

obtain a more robust result. To achieve this, we capped prices at the level of three times

the standard deviation of the respective year.10 The regression setup is very similar to

the one applied in Blöchlinger (2008) chapter 6.3.

We choose the single months of a year and the distinction between working- and

non-working day (weekend periods) as calendar related regressors. Additionally, we

use daily temperature information of the two northern German cities, Hannover and

10Literature presents different ways of excluding extreme events from a time series. The threshold of three
times the standard deviation is most often used. See for example Clewlow & Strickland (2000).
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Hamburg, and also Amsterdam and Rotterdam in the Netherlands.11 Specifically, we

apply three dummy variables to explain the differences relative to the Q1 quarter; 11

dummy variables to capture deviations relative to the January price level; and a single

dummy to account for non-working days. For consistent temperature information, we

apply the concept of energy degree days (EDDs). The respective measuring units are

heating and cooling degree days (HDDs/CDDs) taking 18.3°Celsius (or 65°Fahrenheit)

as reference temperature. These values are the ones most often applied in the context

of weather derivatives.12 Degree days are a measure of how much the daily average

temperature deviated from 18.3°C using the criterion Max(deviation,0). For example two

HDDs indicate that the average daily temperature has been two °C below the reference

temperature. The corresponding CDDs measure for this day would be zero. Equation

3.1 summarizes the regression model just described.

f2yt = a0 +
11∑

i=1

bi Mt,i + c WEt +
4∑

i=1

d1,i CDDt,i

+
4∑

i=1

d2,i HDDt,i + εt.

(3.1)

The first and the second variable represents the monthly and weekend dummy re-

spectively. Performing an OLS regression on a time series most often results in au-

tocorrelation of the error terms, leading to distorted standard errors and therefore to

inefficient estimations of the coefficients. In order to deal with this problem, we apply

the Newey & West (1987) correction, which corrects potential autocorrelation and

for heteroscedasticity in the error terms. Table 3.1 illustrates the result of the regression

model (Calendar-EDD model), including all calendar variables and the EDD data. Only

variables significant at the 10% level are reported. The underlying data history includes

daily information from the 2001 - 2007 period.

About 45% of the daily (relative) price variation can be explained by the factors

displayed. This relatively low R̄2 implies that there have to be considerably more, pre-

sumingly overlapping factors affecting natural gas spot prices. Another result worth

mentioning is the small Durbin/Watson statistic implying potential positive autocorre-

lation, but we do not test for it. The most significant, and seemingly most important,

temperature information stems from colder weather in Amsterdam. Hamburg’s HDDs

contribute only to a very small extent. The impact of higher temperatures is only signifi-

cant for Hannover’s CDDs. The coefficients for the significant single month variables are

surprising. First, February, March, and April are not significant. Second, all significant

coefficients are positive, which could be interpreted as natural gas prices being on average

at their lowest in January. But this is misleading. These results have to be considered in

11Unfortunately, daily UK temperature information is not available at a reasonable costs, so we
confine ourselves to information from the continental coast line. German data can be obtained for
free under www.dwd.de. Daily temperature data for the Netherlands is also available for free under
www.knmi.nl/klimatologie/daggegevens/download.cgi?language=eng.

12See for example Brocket, Wang, & Yang (2005), p. 128 or Geman (2005), p. 327.
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Table 3.1: Results for the yearly seasonality model Calendar-
EDD. Standard errors are corrected using the Newey-West
method; only variables significant at the 10% level are
reported.

Specification Cal-EDD
Dependent Variable f2y
R2 0.457 Durbin/Watson 0.239
R̄2 0.454 No. Observations 2556
σ2 0.072 No. Variables 13
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Probability
Constant 0.480 9.811 0.000
May 0.132 3.331 0.001
Jun 0.181 4.120 0.000
Jul 0.270 5.264 0.000
Aug 0.295 5.988 0.000
Sept 0.233 3.827 0.000
Oct 0.178 3.236 0.001
Nov 0.329 4.433 0.000
Dec 0.253 2.906 0.004
Weekend -0.073 -8.480 0.000
HDD Amsterdam 0.0402 7.117 0.000
HDD Hamburg 0.008 0.168 0.092
CDD Hannover 0.017 2.725 0.006

conjunction with the other coefficients, and especially the effect of temperature has to be

taken into account. Regarding the first aspect, one could argue that winter months at the

beginning of a year are not so much different compared to the reference month January.

However, April seems to be no typical winter month. To understand this point better, we

perform an additional regression using only calendar variables (Calendar model). Table

3.2 summarizes the corresponding results.

Given this specification, the portion of explained variation drops to about 31%, the

April variable becomes significant, and all months up to October now show negative

coefficients implying June and July to be the least expensive months. As expected,

moving towards fall leads to less negative coefficients, whereas the opposite is true when

moving towards summer time. Apart from the constant, the weekend variable is most

significant. In order to get an idea of its explanatory power, the weekend variable is

omitted and another regression is performed on the monthly dummies alone(Calendar-

w/o Weekend model). The resulting R̄2 of 30%, shown in table 3.3, is only marginally

smaller compared to the preceding specification. However, it might be the case that the

weekend effect is not constant over the year resulting only in marginal explanatory power

when looking at prices over a whole year. Instead, we choose to analyze natural gas spot

prices relative to the respective quarter’s average spot price in the following section.
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Table 3.2: Results for the yearly seasonality model Calendar.
Standard errors are corrected using the Newey-West method;
only variables significant at the 10% level are reported.

Specification Calendar
Dependent Variable f2y
R2 0.308 Durbin/Watson 0.15
R̄2 0.305 No. Observations 2556
σ2 0.092 No. Variables 11
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Probability
Constant 1.137 25.256 0.000
Apr -0.254 -4.338 0.000
May -0.279 -5.765 0.000
Jun -0.349 -7.322 0.000
Jul -0.305 -5.666 0.000
Aug -0.283 -5.586 0.000
Sept -0.271 -4.108 0.000
Oct -0.153 -1.938 0.053
Nov 0.187 2.042 0.041
Dec 0.279 2.898 0.004
Weekend -0.0695 -7.988 0.000

3.2.2 Quarterly Working Day/Weekend Seasonality

As alluded to before, weekend prices can expected to be smaller than prices for working

days. In the yearly regression models, the weekend effect - although highly significant

- only had very little explanatory power, whereas monthly average prices (January vs.

August) led to very large variations in price differences and no stable pattern could be

discovered. We will therefore take the time period of a quarter in order to produce more

stable results for a weekend effect. We first calculate the average day-ahead price for

each quarter within the period (2001-2007). Then, we relate the respective quarter’s

day-ahead prices to this average to get the factor-to-quarter (f2q) for the respective

working days. The same is done in order to get the f2qs for the weekend prices. Table

3.4 comprises the results and additionally gives information about the historical average

spread between day-ahead and weekend prices in the respective quarter.

In 2007, the spreads between working days and non-working days were much smaller

compared to previous years. To get a more readable picture, we plotted the spreads

calculated above for every quarter of the observation period in figure 3.9.

Disregarding 2007 for a moment, we see that Q1 spreads fluctuate around 10% in

a quite regular manner whereas Q4 spreads seem to revert to 7%-8%. In case of Q2

spreads, fluctuation is more narrow at around 4%. The only spread exhibiting a trend is

the Q3 spread with a mean of about 9%. Given that the majority of the spreads behave

in a rather regular way, we decide to average these quarterly spreads (including 2007)

to supplement the yearly seasonality model with the quarterly working day/weekend

pattern. Figure 3.10 depicts the resulting (average) f2qs for the respective quarter and

the type of weekday over the observation period.
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Table 3.3: Results for the yearly seasonality model Calendar-
w/o Weekend. Standard errors are corrected using the
Newey-West method; only variables significant at the 10%
level are reported.

Specification Calendar-w/o Weekend
Dependent Variable f2y
R2 0.300 Durbin/Watson 0.158
R̄2 0.298 No. Observations 2556
σ2 0.093 No. Variables 10
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Probability
Constant 1.116 25.111 0.000
Apr -0.257 -4.395 0.000
May -0.282 -5.815 0.000
Jun -0.349 -7.308 0.000
Jul -0.304 -5.654 0.000
Aug -0.284 -5.591 0.000
Sept -0.270 -4.104 0.000
Oct -0.152 -1.920 0.055
Nov 0.188 2.057 0.040
Dec 0.275 2.845 0.004

To estimate the overall seasonality, one needs to multiply the results of the yearly

regression model (f2y) by the previously calculated working day/weekend pattern per

quarter (f2q). This overall seasonality pattern is called shape and its daily values are

supposed to show an average of one over the time period of a whole calendar year.13 It

represents the relative daily price level within the respective year. As we are interested

in the price pattern in the spot price history, we calculate the historical shape - applying

historical temperature information - to get an idea as to what extent price fluctuations

have been of deterministic origin. Figure 3.11 shows the historical shape and the realized

daily relative spot price for the observation period.

13To guarantee this property, each shape-value (or weight) should be normalized using the average weight of
the respective calendar year.
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Table 3.4: Average f2qs for working days and weekend
periods per quarter and the corresponding spread between
them, based on 2001 - 2007 data.

Year Quarter f2q-Working D. f2q-Weekend Av. Spread
2001 1 1.028 0.930 10.6%

2 1.019 0.961 6.0%
3 1.017 0.961 5.8%
4 1.022 0.950 7.5%

2002 1 1.025 0.945 8.4%
2 1.011 0.977 3.5%
3 1.059 0.857 23.6%
4 1.037 0.915 13.3%

2003 1 1.034 0.920 12.4%
2 1.015 0.969 4.7%
3 1.023 0.944 8.5%
4 1.017 0.960 6.0%

2004 1 1.018 0.956 6.5%
2 1.009 0.982 2.7%
3 1.014 0.965 5.1%
4 1.009 0.978 3.2%

2005 1 1.040 0.915 13.7%
2 1.014 0.968 4.8%
3 1.011 0.972 4.0%
4 1.039 0.914 13.7%

2006 1 1.034 0.917 12.7%
2 1.011 0.977 3.5%
3 1.018 0.959 6.1%
4 1.008 0.982 2.7%

2007 1 1.007 0.982 2.6%
2 1.011 0.978 3.4%
3 1.001 0.997 0.5%
4 1.001 0.997 0.5%
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Figure 3.9: Spread between the average f2qs for working days
and weekend periods per quarter.
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Figure 3.11: The realized daily relative spot price vs. the
historical shape, based on 2001 - 2007 data.
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3.3 Descriptive Analysis of NBP Spot Prices

In addition to the qualitative and seasonality properties of natural gas, we need to know

its distributional behavior in order to consistently model it. As before, the notion spot

price will be used in the sense of day-ahead, along with weekend prices observed on

the last working day of the respective week. To get a first impression of the spot price

distributions, descriptive statistics displayed in table 3.5 include the daily spot price

(‘Spot’), its daily change, and the change in its log-price. In addition, we consider daily

changes in the day-ahead and the weekend log-price separately in order to see the effect

on the distribution if they are perceived together as the spot price.

As with other energy prices, NBP natural gas spot prices show considerable ex-

cess kurtosis (kurtosis). In the case of log-prices, this heavy-tails property is much less

pronounced. Additionally, sample skewness becomes almost negligible. Distributional

properties of changes in day-ahead and weekend log-prices are not that different, and the

combined time series pretty much meets the characteristics of both types of spot prices.

We therefore will not explicitly distinguish between day-ahead and weekend prices in the

following.

As changes in the price level are to some extent of seasonal origin, and can there-

fore be viewed as deterministic, distributional properties of the deseasonalized spot price

should be considered in order to understand its stochastic behavior. To generate desea-

sonalized spot prices we use the historical shape, and divide actual daily spot prices by

the respective weight. According to table 3.6, deseasonalized prices show a reduction in

kurtosis and in standard deviation.

Generally, kurtosis in these deseasonalized spot prices can also either be explained

by stochastic volatility or the presence of jumps in the underlying price process.14 This

seems to be particularly true for return data. Log-prices could be perceived as to be

almost normally distributed, as the sample skewness and kurtosis are very small. In

order to clarify this, the Jarque-Bera test is applied, testing against the hypothesis that

the underlying data stems from a normal distribution. Given the result in table 3.7,

normality has to be rejected at common significance levels. The QQ-plot in figure 3.12

illustrates how far the sample log-price and its returns deviate from a normal distribution.

Most statistical models for commodity prices are based on the assumption of mean-

reverting spot prices or log-prices - a property also previously attributed to natural gas

spot prices. If this is an appropriate description of gas price behavior, its distribution - at

least in a deseasonalized form - can be expected to be (trend-)stationary. This is a clear

distinction compared to stock price models, which most often assume non-stationarity

translating into increasing volatility of the random variable if the time horizon increases.

In order to test our assumption the Dickey-Fuller test (Dickey & Fuller (1979))

is applied. This tests against the null-hypothesis of a non-stationary AR(1) process

induced by the presence of a unit root. Estimating the regression formula xt = α +

βt + ρxt−1 + εt is the central element of this test. If ρ = 1, we end up with a random

14See Eydeland & Wolyniec (2003), p. 162.
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Table 3.5: Descriptive statistics of daily NBP spot prices,
based on 2001 - 2007 data.

Mean Med. Min Max St.Dev. Skew. Kurt.
Spot 27.37 24.25 3.00 186.00 16.05 3.17 15.91
d Spot 0.01 0.00 -51.37 126.15 5.15 5.94 177.44
ln(Spot) 3.19 3.19 1.10 5.23 0.46 0.46 1.54
d ln(Spot) 0.00 0.00 -0.88 1.13 0.11 0.01 18.32
d ln(Day-Ahead) 0.00 0.00 -1.13 0.88 0.12 -0.46 16.86
d ln(Weekend) 0.00 0.00 -0.88 0.85 0.10 0.80 18.89

Table 3.6: Descriptive statistics of deseasonalized daily NBP
spot prices, based on 2001 - 2007 data.

Mean Med. Min Max St.Dev. Skew. Kurt.
des. Spot 27.43 23.90 4.06 129.69 12.50 1.83 6.48
d des. Spot 0.01 -0.09 -46.08 90.56 4.62 2.69 69.43
ln(des. Spot) 3.22 3.17 1.40 4.87 0.41 0.16 0.46
d ln(des. Spot) 0.00 0.00 -0.97 1.20 0.13 0.14 6.13

Table 3.7: Results of the Jarque-Bera test applied to the
logarithm of the deseasonalized daily spot price at the NBP,
based on 2001 - 2007 data.

JB-Stat. Crit.V. 0.1% Crit.V. 1% Prob.
ln(des. Spot) 33.87 16.04 9.6 < 0.001
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Figure 3.12: Quantile-Quantile-plot comparing the sample
distribution of the logarithm of the deseasonalized daily
NBP spot price as well as of its returns to a normal
distribution, based on 2001 - 2007 data. In case the sam-
ple series is normal, its quantiles form a diagonal straight line.
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walk (with or without drift), which is the classical example for a non-stationary process.

Under the null-hypothesis, the least squares estimator for ρ is skewed to the left, so

that even if the null-hypothesis ρ = 1 is valid, we expect estimators smaller than one.

Therefore, the ordinary t-test statistic cannot be used, and applicable critical values

had to be found based on simulation. If the underlying process is correlated in higher

order lags, the error terms become autocorrelated what led to the development of the

Augmented Dickey Fuller test (ADF). It adds k lagged differences of the process to

the regression, so that empirical residuals represent pure white noise. Another way of

dealing with autocorrelated residuals is to apply the so called Phillips-Perron (PP) test

(Phillips (1987)) which adjusts the test statistic for ρ with a non-parametric estimation

of the parameter’s (ρ̂) variance, taking into account the autocorrelation of the residuals.

Applying the ADF and the PP test to deseasonalized NBP spot prices (table 3.8) allows

us to reject the hypothesis of the existence of a unit root at the 1% significance level. In

the case of the spot log-prices, non-stationarity can be rejected with the ADF Test at

the 1%, with the PP test it can be rejected at the 4% level.
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Table 3.8: Results of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
and the Phillips-Perron (PP) test applied to the deseasonal-
ized daily NBP spot prices, based on 2001 - 2007 data.

ADF-Stat. PP-Stat. Crit.V. 5% ADF-Prob. PP-Prob.
des. Spot -6.537 -11.152 -3.412 < 0.001 < 0.001
ln(des. Spot) -4.338 -9.102 ” 0.003 < 0.001

3.4 Analysis of NBP Futures Prices

To analyze NBP futures contracts’ properties we group historical ICE closing prices

according to the length of the delivery period (DP) of a month, a quarter, or a season,

and the time to delivery (TTD).15 For each DP we end up with different time series of

generic futures showing constant TTD. So these generic futures represent prices for a

certain type of DP and a certain TTD in terms of the DP. We choose to label these time

series analogously with a DP-character and a TTD-number, e.g. M3, Q3 or S3.

Seasonality patterns discovered in natural gas spot prices are also expected to be

present in futures prices. To support this, figure 3.13 shows the futures curve comprising

M1-M9 futures prices at the beginning of each of the 52 weeks of 2007.

Figure 3.13: Weekly futures curves comprising M1-M9 Fu-
tures prices of 2007.
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15Futures data was provided by the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) Data LLP, London.
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Prices for gas delivery in the fall/winter period 2007/2008 are higher than for the

spring/summer period, whereas the overall price level changes over time. Given these

patterns it is not surprising that a time series of generic futures contracts regularly

exhibits smaller jumps. This actually happens at times the current contract moves to

the next shorter TTD series (or expires), and the succeeding contract enters the series.

As an example we look at the M1 series at the end of October. On the second last

working day of October, the November contract ceases trading, and the M1 series shows

its EDSP (Exchange Delivery Settlement Price). On the last working day in October, the

December futures price is included into the M1 series, having been part of the M2 series

the day before. Due to seasonality, futures contracts, specifying delivery at different

times within a year, show different average price levels. To sooth this effect, we calculate

deseasonalized futures prices based on the shape developed using the seasonality model

introduced in chapter 3.2. Dividing a certain futures price (e.g. the price of the February

2008 contract) by the average relative weight of its actual DP (e.g. February 2008) leads

to a deseasonalized version of this futures contract’s price history.

Figure 3.14 depicts the deseasonalized daily prices of the first nine generic monthly

futures contracts (M1 to M9) in the period of January 2001 to March 2008. These seem to

be correlated to a considerable extent, but they do not exhibit such violent jumps as the

spot price. However, the exceptionally high level of the spot price in winter 2005/2006,

along with its strong fluctuation, have translated into monthly futures prices. It is

noteworthy that futures prices, after this period, did not return as quickly to the average

price level as the spot price did. Given the observation period, we could not create

generic monthly futures with TTDs beyond the M9 because a permanently traded tenth

month was not introduced at the ICE before early 2004.

A related problem with respect to the number of simultaneously and continuously

traded contracts occurs with respect to quarterly and seasonal contracts, as their speci-

fication changed over time. The contract size, the trading period and the time at which

contracts cease trading were subject to changes. Since 2005 specification is in line with

the current status quo outlined before. Additionally, in the case of seasonal contracts,

the previously stated number of simultaneously traded contracts was not reached until

2007. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the deseasonalized daily prices of the generic quarterly

and seasonal futures contracts in the period from July 2005 to March 2008. In the case

of quarterly contracts, eleven different TTDs are available, whereas there are six in the

case of seasonal contracts. However, liquidity in the NBP natural gas forward market is

regarded to be mainly confined to delivery within the next twelve months.16 This can

be confirmed by looking at ICE trading volumes with respect to the different DP-types

of natural gas futures contracts. Considering the period from January 2006 to August

2008, about 78% of the contracts traded (about 2.2 million lots) were of the monthly

contract type.17

As in the case of monthly futures, quarterly and seasonal contracts exhibit strong

16See BERR (2007), p. 4.
17Historical daily ICE trading volumes can be found under https://www.theice.com/marketdata/settlementPrices/

getFuturesDailyVolumeResults.do.
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Figure 3.14: Deseasonalized daily prices of the first nine
generic monthly futures contracts, Jan 2001 - Mar 2008.
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correlation among their different TTDs, but there also appears to be positive correlation

between both DP-types of contracts. In winter 2005/2006, prices of these longer DP

contracts (quarterly and seasonal contracts) were also at a high level but did not show

that material jumps compared to monthly contracts. Additionally, based on eye inspec-

tion, it can be assumed that price volatility decreases with the length of the respective

DP. The figures also show that deseasonalizing futures prices, based on the shape, does

not completely eliminate the artificial jumps in the generic time series, stemming from

the transition from the preceding to the current contract within a generic time series. As

these effects become even more pronounced when considering log-returns, we will exclude

these transition dates from our analysis. In order to see whether a decrease in volatility

can also be assumed with respect to increasing TTD, we split the contracts of each type

into groups of longer and shorter TTD to plot their historical log-returns in figures 3.17,

3.18, and 3.19. The figures suggest that the assumption of decreasing volatility in the

case of increasing TTD - known as the maturity effect first formulated in Samuelson

(1965) and known from other energy futures - is also valid for NBP natural gas. This

also supports the assumption of mean-reversion in spot prices, as the market seems to

increasingly discount the effect of current price fluctuations on future gas deliveries.

Calculating the daily standard deviation of the generic futures log-returns confirms

the tendency of decreasing volatility when TTD increases as shown in figure 3.20. How-

ever, it should be noted that these unconditional standard deviations are not equal to the
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Figure 3.15: Deseasonalized daily prices of the first eleven
generic quarterly futures contracts, Jul 2005 - Mar 2008.
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Figure 3.16: Deseasonalized daily prices of the first six generic
seasonal futures contract, Jul 2005 - Mar 2008.
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Figure 3.17: Daily log-returns of (deseasonalized) generic
monthly futures contracts, Jul 2005 - Mar 2008.
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square root of the conditional second moments at a certain point in time. To illustrate

this, figure 3.21 presents the rolling daily standard deviation of the nine generic monthly

futures contracts with respect to the preceding three months based on the data history

Jan 2001 - Mar 2008. It can be seen that the level and the shape of the volatility term

structure changed over time implying that the conditional standard deviations has been

different to the unconditional.

To get an idea about to what extent the slope of the futures curve changed over

time, we plotted the weekly price evolution of generic quarterly and seasonal contracts,

specifying a DP in the same season (figure 3.22). In case of quarterly contracts with

relatively short TTD (Q1/Q5), prices tend to alternate more frequently than in case

of longer TTD contracts. Alternating price levels translate into slope reversions of the

futures curve. If the longer TTD contract price is higher than the shorter TTD one, we

face a contango situation for that part of the curve. A change in this relationship results

in a backwardated curve. So we may summarize that longer TTD contracts usually

formed a backwardated curve with only one period of slight contango in summer 2007.

Towards the end of the observation period the curve was about flat.
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Figure 3.18: Daily log-returns of (deseasonalized) generic
quarterly futures contracts, Jul 2005 - Mar 2008.
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Figure 3.19: Daily log-returns of (deseasonalized) generic sea-
sonal futures contracts, Jul 2005 - Mar 2008.
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Figure 3.20: Term structure of the daily standard deviation
of the generic futures contracts, based on Jul 2005 - Mar 2008
data.
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Figure 3.21: Monthly term structure of the daily standard de-
viation within a rolling window of three months of the generic
monthly futures contracts, based on Jan 2001 - Mar 2008 data.
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Figure 3.22: Weekly prices of generic quarterly and seasonal
futures contracts with DPs in the same season, based Mar
2005 - Mar 2008 data.
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3.5 Principal Component Analysis of NBP Prices

For hedging purposes we will make use of the covariance between natural gas spot and

futures prices and explicitly model this relationship in a reduced form type of pricing

model. These models are based on risk factors assumed to be the driving forces behind

the price dynamics. To get an idea of a reasonable number of risk factors necessary

to reproduce the main characteristics of spot and futures prices, principal component

analysis (PCA) can be applied. This procedure’s aim is to reduce a certain number

of observed, correlated variables - in our case spot and generic futures price series -

to a considerably smaller number of variables called the principal components. These

are expected to reproduce the covariance structure within the data set. Each principal

component is a linear combination of the original variables. All the principal components

are orthogonal to each other, so there is no redundant information. PCA can be perceived

as a method transforming the data to a new coordinate system. The first principal

component is a single axis. When projecting each observation on this axis the resulting

values can be treated as a new variable. The variance of this variable is the largest

among all possible choices for the first axis. The second principal component is another

axis, perpendicular to the first. Projecting observations on this axis generates another

new variable. The variance of this variable is the largest among all possible choices for

this second axis and so on. The full set of principal components corresponds to the

number of original variables. We achieve a reduction in dimensionality by focusing on

the first few principal components and ignoring higher order ones whilst preserving the

main characteristics of the variability within the data set.

PCA applied to commodity prices can be found in Cortazar & Schwartz (1994)

analyzing copper futures, Clewlow & Strickland (2000) and Hindanov & Tol-

masky (2002) focusing on natural gas, crude oil and heating oil futures traded at the

New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) and Benth & Koekebakker (2005) deal-

ing with electricity futures at the Norwegian Nord Pool power exchange.

As the goal of a PCA is to determine uncorrelated new variables with maximized

variance, the core element of a PCA is the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance

matrix Y of the original time series matrix X. To transform the original data vectors -

in our case the vectors of log-price returns x1, x2, ..., xM - on new, orthogonal axes, the

principal components a1, a2, ..., aM and the the weight vectors p1, p2, ..., pM are applied

such that

A = XP. (3.2)

As the principal components are uncorrelated, and (when sorted), of decreasing variance,

information of the covariance matrix Y has to be utilized to determine the weight vectors.

Eigenvalue theory suggests the (symmetric) covariance matrix can be written as

Y = PΛP ′ (3.3)

with

Λ = diag{λ11, λ22, ..., λMM} (3.4)
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being a diagonal matrix comprising the eigenvalues of Y, whilst P contains the corre-

sponding eigenvectors. The variance of a certain principal component equals the corre-

sponding eigenvalue in Λ. As, by definition, the variance of the principal components

decreases, they (ai) are sorted according to the corresponding eigenvalue λii. To avoid

the first principal component being dominated by the time series with the highest volatil-

ity, it is common to normalize each time series by subtracting its mean and dividing the

result by its volatility. So X will represent the normalized data set matrix.18

The decision regarding how many of the M principal components or risk factors

should actually be considered to reasonably reproduce the sample covariances lacks a

unique criterion. Generally, the lower the underlying correlations between the single time

series the more factors should be considered. In Velicer & Jackson (1990) strength

and weaknesses of six different criteria are discussed. However, there seem to be three

most widely used criteria as outlined in Hair, Andersen, Tatham, & Black (1992).

These include the eigenvalue or Kaiser-criterion (Kaiser & Dickman (1959)), which

considers all factors with eigenvalues greater or equal one, as they carry more variability

than the original variables. Besides this, there is the Scree-Test criterion (Cattell &

Vogelmann (1977)), which sorts eigenvalues in descending order and approximates the

lower ones with a straight line, including all factors to the left and above this line. The

third commonly used idea is to define an arbitrarily %-threshold indicating the fraction

of overall variance to be explained by the included factors, e.g. 80%. We will employ all

three of these criteria.

PCA will be performed on NBP spot and futures prices. Due to the fact that futures

prices are only observable on working days, and weekend prices are very similarly dis-

tributed compared to day-ahead prices, we confine our analysis to the day-ahead price,

with reference to the upcoming working day. We first relate the day-ahead price to the

nine generic monthly futures contracts. Then, we perform a PCA on the day-ahead price

and all generic futures available, avoiding overlapping delivery periods for unambiguous

results. Due to this, only the first nine monthly contracts and the Q4 to Q11 contracts

are considered in our analysis. Seasonal contracts are excluded, as the available quarterly

products almost always cover the delivery periods offered by seasonal contracts.19 We

actually use deseasonalized spot and futures prices to calculate log-returns which have

to be normalized. Again, futures returns of days on which a new contract enters the

generic series are eliminated as potential jumps can be regarded as superficial. These

normalized returns and the respective correlation matrix20 are the basis of the PCA.

Looking at the correlation matrix in table 3.9 confirms the previous graphical im-

pression showing the different monthly contracts to be highly correlated with each other.

18For a detailed description of the methodology behind principal component analysis we refer to Hair, An-
dersen, Tatham, & Black (1992).

19The term almost always describes a case in which we start at the end of a season, e.g. a point in September.
The entire delivery period of the longest quarterly contract (Q11) overlaps the S6 contract delivery period. If
we start at the beginning of a season, e.g. some time in April, the Q11 delivery period ends when the delivery
period of the S6 contract starts. The opposite is true when we are at the beginning or the end of a quarter
within a season.

20As the returns are normalized, the resulting covariance matrix equals the correlation matrix.
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This is also true for the quarterly contracts. Correlation shows a decreasing tendency in

the time spread between the respective delivery periods. Cross correlations between the

two DP-types of futures also show this kind of decreasing tendency. As expected, day-

ahead prices are considerably more correlated with monthly futures than with quarterly

contracts. Correlation with spot prices diminishes with increasing TTD for both types

of futures.

Table 3.9: Correlation matrix Y , based on Mar 05-Mar 08
data.

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9
Day-Ahead 0.51 0.39 0.37 0.32 0.24 0.20 0.18 0.20 0.23
M1 1.00 0.88 0.83 0.75 0.61 0.53 0.48 0.51 0.57
M2 1.00 0.93 0.84 0.70 0.60 0.53 0.56 0.59
M3 1.00 0.90 0.77 0.67 0.59 0.61 0.62
M4 1.00 0.86 0.75 0.66 0.66 0.67
M5 1.00 0.91 0.82 0.79 0.75
M6 1.00 0.89 0.84 0.76
M7 1.00 0.91 0.81
M8 1.00 0.87
M9 1.00

Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11
Day-Ahead 0.16 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.07
M1 0.28 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.24 0.22 0.14 0.09
M2 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.17 0.22 0.23 0.16 0.08
M3 0.26 0.27 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.25 0.18 0.10
M4 0.27 0.35 0.28 0.24 0.26 0.30 0.22 0.14
M5 0.27 0.35 0.35 0.28 0.25 0.32 0.29 0.17
M6 0.29 0.35 0.42 0.31 0.27 0.37 0.36 0.21
M7 0.41 0.43 0.50 0.43 0.37 0.43 0.41 0.29
M8 0.45 0.40 0.47 0.44 0.39 0.43 0.39 0.29
M9 0.44 0.39 0.42 0.43 0.41 0.42 0.35 0.30
Q4 1.00 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.83 0.68 0.59 0.66
Q5 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.49 0.65
Q6 1.00 0.81 0.76 0.69 0.71 0.63
Q7 1.00 0.80 0.70 0.63 0.74
Q8 1.00 0.68 0.60 0.66
Q9 1.00 0.61 0.63
Q10 1.00 0.55
Q11 1.00
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In figure 3.23 we plotted the (sorted) eigenvalues of Y only for the nine monthly

contracts and for the extended futures curve, additionally comprising the Q4-Q11 time

series. Results are based on the data history from January 2001 - March 2008 in the case

of the monthly futures, and March 2005 - March 2008 in the case of the extended futures

curve. Table 3.10 shows the variance of each (sorted) principal component or factor and

the cumulative contribution of the first i factors to the overall variance. Additionally,

the corresponding eigenvalues are listed.

Figure 3.23: Eigenvalues of Y when considering the generic
monthly futures contracts and the extended futures curve sep-
arately.
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Given this, two factors seem to determine the main dynamics of the monthly contracts

covering 88.7% of their historical variation. A model for the extended futures curve

should be based on three factors able to explain 82.2%. If these PCAs also include day-

ahead prices, the explanatory power of the first factors decreases, as the spot price is more

volatile than the futures contracts. However, the decrease is rather moderate as outlined

in table 3.11. If 80% of variation is to be explained, the number of factors to be considered

remains the same. In the case of the extended futures curve, this threshold is only just

missed, in reaching 79.5%. However, the eigenvalue and the Scree-Test criterion (figure

3.24) suggest remaining with the first three factors. Returning to the result for the generic

monthly contracts, the first two factors still explain 82.9%. The eigenvalue criterion is

also in favor of two factors. However, the Scree-Test criterion suggests considering also

the third factor, corresponding to a significant increase in explanatory power (90.2%).

Despite the argument in favor of three factors we stay with two.
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Table 3.10: Factors extracted by a PCA on the generic
monthly futures contracts and on the extended futures curve.
The eigenvalue criterion clearly suggests a choice of two and
three factors respectively, which corresponds to over 80% of
variation explained.

M Futures M+Q Futures
Factor Ind. Cum. EV Ind. Cum. EV
F1 76.7% 76.7% 6.9 52.7% 52.7% 8.9
F2 12.0% 88.7% 1.1 22.8% 75.5% 3.9
F3 4.1% 92.8% 0.4 6.7% 82.2% 1.1
F4 2.3% 95.1% 0.2 3.2% 85.4% 0.5
F5 1.5% 96.6% 0.1 2.8% 88.2% 0.5
F6 1.1% 97.8% 0.1 2.3% 90.6% 0.4
F7 0.9% 98.7% 0.1 2.0% 92.6% 0.3
F8 0.8% 99.4% 0.1 1.3% 93.9% 0.2
F9 0.6% 100.0% 0.1 1.1% 94.9% 0.2
F10 1.0% 95.9% 0.2
F11 1.0% 96.9% 0.2
F12 0.8% 97.7% 0.1
F13 0.7% 98.5% 0.1
F14 0.5% 99.0% 0.1
F15 0.4% 99.4% 0.1
F16 0.3% 99.7% 0.1
F17 0.3% 100.0% 0.0

Up to now we have concerned ourselves mainly with the question of how many factors

should be considered in order to reproduce the properties of the natural gas futures curve,

including or omitting the spot price. But one of the most important results of a PCA

are the factor loadings describing each factor’s influence on the considered variables - in

our case the single generic futures time series. These loadings describe each factor’s role

for the dynamics of the futures curve. Figure 3.25 depicts this output for the monthly

futures only and in the case of considering these along with the day-ahead price. The

upper graph tells us that the first factor has about the same influence on all monthly

contracts, and therefore can be interpreted as the level factor. Loading longer and shorter

maturities in opposite ways changes the slope of the futures curve implying the notion

slope factor for the second factor. When the day-ahead price is considered in the PCA,

the role of the first two factors can be described in the same way, as can be seen in the

lower graph of figure 3.25. When looking at the third factor, the upper graph clearly

implies a bending or humping factor, as the middle part of the curve is affected in the

opposite way as to the long and the short end. This character changes somewhat when

day-ahead prices are considered (lower graph). The third factor then predominantly loads

the day-ahead price, and, for the rest of the curve, takes the role of a compensating slope

factor. However, due to the opposite loading of the shorter maturity futures, compared

to the day-ahead price, the third factor retains its humping character for the very short

end of the curve.
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Table 3.11: Factors extracted by a PCA on day-ahead and
the monthly futures contracts, and on the day-ahead price
and the extended futures curve. The eigenvalue criterion
suggests remaining with two and three factors respectively,
still explaining about 80% of historical variation.

Day-Ahead / M Futures Day-Ahead / M+Q Futures
Factor Ind. Cum. EV Ind. Cum. EV
F1 69.9% 69.9% 7.0 50.2% 50.2% 9.0
F2 12.9% 82.9% 1.3 21.9% 72.1% 3.9
F3 7.4% 90.2% 0.7 7.4% 79.5% 1.3
F4 3.4% 93.7% 0.3 4.0% 83.5% 0.7
F5 2.0% 95.6% 0.2 3.0% 86.5% 0.5
F6 1.4% 97.0% 0.1 2.5% 89.0% 0.4
F7 1.0% 98.0% 0.1 2.2% 91.2% 0.4
F8 0.8% 98.8% 0.1 1.9% 93.1% 0.3
F9 0.7% 99.5% 0.1 1.2% 94.3% 0.2
F10 0.5% 100.0% 0.1 1.0% 95.3% 0.2
F11 1.0% 96.2% 0.2
F12 0.9% 97.1% 0.2
F13 0.7% 97.9% 0.1
F14 0.7% 98.6% 0.1
F15 0.5% 99.0% 0.1
F16 0.4% 99.4% 0.1
F17 0.3% 99.7% 0.1
F18 0.3% 100.0% 0.0

Table 3.12: PCA factors extracted for the eight longest generic
quarterly futures (Q4-Q11). The eigenvalue and the Scree-
Test criterion suggest to only consider the first factor explain-
ing 73.5% of the historical variation.

Q Futures
Factor Ind. Cum. EV
F1 73.5% 73.5% 5.9
F2 7.0% 80.4% 0.6
F3 5.2% 85.6% 0.4
F4 4.8% 90.4% 0.4
F5 3.3% 93.8% 0.3
F6 2.4% 96.2% 0.2
F7 2.1% 98.2% 0.2
F8 1.8% 100.0% 0.1
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Figure 3.24: Eigenvalues of the correlation matrix Y when
day-ahead prices and the monthly futures contracts or the
extended futures curve are considered.
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When the futures curve is extended by the generic quarterly futures, the intuitive

interpretation of the first factors is lost, especially for the evolution of the contracts

with a TTD of more than one year. Figure 3.26 shows the factor loadings for the

extended futures curve with and without considering the day-ahead price. Beyond 9

months of TTD, data points have been linearly interpolated to incorporate quarterly

futures with TTDs of 12 to 33 months. Up to a TTD of 12 months the picture does

not change remarkably compared with figure 3.25. Considering day-ahead prices again,

mostly affects the character of the third factor, whose loadings effectively change their

sign (lower graph). Beyond the 12 month TTD, the dynamics of the futures curve seem

to become simpler, as the first two factors both influence the level of the longer maturity

futures curve, and the third factor can be interpreted as a rather insignificant humping

factor for that part of the curve. Such an outcome is not surprising when the eigenvalue

result of a PCA performed on just these quarterly contracts (Q4-Q11) is looked at in

table 3.12. The eigenvalue and the Scree-Test criterion suggest that only the first factor is

needed to capture the main characteristics of the price evolution. However, merely 73.5%

of the variance could be explained by this factor. These findings imply that modeling

the dynamics of longer maturity quarterly futures requires a much simpler structure

compared to the shorter end of the curve.

In most cases a certain TTD is loaded by different factors. An alternative inter-

pretation of these factors can be achieved by rotating the coordinate system implicitly
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Figure 3.25: Factor loadings when a PCA is performed on the
generic monthly futures alone and these contracts along with
day-ahead prices.
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generated by the principal components or factors. The aim is to closely align the sys-

tem’s axes to bundles of variables to explain as much of their variation as possible by a

single factor. There are different kinds of rotations, but the varimax-rotation according

to Kaiser (1958) is most often used. The criterion applied maximizes the variance of

the squared loadings per factor. Figure 3.27 illustrates the result of the varimax-rotation

applied on the loadings of the first three factors from the PCA, considering the natural

gas day-ahead price and the nine monthly futures contracts.

It can be seen that a first factor almost exclusively governs the spot price. The second

factor mainly loads the short end of the monthly futures curve determining the dynamics

of the first three contracts. Its influence fades out over the M4 and M5 contract making

room for the third factor governing the longer end of the curve.
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Figure 3.26: Factor loadings from a PCA only on the
extended futures curve and these contracts along with
day-ahead spot prices.
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Figure 3.27: Results from the varimax-rotation on the load-
ings of the first three PCA factors.
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Chapter 4

Minimum Variance Hedging

Given the basis risk of the benchmark strategy when hedging the average natural gas spot

price for different risk horizons, we propose the minimum variance (MV) strategy as the

first alternative hedging approach. In the course of this chapter the underlying concept

is outlined and the current literature on its implementation is reviewed. Its historical

hedge performance is determined for two strategies, hedging the daily spot price and

hedging the 30-day average spot price at the end of each calendar month within the

hedging period.

4.1 Hedging Concept

As already mentioned in chapter 2.1, the concept of minimum variance (MV) hedging

originates from portfolio theory. We may assume that a portfolio is set up comprising

a traded NBP natural gas futures contract (e.g. the front month contract) and a given

amount of stored natural gas. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that this amount

corresponds to the volume traded under the futures contract. Such a portfolio can be

optimized with respect to the mean-variance criterion and the portfolio weight of the

futures contract determines the risk-return property of the respective portfolio. The

extent to which the physical spot market position is hedged generally depends on the

risk aversion of the hedger. The MV portfolio would be the one positioned furthest to

the left on the efficient frontier in the context of Markowitz’ famous ideas on portfolio

selection. Pursuing the idea of choosing a certain portfolio weight or hedge ratio h instead

of mechanically opting for a full hedge (h = 1) as assumed before, (2.1) takes the form

outlined in (4.1)

˜P/LT = ˜P/LT (Spot)− h ˜P/LT (Futures)

= [S̃(t + N)− S(t)]− h[F̃ (t + N, T )− F (t, T )] (4.1)

= [hF (t, T )− S(t)]− [hF̃ (t + N, T )− S̃(t + N)]

= [B̃(t + N, T )−B(t, T )] + (1− h)[F̃ (t + N, T )− F (t, T )] .

63
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Apart from the basis, the evolution of the futures price now determines the P/L of the

hedged spot market position.1 Following Castelino (1992) we calculate the expected

value and the variance of the hedge P/L given in (4.1) to arrive at (4.2) and (4.3)

E[ ˜P/L] = [E[B̃(t + N, T )−B(t, T )]]

+(1− h)[E[F̃ (t + N, T )]− F (t, T )] (4.2)

V ar[ ˜P/L] = V ar[B̃(t + N, T )] + (1− h)2σ2[F̃ (t + N, T )]

+2(1− h)Cov[B̃(t + N, T ), F̃ (t + N, T )] . (4.3)

To get an idea of the structure of the MV hedge ratio h∗, we differentiate equation 4.3

with respect to h and equate the result to zero to get (4.4)

h∗ = 1 +
Cov[B̃(t + N, T ), F̃ (t + N, T )]

V ar[F̃ (t + N, T )]

= 1 + ρBF
σB(t + N, T )

σF (t + N, T )
. (4.4)

According to (4.4), the MV hedge ratio is determined by the correlation between the

basis and the futures price as well as the standard deviation of these two at the time

the hedge is lifted. If the basis risk (measured as the standard deviation of the basis) is

zero, the MV hedge ratio is one - representing a full hedge. Remaining with the general

case, also the residual risk (expressed as the variance of the hedged position in case h∗

is applied) can be determined by the amount of basis risk. Substituting h∗ for h in (4.3)

we end up with (4.5) for the residual risk

Residual Risk = σ2
B(t + N, T )(1− ρ2

BF ) . (4.5)

So, the MV approach attempts to reduce the exposure to the basis risk that a full hedge

is inevitably subject to.

Before turning to the question of how to determine the hedge ratio, we would like

to rephrase and to generalize the theoretical MV hedge ratio h∗ outlined in (4.4). We

start by formulating the expected value of the hedge P/L, leaving aside time indices,

considering transaction costs C, and assuming the hedge of XS units of natural gas in

the spot market by XF units of a futures contract. Following Ederington (1979), for

example, we arrive at

E[ ˜P/L] = XSE(∆S) + XF E(∆F )− C(XF ) (4.6)

whilst the variance of the hedge P/L takes the form

V ar[ ˜P/L] = X2
Sσ2

S + X2
F σ2

F + 2XSXF σSF . (4.7)

1This additional factor could be called price biasedness or speculative component. Hedgers, assuming the
futures market to be downward biased, expect the futures price to increase towards maturity and would choose
a hedge ratio less than one to profit from this.
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Given that in a common hedge relationship XF and XS have opposite signs, the hedge

ratio defined as h = −XF

XS
is positive. Abbreviating the basis by B again, we get

E[ ˜P/L] = XS [(1− h)E(∆S)− hE(∆B)]− C(XS , h) (4.8)

and

V ar[ ˜P/L] = X2
S(σ2

S + h2σ2
F − 2hσSF ). (4.9)

As before, if the expected change in the basis is zero, the expected hedge P/L equals the

transaction costs. Differentiating the variance of the hedge P/L with respect to h, and

equating the result to zero, we finally arrive at the widely known MV hedge ratio

h∗ =
σSF

σ2
F

(4.10)

determined by the covariance of the spot and the futures price, as well as by the futures

variance.

4.2 Literature Review

Despite the simplicity of the formula determining the MV hedge ratio, it is not obvious

what kind of variances and covariances should be used. Ederington (1979) and others

based their results on changes in absolute prices, whereas Brown (1985), for example,

chose relative returns of spot and futures prices. For the time being it seems to be

common practise to focus on changes in absolute prices over the time period the hedge is

intended to last.2 There is much less agreement upon the way the MV hedge ratio should

be calculated. Houthakker (1985) showed that (4.10) can be interpreted as the slope

coefficient of a simple regression, relating changes in spot to changes in futures prices.

Given this methodology, the regression’s R2 provides a measure of hedge effectiveness or

risk reduction. Such a simple regression implicitly assumes stationarity in the covariance,

which generally cannot expected to be realistic in futures hedging. To see one reason why

there is support for the MV hedge ratio to be time dependent, we consider (4.4) again.

Here, the MV hedge ratio is expressed as a function of the variance and covariance at the

time the hedge is lifted in order to minimize variability in the basis. As prices of classical

futures contracts converge to the level of spot prices when approaching maturity, it is

rather intuitive to see why information about the hedge duration is of relevance when

hedge ratios are determined. For example, if the current six month (classical) futures

contract is applied to hedge the spot price in six months, the hedge ratio resulting from

simple regression might underestimate the correlation at the time the futures contract is

closed out just prior to its maturity, which can expected to be almost one. Castelino

(1990) pointed out that the general idea of optimizing a portfolio of spot and futures

does not account for this kind of convergence, and the result from simple regression can

therefore be understood as “some kind of average of time-dependent minimum-variance

hedge ratios”. So, in order to determine the appropriate hedge ratio, it is important to

2See for example Hull (2003), p. 76.
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consider the time at which the hedge is lifted in relation to the futures’ time to maturity.

As previously outlined, in the case of physically settled natural gas futures, convergence

at the time they cease trading is not complete. But the tendency of the basis - with

respect to the average spot price of the subsequent calendar month - to narrow as futures

contracts approach maturity is also expected to be true for this kind of contracts.

Many authors, such as Bell & Krasker (1986), stressed the potential problem of

hedge ratios from simple regression being based on the unconditional variance of futures

prices and the unconditional covariance of the joint distribution of spot and futures

prices. From a theoretical view point, conditional moments needed to be applied. They

argue that only if the hedge ratios, conditional on the information set available at the

time the hedge is initiated, are the same for all information sets or initiation dates (this

needs also be true for the expected change in the futures price), then the minimum

variance hedge ratio equals 4.10. Such an information set may comprise historical spot

and futures prices, for example. Bell & Krasker (1986) point out that regression

models should comprise coefficients being a function of currently available information

φ, as illustrated by (4.11)

∆St = α(φ) + β(φ)∆Ft + εt . (4.11)

As these functions are unknown, they have to be specified before the model can be

applied. Myers & Thompson (1989) propose a generalized hedge ratio, based on mul-

tiple regression, considering lagged price changes as information variables with respect

to time t. They tested hedge performance on a number of agricultural commodities, but

could only marginally outperform the simple regression of absolute price changes. The

number of information variables was drastically reduced by Fama & French (1987a),

who used the argument that the basis has predictive power with respect to changes in

the spot price. They applied the model stated in (4.12) keeping the slope coefficient

constant, and specifying the intercept as a linear function of the lagged basis

∆St+1 = δS(Ft − St) + β∆Ft+1 + εt+1 . (4.12)

Hilliard (1984) suggested an alternative formulation of how to estimate the conditional

version of the MV hedge ratio. As shown in (4.13), it can be estimated by running a

regression on conditionally unanticipated changes in spot and futures prices

∆St+1 − Et(∆St+1) = α + β[∆Ft+1 − Et(∆Ft+1)] + εt+1 . (4.13)

Unfortunately, these conditional expectations are not easily determined, but due to the

perception that the spot price changes by the basis, Viswanath (1993) applies the

current basis as an approximation for these expectations. It should be noted that this

approach uses information about the current basis, not only to incorporate conditional

expectation with respect to changes in the spot price, but also to generate conditional

expectation with respect to changes in the futures price. The latter is much less intuitive.

However, it was argued that this model specification is capable of taking into account

convergence effects. Furthermore, this basis-corrected approach is also valid for the

case that convergence is not guaranteed in contrast to the methodology proposed by
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Castelino (1990). Empirical results on different hedging durations and different times

to maturity were mixed. For some commodities simple regression could be considerably

outperformed.

Another more recent strand of research in this area is concerned with time-varying

hedge ratios. If conditional second moments change over time so does the resulting

hedge ratio. Time-varying volatility functions have received considerable attention as

many financial time series exhibit properties such as volatility clusters explainable by

such means. Many authors like Kroner & Sultan (1993), Park & Schwitzer (1995)

or Pirrong (1997) applied the Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedas-

ticity (GARCH) methodology to implement dynamic hedging strategies. Empirical tests

on hedge performance most often had to be distinguished between within-sample and

post-sample results. In some cases the first kind of test favored the multivariate GARCH

approach, although most post-sample tests suggested the conventional simple regression

method to be superior or at least as good as the alternative. This was explicitly con-

firmed by Lien, Tse, & Tsui (2002), testing this approach on several commodities

and financial assets, and taking into account the often missed and potentially improving

measure of updating volatility forecasts as new information is available.

As conditional second moments do not seem to improve hedge performance con-

siderably, Ederington & Salas (2008) suggest remaining with unconditional second

moments and relying on conditional first moments, where only expected changes in the

spot price (and not also in the futures price) are considered. The reasoning is that

futures prices are assumed to already reflect expected changes in the spot price, and

therefore the difference between conditional and unconditional expectation is most likely

much smaller for the futures price than for the spot price. Furthermore, it is argued that

futures prices can hardly be systematically predicted. Therefore, corresponding to the

assumption of unbiasedness, Ederington & Salas (2008) set the conditional expecta-

tion of changes in the futures price equal to the unconditional expectation whereas both

are set to zero. Given this, only the conditional expectation of changes in the spot price

remains unknown in regression (4.13). Following Viswanath (1993), Ederington &

Salas (2008) use the current basis as the conditional expectation of changes in the spot

price over the hedging horizon (assumed to be of length one) as noted in (4.14)

∆St+1 = α + β∆Ft+1 + λBt + εt+1 . (4.14)

It was shown that this model leads to a more efficient estimate of the MV hedge ratio

compared to the simple regression approach. Additionally, the R2 measure of hedge

effectiveness is downward biased in the case of the conventional approach. However,

simple regression still generates an unbiased estimate of the MV hedge ratio. This result

was empirically confirmed by an analysis of cross hedges in the US natural gas market.

This analysis tested both procedures for hedging the spot price in six months time at

other locations than Henry Hub, representing the futures’ point of delivery. To avoid

basis risk from the delivery mechanism of the futures contract, the Henry Hub spot price

was assumed to equal the front month futures price. So, complete conversion of the

Henry Hub spot price and the futures contract was assumed.
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One reason that this methodology improves hedge effectiveness, especially in case of

natural gas, can be found in this commodity’s seasonality. This means that changes in

the spot price, to a certain extent, are predictable and that this expectation is already

incorporated in futures price. In contrast, the simple regression approach assumes that

changes in spot price are not predictable, which explains why this approach is not capable

of capturing convergence effects. When applicable, the multiple regression model of

(4.14) will be used to implement the MV hedging strategy.

4.3 Implementation of the Hedge

In contrast to the most common examples for the application of the MV hedging ap-

proach, we aim at hedging the average natural gas spot price of a certain period, and

not just the spot price at a single future point in time. This can be done by hedging the

impact of the change in the daily spot price on this average price with a futures contract.

To achieve such a payoff structure, the futures’ daily payoff needs to be multiplied by

the number of remaining days within the respective hedging period, what can be im-

plemented by a steadily decreasing number of held futures contracts. Such an approach

does nothing but synthesize a futures contract with a delivery period equal to the hedg-

ing period. This synthetic contract can be perceived as being traded until to the end of

its delivery period as it is the case for cash settled electricity futures.

In most applications, the front month futures contract is used to hedge a short-term

spot price exposure.3 However, the futures payoff depends on the length of its delivery

period. 1/X units of the contract, for example the January contract, need to be taken

into consideration, where X represents the length of the contract’s delivery period in

days (X = 31 in case of a January contract), in order to hedge the spot price of the

next day. Assuming that there are 89 days left in a three month hedging period, it is

necessary to consider almost three units of the current front month contract to hedge

the impact of the next day’s spot price change on the average spot price. The actual

number of futures to be held at any time is determined by multiplying this fraction by the

hedge ratio. So, the number of futures contracts needed to implement this strategy most

likely exceeds the limits set by the benchmark strategy. To achieve a smaller number

of futures to be entered and closed out, a hedger could apply longer-term futures and

hold them for more than a single month. The hedge ratio would have to be adjusted

whenever the maturity of the respective contract changes, for example, from three to

two months. However, the hedge performance of such a procedure can expected to be

inferior to the one described. This is mainly due to the decrease in correlation between a

3See for example Ripple & Moosa (2007).
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futures contract and the spot price if the futures maturity increases.4 The data analysis

in chapter 3 showed only modest correlation between the daily spot and the front month

futures price (about 50%). This indicates that even this hedge relationship exhibits

substantial basis risk. Due to this, we will evaluate the historical hedge effectiveness

of the strategy applying only the front month contract on the daily spot price - whilst

violating the futures holding limits - to see whether it is somewhat comparable to the

hedge effectiveness of the benchmark strategy. In case of outperformance, we determine

the deteriorating effect the use of longer maturity futures would have had.

One reason for the rather low correlation between natural gas futures and the daily

spot price might be seen in the fact that the futures price represents the expected average

spot price with respect to the futures’ delivery period, rather than the expected spot

price for gas delivery on a single future day.5 Furthermore, the hedging horizon for the

proposed hedging strategy is just a single day. This short period makes it unreasonable

to apply the conditional expectation concept being central for a more efficient estimate of

the hedge ratio. It seems promising to align the nature of the spot price to the underlying

of the hedging instrument, and to attempt to find longer hedging horizons to potentially

enhance natural gas futures’ hedge effectiveness.

We therefore propose to also perform a MV hedge of the 30-day average spot price

besides the hedge of daily spot price. This approximation of the monthly average price

only needs to be hedged on the last day of a calendar month in order to hedge this

month’s average spot price. Thus, the idea of hedging the spot price at a single, more

distant future point in time is introduced, and because of the longer hedging horizon,

conditional expectation can be utilized. As the monthly average spot price for natural

gas at the end of a certain calendar month cannot be hedged by this month’s futures

contract6, we will apply the contract specifying delivery during the subsequent calendar

month. This contract can expected to be most strongly related to the one theoretically

representing the perfect hedge. Such a strategy can be implemented by steadily using

the front month contract or by entering into a sequence of futures contracts.7

4Ripple & Moosa (2007) analyzed the impact of correlation on hedge effectiveness in case of crude oil.
Reformulating equation (4.10) they got an alternative expression for the MV hedge ratio

h∗ = ρ

(
σS

σF

)
.

Given that longer maturity futures are commonly less volatile than shorter maturity futures (maturity effect),
their lower correlation could be compensated by their lower volatility with respect to hedge effectiveness. How-
ever, the authors showed that hedge effectiveness depends crucially on correlation, and, if longer maturity futures
are applied, lower correlation could not be outweighed by lower volatility.

5The importance of the average spot price in this work can also be seen in the nature of the basis risk of
the benchmark hedging strategy. Here, fluctuations in a monthly average spot price rather than fluctuations in
single spot prices lead to hedge ineffectiveness.

6Please recall that for example the June 2008 contract expires at the end of May. Given the principals of the
MV hedging approach of holding a futures contract until a certain point in time to get compensated for changes
in the spot price up to that point, the average spot price of June 2008 cannot be hedged by the corresponding
June futures contract. This is actually what the benchmark hedging strategy pursues.

7Even if this approach resulted in a perfect hedge of the 30-day average spot price, the respective month’s
average spot price would only be hedged perfectly if this month had 30 days, and if the last day of this month
were a working day. The reason for the second condition lies in the fact that the futures contract applied expires
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We would like to illustrate the latter case first. Assuming we are at the end of a

certain month (more precisely at the close of business on the last working day), and we

intend to hedge the change in the current 30-day average spot price up to the end of

the next months (more precisely up to the close of business on the second last working

day). In order to achieve this, we require compensation for the price change up to the

respective point in time multiplied by 30. As mentioned before, the underlying of a

futures contract is the average spot price of the subsequent month, which may have 28

to 31 days. Thus, a natural gas futures’ daily payoff is its price change multiplied by

this number X. To scale the payoff to 30 days, we always consider 30/X units of futures

varying between 1.07 and 0.97 depending on the delivery month. Again, the actual

number of units applied is determined by the hedge ratio.

If we consistently use the front month contract we are in a similar situation as in

the case of hedging the daily spot price. To hedge the current 30-day average spot price

over multiple months one needs to multiply the futures daily cash flow by the number

of remaining months within the respective hedging period, which can be achieved by

a decreasing number of contracts held. On the one hand, such a strategy most likely

violates the restriction with respect to transaction costs. On the other hand, the target

price cannot be fixed at the beginning of a hedging period. The target price depends

on the expected change in the (average) spot price deduced from the current basis, as

will be seen later. At the inception of a hedging period only information about the spot

price change over the next month can be utilized if the front months contract alone is

used. This is why we do not pursue this approach any further.

Thus, the two different MV hedging schemes to be evaluated are the following: 1.

hedging the daily spot price with front month futures (simple MV hedging approach -

SMV), and 2. hedging the 30-day average spot price with a sequence of futures (adjusted

MV approach - AMV). In order to implement the two versions of the MV approach, two

types of regressions will be performed to estimate the hedge ratio(s).

In the case of the daily spot price, simple regression will be used. This is mainly due to

the fact that conditional expectations, with respect to changes in the spot price, cannot

materialize within a single day hedging horizon. Hedge ratios are therefore determined

by regressing absolute daily changes in the spot price on the daily change in the price of

the current front month futures contract.

When a sequence of futures is used, the underlying idea is to hedge the average

spot price of the whole hedging period by hedging the 30-day average spot price at

the end of each calendar month within this period by different futures contracts. We

perform multiple regressions for every horizon at which the 30-day average spot price

is intended to be hedged. As a result, we get as many hedge ratios as different futures

contracts. The change in the average spot price over a certain period (say for example

three months) is regressed on the change in the futures contract expiring at the end

of this particular period. The basis of the preceding contract, observed at inception of

the hedge, functions as additional regressor. For example, the spot price change from

on the second last working day of the respective month, and also in the definition of the 30-day average spot
price which will be given later.
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late May to late August is related to the change in the September contract over that

period as well as to the basis of the August contract observed at the end of May. This

particular basis is chosen because no other can be expected to provide a more efficient

estimator for the change in the average spot price over that period. Actual changes in

the average spot price and in the price of the applied futures contract are determined

between the close of business on the last working day before inception of the hedge

and the close of business on the second last working day before the end of the hedging

horizon. Only in the case of the one month hedging horizon the second last working day

before inception is used, as the relevant basis can only be observed up to this day. The

coefficient of the basis, with respect to a certain hedging horizon, indicates the extent to

which the spot price is expected to change over that period. As the MV approach only

hedges unexpected changes in the spot price, the target price for a hedging horizon is

determined by the current 30-day average spot price as well as its expected change over

that period calculated from the respective, actual basis and its coefficient.

Hedge ratios are kept constant throughout a hedging period.8 Starting with a data

history of two years, estimation is updated on a monthly basis, taking into account the

whole data history up to the beginning of the respective hedging period. As we intend

to hedge natural gas spot purchases over an uninterrupted period of time, day-ahead

and weekend price information has to be considered, which is only available during

working days. Therefore, we generate a spot price time series only for working days,

which comprises day-ahead prices as well as the average of the day-ahead price and the

price of the next weekend period in case this period begins on the next day (typically a

Saturday). The time series for the 30-day average spot price is calculated in a similar

manner. Today’s average price is the average of the spot prices paid for gas delivery on

the last 29 days and today’s day-ahead price. If today is the last day before an ordinary

weekend, today’s 30-day average spot price takes today’s day-ahead and weekend price

(counted twice) into consideration, together with 27 historical prices. Given this, the

average price at the close of the second last working day of a calendar month represents

the average spot price that had to be paid for gas delivery during that particular month

(including the last day of this month). However, this is only completely true if the last

day of this particular month is a working day and if it has 30 days. Our hedging strategy,

which attemps to hedge the average spot price to be paid for gas delivery throughout

a calendar month, is build on this assumption. If the last day of the month is a non-

working day, we implicitly price this weekend period at the day-ahead level of the last

working day, which in general is no bad approximation.

8In case of the AMV hedging strategy, an update of the hedge ratios during the hedging period is not possible.
This is because the single hedge ratios, referring to certain hedging horizons, depend on the respective futures
basis only observable at inception of the hedge.
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4.4 Empirical Hedge Performance

4.4.1 Hedge of the Daily Spot Price

The simple type of the MV hedge (the SMV approach) aims at hedging the average spot

price at the level of the spot price observed at the close of business on the last working

day prior to the beginning of the respective hedging period. It attempts to hedge the

impact of the change in the daily spot price by steadily holding current front month

futures, which are closed out just before their final settlement. The new front month

contract is entered into at virtually the same time. At the beginning of the hedging

period, the contract is entered into at exactly the time the target spot price is observed.

Table 4.1 presents parts of the results of a series of simple regressions and the coefficient

is interpreted as the hedge ratio to be applied for the hedging period beginning at the

stated date. Hedge ratios range from 2.07 in January 2003 to 1.35 in February 2005 with

an average of 1.81. The within-sample hedge effectiveness (or the adjusted coefficient

of determination) varies from about 35% in January 2006 to 9% in the period spring

to fall 2005 showing an average of about 19%. This increase in explanatory power in

December/January 2005/2006 can only be explained by the front month futures following

the spot price in a more consistent way than before. This is noteworthy, as during the

winter 2005/2006 spot prices were high and volatile.

Table 4.1: Part of the results from simple regressions of
absolute changes in the daily spot price on absolute daily
changes in the price of the front month futures contract. The
applied data history spans the period Jan 2001 to the last
working day before the stated date. The average numbers
refer to all regression results. Standard errors are corrected
using the Newey-West method.

Dependent Variable: Change in the Spot Price (daily)
Independent Variable: Change in the Front Month Futures Price (daily)
Date No.Obs. R̄2 σ2 Hedge Ratio t-Statistic Prob.
Jan-03 504 0.177 3.535 2.07 7.179 0.000
Jul-03 628 0.132 4.657 1.95 6.725 0.000
Jan-04 757 0.136 4.444 1.70 6.485 0.000
Jul-04 882 0.143 4.588 1.73 7.524 0.000
Jan-05 1011 0.119 4.589 1.38 6.327 0.000
Jul-05 1135 0.088 1.959 1.77 3.953 0.000
Jan-06 1263 0.349 3.296 1.94 12.016 0.000
Jul-06 1388 0.249 8.834 1.93 4.640 0.000
Jan-07 1515 0.248 7.183 1.91 4.804 0.000
Jul-07 1640 0.246 5.263 1.88 4.874 0.000
Jan-08 1768 0.246 3.799 1.82 5.066 0.000
Jul-08 1893 0.246 2.458 1.79 5.168 0.000
Sep-08 1936 0.251 2.217 1.80 5.363 0.000
Mean 0.189 1.81
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Applying these hedge ratios in a post-sample fashion, with respect to different risk

horizons, led to an increase instead of a decrease in price risk when measured by the

standard deviation of the resulting hedge P/L. Table 4.3 shows that the basis risk mainly

adds downside risk to a short spot market position whilst the upside risk is reduced. To

see how prevalent basis risk in this kind of hedge was, we regressed daily changes in

the spot price on changes in the front month basis (the difference between the front

month contract and the spot price) for the data history January 2003 to September

2008. Results in table 4.2 imply a correlation between spot price changes and changes

in the basis of -0.96.

A small intercept and a coefficient close to -1 mean that changes in the basis tend to

be about the same size as changes in the spot price exhibiting the opposite sign. If this

relationship were perfect, changes in front month futures prices - being the sum of the

change in the spot price and the change in the basis - would be zero. However, as the

intercept is negative, changes in futures prices tend to be negative. Thus, a long position

in the front month contract tend to cause a negative cash flow. In case of a spot price

increase, the futures price could be expected to fall and thereby to increase downside risk

in the case of a short spot market position. On the other hand, this tendency towards

negative cash flows from a long futures position resulted in some hedging effect in the

case of falling spot prices leading to a considerable decrease in positive P/L. These effects

were even intensified by the choice of the hedge ratios being greater than one.

Given the results in table 4.3, the distribution of the hedge P/L is flatter than the

non-hedging P/L, and lies to the left of it for all risk horizons considered. As figures 4.1

and 4.2 illustrate, the issue of the basis risk exceeding the non-hedging spot price risk

intensifies for longer risk horizons.

With respect to transaction costs, the SMV hedging strategy is not comparable to the

benchmark strategy. This is due to the fact that more futures contracts were necessary

to implement it, which can be seen from the hedge ratios being on average considerably

greater than one. However, even these higher transaction costs did not prevent the

basis risk exceeding the exposure of the benchmark strategy - quite the contrary was

the case. As a reduction in the number of futures contracts can be expected to further

decrease hedge effectiveness, we find that hedging the average spot price of a certain

period, by hedging the impact of the change in the daily spot price, did not outperform

the benchmark strategy.
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Table 4.2: Results from regressing absolute daily changes in
the spot price on changes in the front month basis during
Jan 2003 - Sep 2008. Standard errors are corrected using the
Newey-West method.

Dependent Variable: Change in the Spot Price (daily)
Independent Variable: Change in the Front Month Basis (daily)
R2 0.926 Durbin/Watson 1.802
R̄2 0.926 No. Observations 1453
σ2 2.842 No. Variables 2
Variable Coefficient t-Statistic Probability
Constant -0.105 -2.572 0.000
Basis -1.078 -29.968 0.000

Table 4.3: Description of the absolute and the relative hedge
P/L of the SMV strategy as well as the non-hedging P/L for
different risk horizons during Jan 2003 - Sep 2008.

GB Pence Risk.H. No.Obs. 1% Quant. 99% Quant. Mean St.Dev.
No Hedge 2M 68 -1’432 1’866 -61 594
Long Spot 3M 67 -3’018 2’975 -113 987

6M 64 -5’829 7’787 -4193 2’523
9M 61 -7’129 10’563 -900 4’242

Long Hedge 2M 68 -2’090 1’224 -277 648
Min. Var. 3M 67 -4’112 2’212 -588 1’265

6M 64 -13’145 3’947 -2’218 3’702
9M 61 -24’945 3’029 -5’176 6’750

Relative
No Hedge 2M 68 -79.6% 29.2% -2.5% 26.0%
Long Spot 3M 67 -111.2% 33.5% -3.8% 29.3%

6M 64 -104.5% 43.1% -9.8% 38.0%
9M 61 -96.8% 50.4% -16.3% 43.2%

Long Hedge 2M 68 -103.6% 32.6% -16.5% 33.2%
Min. Var. 3M 67 -134.5% 35.9% -23.3% 46.4%

6M 64 -254.8% 43.0% -45.8% 74.8%
9M 61 -320.6% 39.8% -70.3% 90.1%
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Figure 4.1: P/L distributions of a hedged (SMV strategy) and
an unhedged daily short spot market position in the case of
a risk horizon of 2 and 3 months, based on a Jan 2003 - Sep
2008 post-sample analysis.
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Figure 4.2: P/L distributions of a hedged (SMV strategy) and
an unhedged daily short spot market position in the case of
a risk horizon of 6 and 9 months, based on a Jan 2003 - Sep
2008 post-sample analysis.
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4.4.2 Hedge of the 30-day Average Spot Price

As the MV hedge of the daily spot price (SMV) did not outperform the hedge effective-

ness of the benchmark strategy, we return to the idea of hedging the 30-day average spot

price based on the same concept. We outlined before that hedging such an average price

allows to consider conditional information when hedge ratios are determined. Focusing

on expected changes in the average spot price at inception of a hedge, the lagged basis

is added as an additional regressor. This basis refers to the futures contract (e.g. May

2008) of that month, whose average spot price is intended to be hedged. Because this

contract expires prior to the beginning of its delivery period, we use the subsequent

futures contract as hedging instrument (e.g. June 2008) for this month’s average spot

price. To assess predictive power of the basis with respect to changes in the 30-day

average spot price, we regressed its changes over different periods on the correspond-

ingly lagged basis. Table 4.4 confirms the expectation that explanatory power tends to

decrease as the length of the hedging horizon increases. In the case of a single month

hedging horizon, about 40% of the changes in the 30-day average spot price could be

explained by the lagged basis, whereas this number decreased to about 16% in the case

of nine month horizons. However, up to a hedging horizon of seven months, explanatory

power remains above 30% and the statistical significance level of the basis coefficient

remains below one percent.

Table 4.4: Results from regressing absolute changes in the
30-day average spot price over different periods on the lagged
basis between the futures contract (e.g. May 2008) referring
to the end of the respective hedging horizon (time s, e.g. May
2008) and the 30-day average spot price. Standard errors are
corrected using the Newey-West method, based on Jan 2001
- Sep 2008 data.

Dependent Variable: ∆St−s = St+s − St

Independent Variable: B = F (s)t − St

Hed.H. No.Obs. Const. Prob. Coeff. Basis Prob. R̄2

1M 93 -0.255 0.693 0.858 0.000 0.406
3M 91 -1.612 0.337 0.621 0.002 0.359
6M 88 -1.509 0.599 0.604 0.011 0.389
7M 87 -1.228 0.696 0.563 0.014 0.323
8M 86 -0.609 0.853 0.510 0.036 0.251
9M 85 0.154 0.966 0.469 0.099 0.158

Given these results, the lagged basis can be expected to enhance explanatory power

when introduced to the regression equations determining the hedge ratios for the different

hedging horizons. As shown in table 4.5, variations in the average spot price could be

at least 85% explained when regression results per hedging horizon are averaged.

Hedge ratios range from 0.49 to 1.17 over all hedging horizons and regressions,

whereas the average per horizon ranges from 0.69 (1M) to 0.91 (5M). Thus, it can
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Table 4.5: Summary of the results from (multiple) regressions
of absolute changes in the 30-day average spot price over
different horizons on changes in the price of the futures
contract F (s + 1M) expiring at the end of the respective
hedging horizon (time s) and on the lagged basis of the
futures contract F (s) expiring at time s − 1M . Averages as
well as minimum and maximum numbers are given due to
the monthly update of the estimates. Standard errors are
corrected using the Newey-West method, based on Jan 2001
- Sep 2008 data.

Dependent Variable: ∆St−s = St+s − St

Independent Variable: ∆F (s + 1M)t−s; B(s)t = F (s)t − St

Hed.H. No.Obs. Av.R̄2 Av.σ2 Hed.R. Av.Pr. Coeff.B. Av.Pr.
1M 24-92 0.259 5.658 0.33 - 0.84 0.004 - -
1M 24-92 0.853 4.622 0.49-0.79 0.000 0.90-1.10 0.000
2M 23-90 0.847 3.836 0.69-1.01 0.000 0.96-1.14 0.000
3M 22-88 0.897 5.973 0.73-1.11 0.000 0.89-1.15 0.000
4M 21-86 0.910 3.666 0.76-1.08 0.000 0.88-1.12 0.000
5M 20-84 0.931 3.969 0.75-1.12 0.000 0.94-1.09 0.000
6M 19-82 0.933 4.299 0.63-1.17 0.000 0.93-1.10 0.000
7M 18-80 0.937 4.624 0.68-1.16 0.000 0.92-1.11 0.000
8M 17-78 0.931 3.928 0.61-1.06 0.000 0.91-1.15 0.000
9M 16-76 0.933 4.554 0.73-1.03 0.000 0.89-1.16 0.000

be stated that the adjusted minimum variance (AMV) hedging approach meets the re-

striction of transaction costs set by the benchmark strategy, using one unit of futures

contracts to hedge the average spot price of a certain calendar month within the hedging

period. The coefficient of the lagged basis fluctuates even closer around one, showing a

minimum of 0.89 and a maximum of 1.16. Its average per horizon spans the small range

from 1.00 to 1.03. This latter result implies that, on average, the 30-day average spot

price was expected to change almost exactly by the respective basis. In other words,

at inception of a hedge, the target price for the 30-day average spot price at the end

of a certain calendar month can be chosen equal to the current futures price, without

incurring a major approximation error. To arrive at the target price for a whole hedging

period, taking the average of these single futures prices is a justifiable assumption, as it

was done to determine the non-hedging P/Ls under the benchmark and the SMV strat-

egy. However, for the following hedging analysis we calculated the exact target price for

each hedging period. Table 4.6 describes the P/L distribution from hedging the 30-day

average spot price assuming different risk horizons and contrasts it with the hedge P/L

of the benchmark strategy with respect to a daily short spot market position of one

Therm.

In comparison to the benchmark strategy, the AMV strategy resulted in a more

efficient hedge in the case of the shorter risk horizons of two and three months. In

the case of a risk horizon of six months, hedge effectiveness in absolute terms could be
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Table 4.6: Description of the absolute and the relative hedge
P/L of the AMV strategy for different risk horizons, as well
as the hedge P/L of the benchmark strategy during Jan 2003
- Sep 2008. Outperformance of the AMV approach is marked
in bold, whereas italics represent underperformance.

GB Pence Risk H. No.Obs. 1% Quant. 99% Quant. Mean St.Dev.
Long Hedge 2M 68 -517 646 26 292
Benchmark 3M 67 -524 827 42 345

6M 64 -871 1’313 87 526
9M 61 -927 1’644 148 691

Long Hedge 2M 68 -611 377 -49 202
Adj. Min. Var. 3M 67 -513 429 -41 250

6M 64 -921 1’579 98 523
9M 61 -1’124 2’443 337 874

Relative
Long Hedge 2M 68 -29.2% 21.5% -0.5% 11.6%
Benchmark 3M 67 -24.6% 17.5% -0.4% 9.8%

6M 64 -16.6% 12.1% -0.2% 7.4%
9M 61 -13.0% 9.7% 0.2% 5.9%

Long Hedge 2M 68 -21.6% 10.6% -2.8% 8.1%
Adj. Min. Var. 3M 67 -21.6% 10.5% -1.8% 7.2%

6M 64 -21.3% 12.6% 0.2% 7.8%
9M 61 -14.9% 15.5% 1.9% 7.2%

marginally outpaced, although it falls short in case of nine months irrespective of the

measure. The increase in hedge effectiveness was achieved mainly by a reduction in

upside risk of the short spot market position considered. For the longer risk horizons,

a disproportionate increase in upside risk let the performance of the AMV approach

deteriorate. The distributions of the two types of hedge P/L are contrasted in figures

4.3 and 4.4 for the longer and the shorter risk horizons, respectively.

We now turn to the question of whether hedge ineffectiveness of both strategies

tend to occur at the same time or under the same circumstances. For the moment we

neglect the actual difference in hedge effectiveness. The benchmark strategy is subject

to the basis risk that each month’s average spot price diverges from the EDSP (exchange

delivery settlement price) of the futures contract applied and already expired. The AMV

strategy’s basis risk stems from the uncertainty about the convergence of the futures

EDSP to the current month’s average spot price. Due to these structures, both strategies

can be expected to result in an underhedge in times of unexpected spot price trends,

irrespective of its direction, as the average spot price to be hedged grows or diminishes

away from the futures EDSP. However, the main difference lies in the expectation the

respective futures contract represents. In the case of the benchmark strategy, we perceive

the EDSP as the expected average spot price for the current month to be hedged. In

contrast, the futures contract in the AMV strategy is supposed to hedge the current

month but mirrors the expectation for the subsequent month. Knowing this, one can see

that temporary fluctuations or divergence from the unexpected spot price trend favors
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Figure 4.3: P/L distributions of a daily short spot market
position in case of a risk horizon of 2 and 3 months hedged
using the AMV, and the benchmark strategy, based on a Jan
2003 - Sep 2008 post-sample analysis.
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the benchmark strategy over the AMV approach. This is because the AMV strategy

depends on the expected difference between the subsequent month’s average spot price

and the current month’s average spot price. It is hoped that this difference will be small,

which is supported by a particularly smooth, unexpected price trend within the month

to be hedged rather than by an erratic one. Given this, hedge ineffectiveness of the two

strategies may occur at different times if the unexpected price trend is not that strong,

leaving some influence to the structure of the actual price path. To see whether such

distinguishable situations led to meaningful ineffectiveness, figure 4.5 depicts the relative

non-hedging P/L (non-hedging P/L over target costs) for each hedging period of three

or nine months length and the three largest relative hedge P/Ls (positive and negative)

multiplied by three to ease readability. A positive P/L represents a period where the

actual average price paid fell below the target price and vice versa. Additionally, the

hedge P/Ls are supplemented by the information about the difference in the relative

hedge effectiveness
(
1− hedge P/L

non−hedging P/L

)
.

Most of the largest hedge P/Ls could be observed in periods with large non-hedging
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Figure 4.4: P/L distributions of a daily short spot market
position in case of a risk horizon of 6 and 9 months hedged
using the AMV, and the benchmark strategy, based on a Jan
2003 - Sep 2008 post-sample analysis.
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P/L, meaning that the actual spot price paid most strongly diverged from the target

price, indicating that there was an unexpected spot price trend. In case of the three

month risk horizon in particular, some of these trends obviously exhibited distinguishable

price patterns favoring the one hedging strategy over the other. What cannot be seen

from the figure is that the largest hedge P/Ls under both strategies resulted from an

underhedge. Turning to the nine month risk horizon in the lower graph of figure 4.5,

we see an increase in the positive non-hedging P/L in the second half of the observation

period. This increase stems from the persistently high futures prices after the spot

price spikes in winter 2005/2006. The increased length of the hedging periods led to

an increase in the strength of the price trends within these periods, giving the actual

spot price patterns less weight with respect to the allocation of the largest hedge P/Ls.

However, the hedge effectiveness of the AMV strategy deteriorated faster in comparison

to the benchmark strategy. The major reason for the AMV approach disproportionately

losing ground is the considerable decrease in predictive power of the basis with respect to

longer hedging horizons as stated in table 4.4. This means the basis risk in hedging the
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Figure 4.5: Relative non-hedging P/Ls of a daily short spot
market position of one Therm and the three largest (positive
and negative) relative hedge P/Ls using the AMV and the
benchmark strategy for a risk horizon of 3 and 9 months, based
on a Jan 2003 - Sep 2008 post-sample analysis. Additionally,
the difference in the relative hedge effectiveness is stated for
the hedge P/Ls.
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average spot price of a more distant calendar month within a hedging period is higher

than for a shorter hedging horizon. Using the benchmark hedging strategy, the amount

of basis risk depends much less on the length of the hedging horizon, as every month’s

average spot price is perfectly hedged up to the beginning of this particular month. In

our case, the six month risk horizon marks the break-even point, where both hedging

strategies exhibited comparable basis risk. However, this result depends on the structure

within the spot and futures price history. These structures also determine the chance

for compensating hedging results for the single months within a hedging period, which

improve the corresponding hedge P/L. The result might have turned out differently if

we had not seen the spot price spikes in winter 2005/2006, which caused extraordinary

high futures prices, which, compared to the spot price, reverted quite slowly to normal

levels.
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4.5 Preliminary Summary

The preceding sections showed that the AMV hedging strategy could outperform the

benchmark approach for the shorter risk horizons, whereas the basis risk of the SMV

strategy, intending to hedge the daily spot price with the front month futures contract,

exceeded even the spot price risk in case of no hedging activity. Focusing on hedging the

monthly average spot price (approximated by the 30-day average spot price) allows for

using conditional expectation with respect to its changes over different horizons, apply-

ing the futures basis at inception of the respective hedge. Using a sequence of futures

maturities, with respect to the different hedging horizons within a hedging period, led to

a reduction in basis risk in the case of risk horizons of up to three months, whereas hedge

effectiveness was about the same for hedging periods of six months. When the risk hori-

zon was further increased, hedge performance of the AMV approach deteriorated faster

than the performance of the benchmark strategy. Despite the fact that the performance

of both strategies, with respect to a certain hedging period, is determined by the sum

of the hedging results achieved for the single calendar months included, the benchmark

strategy provides a crucial advantage for longer hedging horizons. Using the benchmark

strategy, the monthly average spot price is perfectly hedged up to one month before the

end of the hedging horizon irrespective of its length. So, in a normal market environ-

ment, each month’s basis risk, involving the actual average spot price deviating from the

respective futures EDSP, is about the same for all months comprised within the hedging

period. The AMV strategy utilizes the predictive power of the futures basis, but this

conditional expectation loses explanatory power when the horizon increases, as can be

seen in table 4.4. It can therefore be expected that the basis risk in hedging the average

spot price of a certain calendar month using the AMV strategy increases with the timely

distance of this month at the inception of the hedge. However, table 4.5, illustrating

the AMV strategy regression results, does not show a decrease in explanatory power for

longer time horizons, alluding to the within-sample ability of the futures to hedge the

30-day average spot price well, even in the case of longer hedging horizons. Given this,

we deem it worthwhile to test whether a related hedging scheme, allowing for adjusting

the hedge ratio during a hedging period, would have increased hedge effectiveness over

the performance of the AMV strategy.
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Chapter 5

Model Based Hedging

As a second alternative hedging strategy we propose a kind of delta hedge based on

a reduced form term structure model. The model based hedging strategy is built on

the same principles defining the AMV strategy. Hedge ratios are determined by the

same covariance considerations, as conditional expectations are also used with respect

to changes in the spot price, and the volatility function is assumed to be constant. We

use a general risk factor model of which a one- and a two-factor version is estimated.

Furthermore, the ability of the models to reproduce the dynamics of the term structure is

compared. Due to the characteristics of our hedging purpose, only the one-factor model

is applied when determining the historical hedge performance and comparing it to the

performance of the AMV strategy. Before we get into these details, we first introduce

to the general valuation principles of futures contracts, and review the current literature

on valuation models for futures on (storable) energy. Then we choose a model already

tested for natural gas.

5.1 Cash-and-Carry Relationship

For the remainder of this work the terms futures and forward will be used interchange-

ably, as their values are considered to be equal.1 However, when the term futures is used

the traded instrument is always meant.

We start our introduction to valuation principles by looking at forward contracts

on investment assets. As the term implies, investment assets are held primarily for

investment purposes. Besides stocks or bonds, a number of precious metals like gold can

also be associated with this group. The simplest case of forward contracts are contracts

on investment assets that provide no income, such as non-dividend-paying stocks or zero

bonds. Given that we intend to value a forward contract on a non-dividend-paying stock

with maturity T , we will first look at a possibility of replicating the contract’s cash flows

1Futures are the exchange traded, standardized equivalent of forward contracts. Given the daily settlement
procedure of futures and the associated margining system applied to mitigate counterparty risk, the actual
cash flow associated with such a contract is generally not equal to the one of a corresponding forward contract
translating into a different value. However, in case the futures cash flow - payments to, or withdrawals from the
margin account - are uncorrelated with interest rates, its value can assumed to be equal the value of the forward.
This assumption concerning interest rates seems particularly reasonable in the case of commodity futures. See
for example Pilipovic (1998), p. 80 or Hull (2003), p. 51.

85
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with instruments available in the market. If such a replication is feasible, and if the

market is free of arbitrage, the costs for setting up this replicating strategy have to equal

the value of the forward contract. A portfolio comprising a long position in the forward

contract and a short position in the replication strategy should therefore result in zero

cash flows.

A forward contract can be entered into for free and the cash flow occurs at its ma-

turity. Under a forward contract, the holder is obliged to buy the underlying asset at

the forward price K (also called the strike price). The cash flow of this transaction is

therefore determined by the prevailing spot price of the stock and the strike price on

the assumption that the stock is immediately sold (ST − K). In order to replicate the

possibility to receive and sell the stock at time T without additional cash outflows, an

investor could purchase the stock today (time t), finance this purchase with a loan, sell

the stock at time T , and repay the loan at the same time. When combining a long

position in the forward and a short position in this replication strategy, the cash flows

in table 5.1 occur.

Table 5.1: Cash-and-carry arbitrage for non-income assets.
this generates space between caption and figure

t T
Buy forward contract – ST −K

Sell (or short) the stock +St –
Proceeds into savings account −St +Ste

r(T−t)

Purchase the stock at T – −ST

Resulting cash flow – Ste
r(T−t) −K

To arrive at a situation of zero cash flows, the forward price has to equal Ste
r(T−t).

If that is not the case, an arbitrage opportunity is created moving the forward and the

spot price until the forward is fairly priced. As the replicating strategy involves carrying

the asset up to time T , this pricing approach is called cash-and-carry arbitrage.2

Now we would like to focus on the valuation of forward contracts on an investment

asset paying a known income, for example, a dividend paying stock. It is assumed

that this income is paid out continuously over the holding period as a fraction of the

asset price. To stay within the introduced framework, we further assume that this yield

g is immediately reinvested in the stock, meaning that the number of stocks held in a

portfolio grows by eg(T−t) from time t to time T . As a result, a replication strategy would

start by purchasing or selling a fraction of e−g(T−t) of the respective stock. Adjusting the

previous analysis, we get the cash flows given in table 5.2.3

2Please note that for a unique forward price - regardless of whether the contract is bought or sold - lending
and borrowing interest rates are assumed to be equal. We will refer to this rate as the risk free interest rate
which is assumed to be constant.

3To sell a stock short, the respective investor borrows the stock from some other investor and sells it in the
market. The holder of the short position is obliged, however, to pay any income of the shorted asset to the party
he borrowed the assets from.
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Table 5.2: Cash-and-carry arbitrage for income assets.
this generates space between caption and figure

t T
Buy the forward contract – ST −K

Short e−g(T−t) shares +e−g(T−t)St –
Proceeds into savings account −e−g(T−t)St +e(r−g)(T−t)St

Pay income of the shorted stock – −[(e
R T

t gds − 1)(e−g(T−t)S)]
Purchase e−g(T−t) shares at T – −e−g(T−t)ST

Resulting cash flow – Ste
(r−g)(T−t) −K

Application of the same reasoning as before leads to a no-arbitrage price of

Ste
(r−g)(T−t) for a forward contract on an investment asset paying a known income.

5.2 Cash-and-Carry for Consumption Assets

As illustrated in the section above, replication is a useful tool for evaluating forward

contracts. It postulates that the price is determined by the costs of carry. For storable

consumption assets4, such as oil or copper, these costs would additionally comprise stor-

age costs. When expressing storage costs in the form of a continuous compounding yield,

u, the following valuation formula for a corresponding forward contract is employed

F (t, T ) = Ste
(r+u)(T−t) . (5.1)

This formula is valid if the underlying and the risk free asset are available in sufficient

quantities, allowing for a replication. Due to the fact that consumption assets are used

as input factors, this is not necessarily the case.5 Given a situation where

F (t, T ) > Ste
(r+u)(T−t) , (5.2)

an arbitrageur would lock in a risk free profit by shortening the forward contract and

taking a long position in the replicating strategy - borrowing the amount of Ste
u(T−t) to

buy one unit of the commodity and pay the storage costs. In doing so, prices are moved

and this arbitrage opportunity will disappear. If

F (t, T ) < Ste
(r+u)(T−t) , (5.3)

the strategy of buying the forward and selling the commodity short and investing the

proceeds in the risk free asset might be suggested. As with the stock, selling an asset

requires someone to hold it, whilst not currently needing it. Therefore, such a strategy

is only feasible if there is sufficient speculative inventory not needed for consumption.

4This asset class describes commodities primarily held for consumption purposes, for example, to use them
in a production process.

5See for the following arguments Hull (2003), p. 59.
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If that is not the case, commodity holders are reluctant to sell the physical commodity

and buy forwards. So a situation in which F (t, T ) < Ste
(r+u)(T−t) could prevail for a

considerable period of time. As a result, a pricing formula for forwards on consumption

assets, based on replication and arbitrage considerations, can only give the boundary

condition

F (t, T ) ≤ Ste
(r+u)(T−t) . (5.4)

As illustrated before, a cash-and-carry like approach is not sufficient for pricing for-

wards or futures on consumption assets. There are two traditional hypotheses explaining

the relationship between commodity spot and futures prices. The first focuses on the

sense in which futures prices are predictors for future spot prices. It is based on a concept

introduced by Keynes (1930), which views the current basis as the sum of the expected

change in the spot price and a risk premium. The latter results from supply and demand

for futures contracts. Given that commodity producers mainly enter the market with the

intention to hedge, they take, as a group, a net short position in futures. Furthermore,

it is assumed that these hedgers value the opportunity of securing prices. In such a

setting, the corresponding long position is usually held by speculators, who are expected

to price their offers below the expected spot price, as they bear the price risk and seek

compensation. Consequently, the risk premium charged by the speculators leads to a

downward bias in futures prices with respect to expected future spot price. Working on

these assumptions, futures prices (under normal market conditions) tend to be lower than

the current spot price. Keynes (1930) called the resulting effect normal backwardation.

There is an ongoing debate about whether the risk premium is significantly different

from zero, or whether futures can be taken as unbiased spot price predictors. For the

purpose of this work we will remain with the assumption of unbiasedness as outlined in

chapter 2.2.

The other popular hypothesis regarding the relationship between commodity spot

and futures prices is built on the theory of storage. It analyzes the effect of inventory

on the price formation of storable commodities. Beginning with Kaldor (1939) and

Working (1948) the idea of processors or consumers receiving an implicit stream of

benefits from holding inventory has been used to explain actual market prices. These

benefits are called convenience and can be expressed as a yield that accrues to the holder

of the physical commodity but not to the holder of the futures contract. It arises from

the opportunity to profit from unexpected supply and demand shocks, or to reduce costs

by smoothing the production process. The theory explains the return from purchasing

the commodity at time t, and selling it for delivery at T as a function of the interest

forgone, marginal storage costs and the marginal convenience yield for an additional unit

of inventory.6 Perceiving the net convenience yield y (benefits from physical commodity

less storage costs) as a continuous flow of income, the valuation formula found in the

previous section can be applied and results in

F (t, T ) = Ste
(r−y)(T−t) . (5.5)

6See Fama & French (1987b), p. 56.
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Telser (1958) and Brennan (1958) investigate the relationship between convenience

yield and inventories in the case of several agricultural commodities and interpreted this

yield as a timing option, as the holder can decide upon the time he takes the commodity

to the market.7

According to Fama & French (1987b), the two well known hypotheses of conve-

nience yield and risk premium generally “are alternative but not competing views”, as

both can explain real market price structures such as contango (forward prices > spot

price) and backwardation (forward prices < spot price). However, “the theory of storage

is not controversial” in contrast to the risk premium concept.

5.3 Types of Reduced Form Futures Models

Literature on evaluating energy forward or futures contracts can generally be classified

in econometric, reduced form, and equilibrium models.8 Econometric models obtain

expected prices from historic price information and fundamental data. They focus on

identifying most important determinants of spot and forward prices as well as their

impact. Such determinants might be weather variables or supply and demand charac-

teristics, as in Elliot, Sick, & Stein (2003), who concern themselves with electricity

prices. Reduced form models can be regarded as being in between econometric and equi-

librium models. They are more parsimonious with respect to the number and properties

of the determinants of forward prices. The modeling approach consists of specifying a

stochastic price process based on a limited number of risk factors. However, reduced

form models also take into account equilibrium aspects by incorporating market prices

of risk for each risk factor. In the context of storable commodities, equilibrium models

concentrate on modeling supply and demand directly, whereas the storage equilibrium

is of special interest when inferring spot and forward price dynamics. These models

formulate stochastic dynamic control problems which are solved through numerical ap-

proximation. For typical equilibrium models in discrete time we refer to Chambers

& Bailey (1996), who look at agricultural commodities and Routledge, Seppi, &

Spatt (2000), who apply the concept to crude oil. Ribeiro & Hodges (2004a) ex-

tended the approach by considering a continuous time framework, commonly the domain

of reduced form models.

We will focus on reduced form term structure models, applying the martingale pric-

ing approach. As with the cash-and-carry pricing approach, it builds on no-arbitrage

arguments. However, it is a more general methodology, as it can be applied to different

kinds of derivatives even in an incomplete market setting.9 Reduced form models are

particularly attractive, as they can offer closed form solutions for evaluating forward

7For a summary of implications regarding the theory of storage and the convenience yield on commodity
prices as well as their volatilities we refer to Geman (2005), p. 28.

8This classification follows Bühler & Müller-Merbach (2005), p. 1.
9Market models are called complete if all possible claims can be replicated by instruments traded in the

market. In the case of forwards on investment assets, the cash-and-carry approach can only be applied because
the market is complete. For further details on the fundamentals of martingale pricing we refer to Björk (2004),
chapter 11.
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contracts.10 In order to deduce hedge positions in futures contracts from such a pricing

model, availability of closed form expressions is highly advantageous.

We now turn to the question of how to model the dynamics of a forward contract. As

with the cash-and-carry approach, a pricing model can be based on the dynamics of the

spot price. Under the equivalent martingale measure Q, the value of a forward equals the

expected spot price at its delivery date T . To see this, we restrict ourselves to the simple

case of a forward price on a stock paying no dividends, and following the Black/Scholes

dynamics.11 As outlined before, cash-and-carry arguments lead to the pricing formula

F (t, T ) = Ste
r(T−t). Under the objective probability measure P, the expected value of the

stock price at time T can be expressed as

EP (ST ) = St expµ(T−t) . (5.6)

Combining these two basic equations, the price of a forward contract is given by

F (t, T ) = EP (ST ) exp(r−µ)(T−t) . (5.7)

The applied stock market model is complete, therefore the difference between the risk

free interest rate and the expected stock return is equal to the negative market price of

risk φ. We can summarize the spot-forward relationship under the objective measure P
to be

F (t, T ) = EP (ST ) exp−φ(T−t) . (5.8)

Under the martingale measure Q, the market price of risk is incorporated in the prob-

ability measure, such that the forward price at time t equals the expected value of the

stock at time T . This principle of evaluating forward contracts is pursued by spot price

models.12

Another way of modeling forward prices is to model them directly, meaning the

evolution of the whole forward curve (called forward price models). This idea originates

from interest rate modeling and was introduced into the continuous time setting by

Heath, Jarrow, & Morton (1992) (HJM). Their most central finding is that the

evolution of forward rates can be modeled directly under the martingale measure Q, as

the market price of risk does not need to be considered.13 They assume that forward

rates evolve according to

dF (t, T ) = α(t, T )dt + σ(t, T )dW (t) , (5.9)

where dW (t) describes the increment of a Wiener process, leading to a drift component

of the form

α(t, T ) = σ(t, T )

∫ T

t
σ(t, s)ds . (5.10)

10See Ribeiro & Hodges (2004b), p. 2.
11We follow Pilipovic (1998) chapter 5.6.1.
12When looking at interest rate models, such as the Vasicek- or Hull-White-model, the unobserved, instanta-

neous short rate of interest is considered instead of the spot price.
13See Heath, Jarrow, & Morton (1992), p. 90.
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Forward rates in the HJM framework (under Q) exhibit a drift which depends on the

chosen volatility structure. The advantages of this kind of modeling approach are, for

example, that the model automatically fits the current forward curve, and that the

observed term structure of volatilities can more easily be implemented, as in the case of

spot price models. However, every spot price or short rate model can be expressed in

forward rate terms, and every forward rate model implies a certain short rate process.14

The HJM concept was first applied to commodity futures by Reisman (1992). He models

the futures price process as volatility weighted Wiener processes with zero drift, as it can

be shown that (non discounted) futures prices are martingales under Q. This results in

an arbitrage free futures market model.15 The corresponding futures dynamics take the

form

dF (t, T ) = F (t, T )
n∑

(i=1)

σi(t, T )dWi(t) , (5.11)

where F(t,T) denotes the current value of the futures contract maturing at time T , n is the

number of independent sources of uncertainty, also called risk factors, and σi represents

the corresponding volatility function, determining the impact of each random shock on

every point of the forward curve. The implied spot price dynamics are associated with

certain convenience yield processes. This also visualizes the interchangeability of spot

and forward modeling terms. Modeling the spot price process using the HJM framework

can be achieved by setting the time to delivery (T − t) to zero. Unfortunately, for

common formulations of multiple volatility functions, the implied spot dynamics are not

markov, meaning that the change in the spot price depends on its historic evolution.

This significantly complicates the handling of these models if the spot price dynamics

are considered.16

However, irrespective of the kind of model applied (spot or forward price models), it

should be noted that instantaneous forward prices, which are effectively modeled, must

be estimated from market data most often exhibiting other contractual agreements or

payoff structures, e.g. futures contracts specifying delivery periods of several days, in-

stead of delivery at a single point in time.17 A popular, more recent, and HJM-related

approach for interest rate modeling is used by the Libor- or market models, which di-

rectly model instruments observable in the market, therefore overcoming the discrepancy

between actual and modeled instruments. The approach followed by Jamshidian (1997)

and Musiela & Rutkowski (1997), for example, is based on choosing the appropriate

(forward) probability measure, along with a certain numeraire18 to make instruments,

such as a certain forward Libor or forward swap rate, a martingale governed by a volatility

14See Brigo & Mercurio (2001), p. 174.
15To understand the loss of the drift term within the transition from interest rates to commodity futures better,

it is important to distinguish between the characteristics of actually traded commodity futures and forward rates.
Forward rates generally imply interest rates deduced from zero coupon rates, which themselves are extracted
from traded instruments, such as interest rate futures, bonds, or interest rate swaps. See Hull (2003), p. 98.
In contrast, commodity futures contracts can be regarded as primary traded assets.

16See Clewlow & Strickland (2000), p. 142/143.
17This is also true in the interest rate world, where instantaneous forward rates cannot be observed either.
18For details of the change of numeraire technique we refer to Geman, Karoui, & Rochet (1995).
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function. These models are generally calibrated to option prices - meaning caps/floors

and swaptions - offering information about implied volatilities (caps/floors and swap-

tions) and correlations (swaptions) between single rates. Assuming forward or swap

rates to be lognormally distributed allows for consistent analytical solutions for Euro-

pean options on forwards rates, as well as on swaps using the well known Black (1976)

framework.19 When looking at a single instrument, these properties are very convenient.

But they are lost if the co-movement of different products is considered. In the market

model approach, an instrument is only driftless under its own forward measure, e.g. Q1,

whereas another financial instruments exhibit a drift under that measure. This means,

if one is interested in the evolution of different instruments at the same time - which

can only be done under a single measure - it is necessary to simulate this evolution.

Additionally, the resulting dynamics of the instruments associated with a drift have to

be numerically discretized.20

5.4 Literature Review

The following literature overview is inspired by Lautier (2005) and Keynes (2001).

Among others, HJM-like forward price models were applied to commodities by

Clewlow & Strickland (1999) and Cortazar & Schwartz (1994), who estimated

their models by principal component analyses of natural gas, crude oil and copper futures

prices in order to evaluate options on these futures. The model set up is complete as

long as the number of risk factors introduced does not exceed the number of traded fu-

tures contracts. Besides these classical forward price models, Benth & Koekebakker

(2005) proposed a simple market model approach for pricing options on traded electricity

futures, which are comparable to natural gas futures in exhibiting a swap like character.

The term spot price model is rather broad and general, as the nature of the modeled

elements (state variables) can vary significantly. The major distinctive characteristic

between these models is whether the model is complete, and whether the underlying

asset is assumed to be traded. These traded assets might include derivatives such as

futures contracts or not. As summarized by Seppi (2002), a traded asset is characterized

by the fact that its price process is observable, tradable, and that it can be stored or

held in a portfolio. Assuming natural gas to be a traded asset has consequences on its

dynamics under the equivalent martingale measure Q. Under Q, traded assets (providing

no income) exhibit a trend equal to the risk free interest rate. This is not in line with

the general assumption of mean-reversion in energy spot prices, which, for example, was

observed by Pindyck (1999). So, modeling natural gas as a non-traded asset provides

considerable flexibility, which in the light of limited storage capacities, seems to be a

justifiable assumption.

Starting with a single state variable representing the spot price, if the underlying asset

is assumed to be traded we are in a Black & Scholes (1973) environment. Brennan

19See Brigo & Mercurio (2001), p. 187.
20See Brigo & Mercurio (2001), p. 192.
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& Schwartz (1985) first applied the idea of a convenience yield to commodity futures

pricing. This yield is modeled analogously to a continuous dividend yield of a stock.

Now, mean-reversion and seasonality patterns in the forward curve could be modeled.

However, apart from mean-reversion with respect to commodity spot prices, there is

another essential property called Samuelson- or maturity effect, describing the property

that futures price volatility tends to increase as time to delivery decreases. Therefore,

the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process - originally introduced by Vasicek aimed at modeling

interest rate behavior - was transferred into commodity pricing. Schwartz (1997)

developed a one factor model based on this building block describing a state variable,

playing the role of the underlying spot price, and the physical asset itself is assumed

not to be traded. Consequently, standard no-arbitrage hedging arguments could not be

applied. This problem was solved by assuming futures to be primarily traded assets

and perceiving futures prices as Q-expectations of the spot price. Therefore, the market

model is complete, as traded futures can be used for hedging derivatives on the spot

price. Other examples for such one-factor models can be found in Ross (1997) and

Cortazar & Schwartz (1997). A disadvantage of these one-factor models is that

the term structure of volatility can only be implemented in simplistic ways. This often

results in futures volatility approaching zero too quickly with increasing time to delivery,

when these models are calibrated to market data.21

In order to more realistically mimic the dynamics of the forward curve, additional

risk factors were introduced representing additional state variables besides the spot price.

These additional factors can take various forms. Motivated by the theory of storage as

well as empirical evidence from crude oil, illustrating that convenience yield cannot

be expected to be constant, Gibson & Schwartz (1990) offered a two-factor model

comprising a stochastic, mean-reverting convenience yield, where the underlying asset is

assumed to be traded. Choosing slightly different specifications for the convenience yield,

Brennan (1991) tested a very similar model. It should be noted, that this setup results

in an incomplete spot market model as convenience is not a traded asset. However,

assuming the underlying and futures to be primarily traded, the model parameters and

the (constant) market price of convenience yield risk can be estimated simultaneously.

Schwartz (1997) extended this model by introducing stochastic interest rates as a third

factor, where the corresponding process was estimated based on bond prices. Cortazar

& Schwartz (2003) substituted a long-term spot return factor for this interest rate

factor. Hilliard & Reis (1998) presented another important modification of the three-

factor Schwartz (1997) model. They investigated the effect of stochastic convenience

yield, stochastic interest rates, and jumps in the spot price process on the value of futures

and options on futures. Introducing jumps did not affect futures prices, but it had an

impact on the value of option contracts.

So far, all model specifications assume that the spot price exhibits constant volatil-

ity. The theory of storage, however, implies an inverse relationship between inventory

levels and spot price volatility. This results from the intuition that in times inventories

21See Clewlow & Strickland (2000), p. 97.
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decrease, supply becomes less elastic, and fluctuations in demand lead to more severe

price movements. Moreover, if inventories are low, convenience yield is expected to be

rather high, resulting in a positive correlation between convenience yield and spot price

volatility. To account for these effects, Yan (2002) allowed for stochastic volatility as

well as simultaneous jumps in the spot price and its volatility (besides stochastic con-

venience yield and interest rates).22 He concludes that futures valuation is not affected

by introducing these modeling features, although they have considerable effect on option

pricing. Ribeiro & Hodges (2004b) intended to improve the Gibson & Schwartz

(1990) two-factor model by allowing for time varying spot and convenience yield volatil-

ity. They specified these volatilities to be proportional to the level of convenience yield.

Testing this model on crude oil futures, and comparing it to Gibson & Schwartz

(1990), only resulted in marginal outperformance. A similar result was obtained by

Nielsen & Schwartz (2004) testing this setup on copper futures.

Coming back to models that assume the underlying not to be traded, Schwartz

& Smith (2000) presented a two-factor gaussian model, whereas the unobservable state

variables describe components of the spot price - namely the short-term variations and

the long run equilibrium. They estimated the model based on spot as well as futures

prices. Although the model is formulated in a way that does not explicitly consider

changes in the convenience yield, it can be shown that it is equivalent to the Gibson

& Schwartz (1990) model, in the sense that a state variable of the one, can be ex-

pressed by a linear combination of the state variables of the other. Spot price models

are most often formulated in a way so that they do not match the current forward curve,

as it is an endogenous function of their estimated parameters.23 It would therefore be

advantageous if spot price models also treated the current forward curve as an input

rather than an output. Manoliu & Tompaidis (2002) developed such a multi fac-

tor pricing model by establishing the direct link between their markovian spot price

model and the classical HJM framework. Their general model is based on unobservable,

mean-reverting risk factors. If the number of risk factors does not exceed the number of

traded futures contracts, the market model is complete. Seasonality can be incorporated

by a deterministic factor. They estimated a one- as well as a two-factor version based

on natural gas futures assuming homogeneous volatility. Schwartz & Smith (2000)

can also be perceived as a two-factor version of their general model. An N-factor gaus-

sian term structure model of a similar kind was proposed by Cortazar & Naranjo

(2006), where the first state variable explicitly follows a Wiener process and all others

are assumed to be mean-reverting. This model was tested on crude oil futures.

5.5 Hedging Concept

The model based hedging strategy applies a reduced form term structure model and can

be viewed as a kind of delta hedge. Delta represents a measure of sensitivity, commonly

22Stochastic volatility and jumps are commonly used to generate leptokurtotic spot price distributions - typical
for energy spot prices - within otherwise gaussian models.

23See Clewlow & Strickland (2000), p. 134.
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used to describe the rate of change in a derivative instrument’s value, given a change in

the value of its underlying. So, an appropriate position in the underlying can be used

to offset changes in the derivative’s value, attributable to changes in the value of its

underlying. The delta can be determined by taking the derivative of the pricing function

with respect to the price of the underlying. If the Black/Scholes formula is used to

price a European call option on a non-dividend-paying stock [Call Price = S0N(d1) −
Ke−rT N(d2)], the current (and instantaneous) delta can easily be determined as the

value of the standard normal distribution function at d1. If an investor relies on this

model to hedge the delta risk of a long position in a stock option, he should take a short

position in the underlying stock corresponding to the current delta. As outlined before,

the reason this concept functions is that the option is priced in terms of the underlying.

Consequently, the value of a stock option could be hedged by a delta equivalent position

in another option on the same stock but with a different maturity.24 This idea will be

pursued in the following sections, but with forward contracts instead of options.

Some authors such as Bühler & Korn (2004) and Veld-Merkoulova & Roon

(2003) applied term structure models to analyze hedge performance of a model based

hedge of very long-term forward contracts. Such kind of analyses became particularly

popular in the context of the collapse of the MG Refining & Marketing Inc., an affiliated

company of the German Metallgesellschaft AG (MG). Current opinion suggests that

the main reason for its collapse lay in the cash drain caused by its hedging strategy

intending to hedge long-term forward commitments in oil by rolling forward short-term

futures contracts. In these articles, term structure models were used, as they imply a

certain relationship between the long-term, but non-traded forward commitment and

the short-term, traded futures contracts. Given this, hedge ratios were derived to see

whether a less drastic cash outflow and limited basis risk would have been possible to

achieve. Depending on the number of risk factors assumed to govern the term structure,

an equivalent number of traded futures maturities needed to be used to hedge the long-

term oil commitment.

We will use this idea in reverse to hedge shorter-term, non-traded natural gas forward

commitments with positions in available, longer-term futures contracts. This is exactly

what we did in the AMV framework when we hedged a certain month’s average spot

price by the futures contract of the subsequent month. Applying the same idea, we try

to achieve superior hedge effectiveness in comparison to the AMV approach by relying

on the pricing model. We view the hedge of the average spot price of a certain month

as a forward commitment, because a month’s average spot price can only be determined

at the close of business on the last or second last working day of this particular month

(depending on whether the it ends on a weekend or not), representing the end of the re-

spective hedging horizon. A term structure model provides us with an explicit expression

for the covariance-wise relationship between neighboring forwards, taking into account

the current forward curve. This allows us to adjust the hedge ratio in accordance with

changes in the price of the hedging instruments. In contrast, the AMV approach does

24It should be noted that such a procedure is far from a perfect hedge. One reason is that even if these
positions are delta equivalent, they exhibit different sensitivities with respect to changes in volatility (vega).
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not allow for changes in the hedge ratio during the hedging period. At inception of the

hedging period, we set the target price for the forward commitment equal to the price

of the futures contract with the same maturity.

5.6 Estimation of the Pricing Model

5.6.1 General Model

Although a forward price model would be sufficient to model the co-movement of nat-

ural gas forward prices, we opt for the general framework of Manoliu & Tompaidis

(2002).25 This approach offers both a markovian spot price model and an HJM-like

forward price model. So, estimation results can also be applied if a consistent represen-

tation of the spot price is of particular interest. Additionally, the approach offers the

opportunity to vary the number of risk factors without changing the general form of the

model, and to give one risk factor a deterministic nature capturing seasonality. Even

though the log-returns of the NBP spot price exhibit some leptokurtosis, we stay with

this gaussian, diffusion type of model. For our purpose of hedging forward prices with

other forwards (namely futures), assumed to be governed by the same risk factors, it is

not crucial to meet the distribution of the single price as it would be when options on

such an instrument were to be priced. This is mainly because the shock term of a risk

factor - irrespective of its distributional properties - cancels out when hedge ratios are

deduced. The introduction of the model follows the illustration of Blöchlinger (2008)

chapter 4.3.

Manoliu & Tompaidis (2002) consider an economy in which uncertainty is modeled

with a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,P). Events in the economy are revealed over time

according to the filtration F = {Ft}t∈[0,T ∗], where T ∗ is a fixed time horizon which limits

the considered trading interval [0, T ∗]. The market model contains natural gas futures

prices of different maturities T ∈ [0, T ∗] as the prices for primary traded assets. For

each T ∈ [0, T ∗], the T -maturity futures price process is denoted by F (t, T ) for t ≤ T . In

addition, the market model contains the bank account as another primary traded asset.

Its price process B(t) is defined by dB(t) = r(t)B(t)dt, with the initial condition B(0) = 1.

We assume the risk free interest rate r(t) to be deterministic. The model specifies the

spot price process S(t). Furthermore, we assume that the market is arbitrage-free. Spot

and futures prices are functions of some state variables X(t) = (X1(t), . . . , Xn(t))′, which

are modeled using a continuous time stochastic processes. We define the logarithm of

the spot price ln S(t) as the sum of a deterministic seasonality factor g(t) and the state

variables X(t)

ln S(t) = g(t) +
n∑

i=1

Xi(t) . (5.12)

25The model has the same structure as the classical affine term structure models from the interest rate
environment deducing the dynamics of forward rates from modeling the short rate as described in James &
Webber (2000), for example.
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Assuming an arbitrage-free market, it has been shown that the futures price F (t, T )

must be a Q-martingale. Furthermore, the absence of arbitrage opportunities implies

convergence towards the spot price at maturity. Thus, the futures price F (t, T ) is given

as the expectation of the spot price S(T ) at maturity date T under the martingale

measure Q conditional on Ft

F (t, T ) = EQ
t [F (T, T )] = EQ

t [S(T )] = eg(T )EQ
t

[
eY (T )

]
, (5.13)

where Y (t) =
∑n

i=1 Xi(t).

The stochastic differential equation (SDE) for a single state variable Xi(t) under P
can then be expressed using correlated Wiener processes Zi(t), i = 1, . . . , n, by

dXi(t) = (µi − κiXi(t))dt + σidZi(t) , (5.14)

where dZi(t)dZj(t) = ρijdt.

Assuming constant market prices of risks, we can determine the SDE of the state

variable Xi(t) under the martingale measure Q.

dXi(t) = (µi − φi − κiXi(t))dt + σidZ̃i(t) (5.15)

φi, i = 1, . . . , n, denotes the volatility-weighted market prices of risk. For any T ≥ t, the

SDE (5.15) has the solution

Xi(T ) = e−κi(T−t)Xi(t) +
µi − φi

κi

(
1− e−κi(T−t)

)

+

∫ T

t
e−κi(T−s)σidZ̃i(s) .

(5.16)

Equation (5.16) shows that the distribution of the state variables Xi(T ), i = 1, . . . , n,

conditional on Ft is multivariate normal where the mean of the i-th state variable under

Q is equal to

EQ
t [Xi(T )] = e−κi(T−t)Xi(t) +

µi − φi

κi

(
1− e−κi(T−t)

)
. (5.17)

The conditional expectation of Xi(T ) under P is

EP
t [Xi(T )] = e−κi(T−t)Xi(t) +

µi

κi

(
1− e−κi(T−t)

)
. (5.18)

The covariance matrix is the same under both measures and takes the following form

Covt[Xi(T ), Xj(T )] =
ρijσiσj

κi + κj

(
1− e−(κi+κj)(T−t)

)
. (5.19)

For the distribution of Y (T ) =
∑n

i=1 Xi(T ) under Q conditional on Ft follows that it is

normal with mean and variance

EQ
t [Y (T )] =

n∑

i=1

e−κi(T−t)Xi(t) +
n∑

i=1

µi − φi

κi

(
1− e−κi(T−t)

)
,

V art[Y (T )] =
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

ρijσiσj

κi + κj

(
1− e−(κi+κj)(T−t)

)
.
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Using the representation of the futures prices in (5.13) in combination with the fact

that Y (T ) is normally distributed under Q, one can express futures prices as a function

of the state variables and the seasonality component

F (t, T ) = eg(T )EQ
t [exp (Y (T ))]

= eg(T ) exp

(
EQ

t [Y (T )] +
1

2
V art[Y (T )]

)

= exp
(
g(T ) + α(T − t) + β(T − t)′X(t)

)
,

(5.20)

where

α(T − t) =
n∑

i=1

µi − φi

κi

(
1− e−κi(T−t)

)

+
1

2

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

ρijσiσj

κi + κj

(
1− e−(κi+κj)(T−t)

) (5.21)

and

βi(T − t) = e−κi(T−t) for i = 1, . . . , n . (5.22)

From (5.20) and the dynamics of the state variables under Q in (5.15) and under P in

(5.14), one can derive the expressions for the stochastic processes for the futures prices

by applying Ito’s Lemma. The resulting dynamics under Q are

dF (t, T ) = F (t, T )

(
n∑

i=1

σie
−κi(T−t)dZ̃i(t)

)
, (5.23)

and under P

dF (t, T ) = F (t, T )

(
n∑

i=1

φie
−κi(T−t)dt +

n∑

i=1

σie
−κi(T−t)dZi(t)

)
. (5.24)

Under Q the dynamics of the futures prices are completely described by the weighted

sum of the Wiener processes. Under P the volatility structure remains the same as under

Q but futures prices exhibit a drift which is determined by the risk premia φi, i = 1, . . . , n.

The diffusion is independent of the level of the state variables X(t).

5.6.2 Estimation Results for the Daily Spot Price

We will now estimate the one- and the two-factor version of the general model as proposed

by Manoliu & Tompaidis (2002) assuming time homogeneous volatility and constant

market prices of risk. Both are common assumptions in the literature concerning pricing

forward contracts. Principal component analyses in chapter 3 showed that a two-factor

model is expected to be sufficient in replicating the dynamics of the futures contracts,

whereas capturing the spot price characteristics as well, would demand for an additional

factor. As we focus on modeling the relationship between forward prices, we remain with

a maximum of two risk factors.
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Manoliu & Tompaidis (2002) do not deal with the discrepancy between the struc-

ture of the modeled futures versus the actually traded contracts when estimating the

models’ parameters based on these instruments. Real natural gas futures contracts spec-

ify a delivery period, although delivery at a single point in time is modeled. Chapter 5.2.2

of Blöchlinger (2008) summarizes that such (instantaneous) forward prices could be

derived from actual futures prices, or it could be assumed that delivery takes place in

the middle of the respective delivery period in order to preserve the model structure also

for estimation purposes. She estimated this type of model based on electricity futures

exhibiting the same structure as natural gas futures26 but applied the idea followed by

Lucia & Schwartz (2002). They interpret an observable futures price as the average

price of single futures contracts, specifying delivery on a single day and covering the whole

delivery period.27 However, due to linearity constraints within the estimation algorithm

Blöchlinger (2008) effectively perceived futures prices as the geometric instead of the

arithmetic average of such daily futures. She also quantified the slight error induced by

this assumption. We apply the same estimation procedure utilizing the Kalman filter

technique (using a recursive model formulation and a predictor-corrector structure) in

combination with maximum likelihood estimation as outlined in chapter 5 of Blöch-

linger (2008). Given an initial parameter guess p, an iterative procedure is performed.

Based on p, the Kalman filter recursions are run over the entire time series. After each

run, the log-likelihood function is evaluated and an optimization algorithm is applied

resulting in a new set p′. At every iteration the log-likelihood outcome is compared to

the two previous ones, and, if the difference between the old and the new values is less

than 0.01, the iteration stops.

Under the equivalent martingale measure Q, the one- and the two-factor spot price

process takes the form

lnS(t) = g(t) + X(t)

dX(t) = (µ− φ− κX(t))dt + σdZ̃(t)
(5.25)

and

lnS(t) = g(t) + X1(t) + X2(t)

dX1(t) = (−φ1 − κ1X1(t))dt + σ1dZ̃1(t)

dX2(t) = (µ2 − φ2)dt + σ2dZ̃2(t)

dZ̃1dZ̃2 = ρ12dt ,

(5.26)

respectively. The function g(t) captures deterministic seasonality effects and equals

the log of the shape elaborated in chapter 3.2. If these models are used for pricing

26The only differences between natural gas and electricity futures are that electricity futures are most often
financially settled and cease trading at the end of the delivery period. These properties do not induce the need
for a different model setup.

27Interest rates are assumed to be zero to overcome the need for discounting when calculating the average
price over the respective delivery period.
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derivative contracts, g(t) can be chosen so that the forward prices implied by the model

meet the current forward curve. Parameter estimation is based on the same daily futures

and spot price data as applied in the regression analyses of the SMV hedging approach

(chapter 4.4.1). Here, the whole data history spanning from January 2001 to September

2008 is used. Table 5.3 summarizes the estimation results.

Table 5.3: Estimated parameters and volatility of the esti-
mation errors, based on Jan 2001 - Sep 2008 data.

1-Factor Model 2-Factor Model
Value Std.Error Value Std.Error

Model Parameter
κ1 0.81 0.130 2.32 0.059
σ1 0.50 0.030 1.13 0.030
σ2 - - 0.41 0.022
µ1 1.90 0.624 - -
µ2 - - 0.21 0.210
φ1 1.08 0.039 0.56 0.117
φ2 - - 0.31 0.213
ρ21 - - -0.67 0.000
Initial state variables
X01 0.00 - 0.00 -
X02 - - 3.26 0.013
Volatility of the estimation errors (maturities)
Spot 0.316 0.002 0.219 0.002
1M 0.201 0.004 0.017 0.001
2M 0.151 0.003 0.119 0.002
3M 0.113 0.003 0.144 0.003
4M 0.087 0.002 0.134 0.003
5M 0.096 0.002 0.114 0.003
6M 0.133 0.002 0.090 0.002
7M 0.166 0.003 0.067 0.001
8M 0.193 0.004 0.086 0.002
9M 0.214 0.003 0.126 0.002
Log-Likelihood 8’161 15’921

The log-likelihood value is maximized by choosing the volatility of the estimation

errors to achieve the best overall fit. The estimation results are described in the following

paragraphs.

Mean-Reversion

Both models imply a mean-reverting spot price, translating into decreasing volatility of

forward contracts in the case of increasing time to delivery (TTD). For the two-factor

model, the first risk factor can be interpreted to capture short-term deviations from the

long-term equilibrium, whose fluctuation is modeled by the second risk factor.28 Given

this, the half life of short-term deviations has been estimated to be 3.6 months resulting

28As outlined in Schwartz & Smith (2000).
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from a mean-reversion rate of 2.32. As expected, the mean-reversion rate of the one-

factor model of 0.81 lies between 0 - the mean-reversion rate of a Wiener process with

drift - and the mean-reversion rate of the first risk factor of the two-factor model. It

implies a half life of deviations from the equilibrium of 10.3 months.

Risk Premia and Drift

The estimation technique provides both parameters for the risk neutral price process, as

well as for the real world process, which, according to the Girsanov theorem, are linked

via the market price of a risk factor (also called risk premium) transforming a real world

Wiener process into a Q-Wiener process denoted by Z̃(t) as in (5.25) and (5.26).29 The

risk premium changes the drift in case of the one-factor model from 190% under the

objective probability measure P to 82% under Q. Turning to the two-factor version,

under Q, the drift becomes negative for the first, as well as for the second risk factor

due to a risk premium of 56% and 31%, respectively. As in Manoliu & Tompaidis

(2002), the first factor is associated with a higher risk premium than the second one.

However, it should be noted that the standard errors are fairly high with respect to the

drift parameters.

Instantaneous Volatility

For the two-factor model, the first factor exhibits an annualized volatility of 113%,

which is considerably higher than the volatility of the second factor estimated at a level

of 41%. As with the risk premia, Manoliu & Tompaidis (2002) resulted in an even

wider difference between the volatilities of the two risk factors. Most probably this is

attributable to structural differences between the US and UK natural gas market, and

also that we additionally used spot prices for estimating the model leading to an overall

increase in volatility. The one-factor model yields an annualized volatility of about 50%.

Volatility of Estimation Errors

The volatility of estimation errors is smaller in case of the two-factor model implying that

it is able to explain more of the variation in the time series than the one-factor version.

The one-factor model mainly follows the M4 and M5 contracts, which can be seen from

the relatively low volatilities of the respective estimation errors. Adding a second risk

factor changes the image. The first risk factor matches the M1 contract, whereas the

second factor mimics the longer-term forward curve following the M7 contract more

closely. Due to this change, the representation of the dynamics of the medium-term

forward curve (M3 to M5) suffers, as the principal component analysis in chapter 3 has

already suggested.

29For a detailed derivation of this result see for example Björk (2004), p. 158-163.
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5.6.3 Comparison of the 1- and the 2-Factor Version

Given the rough picture of the estimation error volatilities, it can be expected that

the two-factor model fits the data better than the one-factor version. Another strong

indicator is the difference in the log-likelihood function values, which is almost twice

as high for the two-factor model. To confirm the significance of this result, we apply

the likelihood ratio test.30 The one-factor model can be interpreted as the restricted

version of the two-factor model and represents the null-hypothesis in this context. The

test statistic (two times the difference between the log-likelihood function value of the

unrestricted and the restricted model) is asymptotically χ2 distributed with degrees of

freedom equal to the number of restrictions imposed. In our case, the difference between

the number of model parameters is three, representing the number of restrictions. When

performing the likelihood ratio test, the restricted (null-hypothesis) model has to be

rejected relative to the alternative (two-factor) model at the 99.9% confidence level.

This result is based on a critical value of 16.3 and a test statistic of 15’478.

In order to determine the areas of superiority of the two-factor model, we compare the

historical with the implied volatilities as well as the correlation structures implied by the

two models. Additionally, we compare the models’ daily prediction errors. Prediction

errors describe the difference between the actual market price and the price forecast of

the model. The latter is determined by running the Kalman filter procedure up to the

day before the observation applying the estimated parameters.

Figure 5.1 depicts the model implied term structure of volatility and contrasts it

with the historical values. It can be seen that the volatility of the daily spot price

dominates the upper graph, but the two-factor model also considerably underestimates

its variability. To be able to distinguish the longer-term properties, the lower graph only

shows the volatilities for time to deliveries greater or equal to one month. For the one-

factor model, the term structure forms a straight line touching the historical curve from

below at about five months TTD. The two-factor model overestimates the shorter end

of the term structure and intersects the historical term structure at about 3.5 months

TTD. For the longest maturities, historical volatilities are almost perfectly matched by

the two-factor model.31

To assess the fit of the models with respect to volatility, the squared error (SE) for

each maturity is calculated as well as the standard deviation of this error (RMSE - root

mean squared error) given in table 5.4. The ‘Total’ column indicates the sum of the

model implied volatility and the volatility of the estimation error. Most of the deviation

can be attributed to the spot price, but it is noteworthy that the RMSE of the one-factor

model is even a little lower if spot prices are excluded from the calculation.

The crucial advantage of the two-factor model is that it better replicates the cor-

relation structure of the different maturities. Using the one-factor model, all forward

contracts are perfectly correlated simplifying the empirical patterns considerably. Table

30For a more detailed description of this hypothesis test see for example Hamilton (1994), p. 144/145.
31The historical spot volatility is calculated on the log-returns of deseasonalized spot prices. Historical futures

volatilities represent the average volatility of log-returns of the actual contracts forming a specific generic time
series (e.g. the M1 time series).
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Figure 5.1: Annualized historical and model implied term
structures of volatility of daily log-returns, based on Jan 2001
- Sep 2008 data.
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5.5 shows the empirical correlation structure as well as the differences between these

values and the correlations implied by the two-factor model. It can also be seen that

in this respect the two-factor model does not capture spot price properties very well.

However, the correlation structure of the remaining part of the forward curve is much

better represented by this model. Figure 5.2 confirms this statement by depicting the

historical and the model implied correlation structure of the three month and the six

month forward contract.

Turning to the daily prediction errors (table 5.6), the one-factor model exhibits

both lower RMSEs (RMSE =

√
ΣT

t=1(yt−ŷt)2

T ) and lower mean absolute errors (MAE =

ΣT
t=1|yt−ŷt

T |) than the two-factor version for the three to the five months TTDs. The

result for the RMSEs is in line with the finding that the volatility of the respective

estimation errors are also lower using the one-factor model. However, the mean errors

(ME = ΣT
t=1(yt−ŷt)

T ) of the three to the five months TTDs are still higher than under the

two-factor model. All other TTDs can be considerably better predicted by the two-factor

model.
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Table 5.4: Differences between model implied and historical
annualized volatilities expressed in SE (squared error) and
RMSE (root mean squared error) terms.

1-Factor Model 2-Factor Model
TTD Hist. Impl. Total SE Impl. Total SE
Spot 2.22 0.49 0.81 1.99 0.89 1.11 1.23
1M 0.58 0.46 0.66 0.01 0.71 0.73 0.02
2M 0.48 0.43 0.58 0.01 0.57 0.69 0.04
3M 0.43 0.40 0.52 0.01 0.46 0.61 0.03
4M 0.40 0.38 0.46 0.00 0.39 0.52 0.01
5M 0.35 0.35 0.45 0.01 0.34 0.45 0.01
6M 0.34 0.33 0.46 0.02 0.31 0.40 0.00
7M 0.33 0.31 0.48 0.02 0.30 0.37 0.00
8M 0.31 0.29 0.48 0.03 0.30 0.39 0.01
9M 0.30 0.27 0.48 0.03 0.31 0.44 0.02
RMSE (incl. Spot) 0.46 0.37
RMSE (excl. Spot) 0.12 0.13

Table 5.5: Historical correlation matrix and the difference
between the historical and the two-factor implied correlations
of daily log-returns (negative figures indicate that model
implied correlations are stronger than historical ones).

Historical Correlations
TTD Spot 1M 2M 3M 4M 5M 6M 7M 8M
1M 0.42
2M 0.31 0.87
3M 0.27 0.80 0.92
4M 0.22 0.72 0.83 0.91
5M 0.18 0.63 0.74 0.81 0.88
6M 0.16 0.56 0.65 0.71 0.77 0.90
7M 0.14 0.52 0.59 0.65 0.71 0.82 0.89
8M 0.14 0.53 0.60 0.64 0.70 0.79 0.84 0.91
9M 0.16 0.55 0.60 0.64 0.68 0.76 0.78 0.83 0.88

Historical vs. 2-Factor Implied Correlations
TTD Spot 1M 2M 3M 4M 5M 6M 7M 8M
1M -0.58
2M -0.67 -0.12
3M -0.67 -0.17 -0.07
4M -0.63 -0.18 -0.11 -0.08
5M -0.54 -0.15 -0.11 -0.12 -0.10
6M -0.40 -0.07 -0.07 -0.11 -0.14 -0.08
7M -0.24 0.06 0.03 -0.04 -0.10 -0.09 -0.09
8M -0.08 0.22 0.17 0.09 0.00 -0.04 -0.09 -0.08
9M 0.07 0.37 0.31 0.20 0.08 0.00 -0.10 -0.12 -0.11
Mean -0.41 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.05 -0.05 -0.09 -0.10 -0.11
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Figure 5.2: Historical and model implied correlations of daily
log-returns between the 3M, as well as the 6M forward con-
tract and all other forward maturities, based on Jan 2001 -
Sep 2008 data.
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Table 5.6: The mean (ME) and the standard deviation
(RMSE) of the daily prediction errors as well as the mean
of the absolute error (MAE) for the one- and the two-factor
model, based on Jan 2001 - Sep 2008 data.

1-Factor Model 2-Factor Model
TTD ME RMSE MAE ME RMSE MAE
Spot -0.061 0.317 0.241 -0.013 0.221 0.158
1M -0.017 0.195 0.159 -0.003 0.041 0.025
2M 0.007 0.144 0.122 0.000 0.122 0.094
3M 0.020 0.113 0.096 0.003 0.144 0.114
4M 0.016 0.087 0.071 -0.003 0.133 0.105
5M 0.010 0.103 0.078 -0.005 0.112 0.090
6M 0.003 0.138 0.108 -0.005 0.086 0.070
7M -0.001 0.170 0.134 0.000 0.069 0.054
8M -0.011 0.197 0.158 0.000 0.095 0.074
9M -0.024 0.220 0.178 -0.001 0.135 0.108
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5.6.4 Estimation Results for the Average Spot Price

The preceding section made clear that at least a two-factor model is necessary for cap-

turing the dynamics of the natural gas forward curve (disregarding the spot price).

Compared to a one-factor model, such a model is capable of adequately replicating the

correlation structure between the different forward maturities leading to considerably

better prediction power. The question to be answered in the following paragraph is

whether it is necessary to apply a two-factor model for our hedging purpose. The main

motivation behind this question is to keep the number of futures contracts needed to be

entered and closed out for implementing the model based hedging strategy below the

number used for the benchmark strategy.

Given that a forward commitment is hedged by the futures contract of the subsequent

month, the advantage of better capturing the correlation structure becomes marginal in

our case as neighboring forwards are correlated to at least 87%, as outlined in table

5.5. The second advantage of the two-factor model is that it generally recognizes for

different speeds of volatility reduction when time to delivery increases. Figure 5.1 shows

a stronger volatility reduction for the shorter end of the forward curve than for the longer

maturity curve. Given that the shorter and the longer maturity part of the historical term

structure of volatility can be approximated by straight lines (1-5 months and 5-9 months

to delivery), the volatility properties of these parts could be modeled separately by a

one-factor model. Using these two models to hedge neighboring forwards volatility-wise

would result in different hedge ratios depending on the TTD of the forward commitment.

If we assume that a long-term forward commitment were hedged by a long-term futures

contract, the hedge ratio - at least the part of it depending on the volatility ratio between

the commitment and its hedge - would have to be adjusted at that point in time when

the TTD of the forward commitment is less or equal to four months.32 Given this, it

seems reasonable to expect that two one-factor models serve our purposes almost as

well as one two-factor model. Additionally, each forward commitment can be hedged by

entering only one futures maturity instead of two. The following section shows that this

measure actually saves transaction costs when implementing the model based strategy.

Up to now, we estimated the models’ parameters based on the assumption that the

daily spot price is modeled. Having gone back to the AMV hedging approach, we saw

that hedging the 30-day average spot price is much more effective than hedging the daily

spot price. If we assume for a moment that this average, instead of the daily spot price, is

modeled directly, we would not need to approximate futures contracts by the geometric

mean of the daily spot price within the estimation routine. Furthermore, we do not

need to deal with an average-like pricing formula for the modeled forward prices when

hedge ratios are deduced. However, it should be noted that such an average spot price

cannot be viewed as a markov process - a fundamental assumption of our pricing model.

However, this issue is not that severe in our context, as we will model and hedge forward

prices only. If we further confine the estimation input to futures data, the problem is

32This is because both the forward commitment and the respective hedging instrument fall into the TTD
range covered by the short-term model.
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circumvented. We implicitly estimate a model for forwards on the monthly average spot

price, theoretically settled at the end of the respective delivery month.

So, we decided to use two one-factor models estimated on daily futures data to

perform the model based hedge. The shorter end of the forward curve is modeled based

on the information of the historic M1 to M5 generic futures time series and the dynamics

of the longer maturity forwards are estimated based on the M5 to M9 futures. We

estimate the models on the entire data history. Whether our model based, post-sample

hedging analysis results in the need for a regular update of the model parameters will

be addressed in the next section.

Table 5.7 summarizes the estimation results for the one-factor model covering the

forward curve in two separate parts. Unsurprisingly, the mean-reversion rate as well

as the volatility of the one-factor model estimated on the spot price and all futures

maturities (table 5.3) lie between the values generated now. Figure 5.3 depicts the

historical and the implied volatility structures. It appears that the models tend to

average out the historical volatility structure. To again stress that we think in terms

of futures being theoretically settled against the monthly average spot price on a single

future day beyond the futures actual TTD, we changed the X-label in the figure to the

average days to theoretical settlement.

Table 5.7: Estimated parameters and volatility of the estima-
tion errors for the one-factor model I and II applying M1-M5
futures and M5-M9 futures, respectively, based on Jan 2001
- Sep 2008 futures data.

1-Factor Model I 1-Factor Model II
Value Std.Error Value Std.Error

Model Parameter
κ1 1.18 0.150 0.41 0.087
σ1 0.65 0.042 0.42 0.023
µ1 2.70 0.775 1.49 0.492
φ1 1.64 0.063 0.02 0.005
Volatility of the estimation errors (maturities)
1M (45D) 0.191 0.004 - -
2M (75D) 0.115 0.002 - -
3M (105D) 0.079 0.002 - -
4M (135D) 0.125 0.003 - -
5M (165D) 0.171 0.003 0.144 0.002
6M (195D) - - 0.103 0.002
7M (225D) - - 0.077 0.001
8M (255D) - - 0.099 0.003
9M (285D) - - 0.132 0.002
Log-Likelihood 6’028 7’384
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Figure 5.3: Annualized historical and model implied volatili-
ties of daily log-returns, based on Jan 2001 - Sep 2008 data.
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5.7 Implementation of the Hedge

As with the MV hedging strategies, our aim is to hedge the average spot price of two

to nine months time periods. The most promising procedure was to hedge the average

spot price of each calendar month within the hedging period by the futures contract of

the subsequent month. To see whether the AMV strategy’s hedge effectiveness can be

outpaced by adjusting the hedge ratio during the hedging period, we apply the model

based strategy. In the following paragraphs the hedge ratios for the different hedging

horizons are derived and the determining variables are discussed. These hedge ratios are

briefly compared to the hedge ratios under the two-factor model.

In the one-factor model, all forwards are governed by the same risk factor. Given the

expression for the price of two forward contracts maturing at different times in (5.20),

the desired hedge ratio can generally be calculated by taking the derivative with respect

to the risk factor. Bearing in mind that the seasonality factor can be chosen so that

the model matches the current price forward curve (PFC)33, the result of the HJM-like

expression for the dynamics of forward prices in (5.23) and (5.24) (under Q and P,

respectively) is not surprising. Based on these, the hedge ratio h for hedging a forward

33To achieve this, the seasonality factor g(T ) needs to equal ln(PFC(0, T )) − α(T − t) and the initial risk
factors Xi(0) are set to zero. See Blöchlinger (2008), p. 162/163. Now taking the partial derivative of the
forward price with respect to a risk factor Xi at time 0, results in the expression ∂F (0,T )

∂Xi(0)
= F (0, T ) βi(T ) or

∂F (0,T )
∂Xi(0)

= F (0, T ) e−κi T .
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commitment maturing at T1 by a longer term futures contract maturing at T2 (T2 > T1)

is given by

dF (t, T1) = h dF (t, T2)

h =
F (t, T1)

F (t, T2)

σe−κ(T1−t)

σe−κ(T2−t)
.

(5.27)

To see that applying the two-factor model increases the number of futures contracts

necessary to be entered, the resulting hedge ratios (h1 and h2) are briefly deduced by

taking derivatives of (5.20) with respect to both risk factors at time t = 0, following

the model specification in (5.26). A second type of futures contract with maturity T3

(T3 > T2 > T1) is introduced, because, in this case, two risk factors govern the price of

the forward commitment, which cannot be hedged by a single type of futures contract:

h1∂F (0, T2)

∂X1
+ h2∂F (0, T3)

∂X1
=

∂F (0, T1)

∂X1

h1∂F (0, T2)

∂X2
+ h2∂F (0, T3)

∂X2
=

∂F (0, T1)

∂X2
.

(5.28)

Given that the two-factor pricing model needs to be fitted to the current forward

prices before it can be applied, the hedge ratios are determined by the equations

h1 =
F (0, T1)

(
e−κ T1 − e−κ T3

)

F (0, T2) (e−κ T2 − e−κ T3)
, (5.29)

and

h2 =
F (0, T1)

F (0, T3)

(
1−

(
e−κ T1 − e−κ T3

)

(e−κ T2 − e−κ T3)

)
. (5.30)

Assuming the PFC to be flat, h1 is greater than one, where the extent depends on

the distance between the maturities of the forward commitment (T1) and the futures

contracts (T2 and T3). If these three increasing maturities are equally spaced, h1 is about

two. Generally, choosing a wider distance between T2 and T3 leads to a decrease in

h1. From our hedging perspective this does not seem reasonable, as the impact of the

risk factors on a futures contract and on the forward commitment changes substantially

with increasing difference in maturity. However, even if maturities were chosen this way,

available futures maturities do not allow h1 to be smaller than h, given that, under

the one-factor model, the forward commitment is hedged by the futures contract of the

subsequent month (representing a maturity gap of only 30 days on average). Maintaining

the assumption of a flat PFC, h2 is determined by h1 and leads to a short position in the

second type of futures contract. Due to this, we conclude that applying the two-factor

model would on average result in more futures contracts needed to implement the model

based hedging strategy than in case of the one-factor model.

The hedge ratio under the one-factor model in (5.27) equals the product of two ra-

tios relating the price levels, as well as the volatilities of the forward commitment and
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the hedging instrument.34 As outlined in chapter 5.5, the target price for a forward

commitment equals the futures price (at inception of the hedge) for theoretical settle-

ment against the corresponding month’s average spot price at T1, and is kept constant

throughout the hedging period. Thus, changes in the price of the futures contract, being

theoretically settled at T2, as well as in the volatility ratio, trigger changes in the hedge

ratio.

To decide whether the estimated volatility ratios of neighboring forward maturities

can be treated as constant for our purposes, we look at the historical development of

the relevant volatility ratios, starting in 2003 and moving forward in time with monthly

updates. Then, we calculate the deviations from the two models implied ratio, given the

estimation result of the preceding section. Historical volatilities are calculated in accor-

dance with the methodology applied in Ederington & Salas (2008) and already used

in the context of the MV hedging strategies. As the implied volatility term structure

can only change its slope - in a one-factor model it forms a straight line - and as model

estimation tends to average out historical volatilities, we concentrate on the average de-

viation of the models’ implied volatility ratio with respect to the modeled maturities.

Table 5.8 provides descriptive statistics for this average deviation at the end of each cal-

endar month, with respect to the D45/D75-, D75/D105-, D105/D135-, D135/D165-ratio,

and with respect to the D165/D195-, D195/D225-, D225/D255, and D255/D285-ratio.

We again use the nomenclature referring to the average time to theoretical settlement

(in days) of the generic futures contracts used for model estimation.

Table 5.8: Model implied volatility ratios and their deviations
from the average empirical volatility, based on Jan 2001 -
Aug 2008 data.

Volatility ratios Volatility ratios
D45/..., .../D165 D165/..., .../ D285

Implied ratio 1-F models 110.2% 103.4%
Mean of av. deviation 0.4% 0.2%
Volatility of av. deviation 2.2% 0.9%
Minimum av. deviation -3.5% -1.5%
Maximum av. deviation 3.7% 1.7%

It can be seen that the average deviation from the model implied volatility ratio

fluctuates between approx. -4% and +4% in the case of the shorter futures maturities and

between -2% and +2% for the longer maturities. Assuming that these actually observed

fluctuations translate perfectly into the model implied volatility ratios for a monthly

estimation update, the hedge ratios, disregarding changes in the price of the hedging

instrument for a moment, would adjust to the same extent. However, compared to the

monthly volatility of the price of the hedging instrument, the volatility of these ratios

is rather small. Therefore, we consider the added value of a monthly estimation update

34We focused on the expression under Q (equation 5.23), as it is shorter and yields the same hedge ratio as
the forward dynamics under P.
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of the volatility and the mean-reversion parameter to be very limited. Consequently, we

view the change in the hedge ratios to be determined only by the change in the futures

price from month to month.

A central advantage of the pricing model in our context is that it also specifies

volatilities for forward contracts with shorter maturities than the shortest generic fu-

tures contract, exhibiting on average 45 days to theoretical settlement. As with the

generic futures, we will categorize the forward commitments according their time to the-

oretical settlement. When we hedge the forward commitment of the current calendar

month with the front month futures contract (D45), we assume an average time to theo-

retical settlement of 15 days for this shortest-term forward commitment. Given the same

maturity gap as with the longer-term hedges, the corresponding hedge ratio (D15/D45)

is also determined by the volatility ratio of 110.2%, resulting from the model for the

short-term hedges as shown in table 5.8.

5.8 Empirical Hedge Performance

To evaluate the empirical hedge performance of the model based hedging strategy, we

compare its hedge P/L to the hedge P/L using the AMV approach. The main motiva-

tion behind introducing the model based hedging scheme was to achieve better hedge

effectiveness by having the opportunity to update the hedge ratio during the hedging

period. As outlined before, the extent of this change depends mainly on the change in

the price of the hedging instrument since the last update. These updates are performed

on a monthly basis. Table 5.9 describes the P/L for hedging the average price for a daily

purchase of one Therm of natural gas at the NBP in money and relative terms. As be-

fore, the relative figures represent the ratio hedge P/L over target costs. Considering the

standard deviation as the main criterion, the model based hedging approach could only

compete in case of the shortest risk horizon. The actual shape of the different (absolute)

hedge P/L distributions is contrasted with the ones using the AMV strategy in figures

5.4 and 5.5.

In comparison to the benchmark strategy, the main increase in basis risk for longer

risk horizons materialized at the negative ends of the hedge P/L distributions. For the

AMV approach, the opposite was the case. To see what kind of spot and futures price

scenario led to the most negative hedge P/Ls, considering the model based approach,

we plotted the three largest ones together with the non-hedging P/L per hedging period

(in relative terms) for the three and nine month risk horizon in figure 5.6. Addition-

ally, the largest relative hedge P/Ls using the AMV strategy are depicted as well as

the difference in the average (absolute) hedge ratio for each hedging period. For the

model based approach, such a hedge ratio represents the average of the single futures

holdings per hedging period, where the maximum holding of a certain contract is cho-

sen. Figure 5.6 illustrates that the AMW hedging strategy resulted in smaller futures

holdings on average, which resulted in underhedge situations for unexpected spot price

changes marked by positive non-hedging P/Ls, as outlined in chapter 4.4.2. Using the
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Table 5.9: Description of the absolute and relative hedge P/L
of the model based strategy and of the AMV strategy w.r.t.
the average spot price for different risk horizons during Jan
2003 - Sep 2008. Outperformance of the adjusted minimum
variance approach is marked in bold numbers, whereas italics
represent underperformance.

GB Pence Risk H. No.Obs. 1% Quant. 99% Quant. Mean St.Dev.
Long Hedge 2M 68 -611 377 -49 202
Adj. Min. Var. 3M 67 -513 429 -41 250

6M 64 -921 1’579 98 523
9M 61 -1’124 2’443 337 874

Long Hedge 2M 68 -513 207 -85 182
Model Based 3M 67 -883 238 -117 281

6M 64 -2’989 985 -196 797
9M 61 -4’984 1’427 -357 1’577

Relative
Long Hedge 2M 68 -21.6% 10.6% -2.8% 8.1%
Adj. Min. Var. 3M 67 -21.6% 10.5% -1.8% 7.2%

6M 64 -21.3% 12.6% 0.2% 7.8%
9M 61 -14.9% 15.5% 1.9% 7.2%

Long Hedge 2M 68 -16.7% 11.0% -3.1% 7.2%
Model Based 3M 67 -18.9% 5.9% -2.9% 6.7%

6M 64 -26.4% 10.5% -2.2% 8.6%
9M 61 -28.8% 11.3% -1.7% 10.0%

model based strategy, the strongest unexpected decrease in the spot price (right after

the winter 2005/2006 turbulence), led to overhedge situations, which can be concluded

from the three largest hedge P/Ls being negative in this period. Due to the falling spot

price futures prices also decreased, but this decrease took place more slowly compared to

the spot price, especially for the longer maturity futures. As indicated by the increasing

differences in the average hedge ratio, these falling futures prices resulted in increasing

hedge ratios under the model based approach leading to overhedges. However, the price

development during the time of the largest positive non-hedging P/Ls seems to have

been especially disadvantageous for the model based approach, as the length of the risk

horizon did not affect the allocation of the largest negative hedge P/Ls. Under the AMV

approach, this was partially the case. Moreover, there this no comparable pattern of

hedge ineffectiveness on the positive side of the hedge P/Ls whereas the AMV strategy

exhibited a kind of symmetry - large non-hedging P/Ls resulted in large hedge P/Ls.

It should be noted that in absolute terms the largest positive hedge P/Ls using the

model based approach (the 99% quantiles in table 5.9) were even smaller than for the

benchmark hedging strategy.

Now we turn to the question of whether hedging costs using the model based hedg-

ing strategy were, on average, comparable to the costs under the benchmark hedging

approach. We already observed that the (average) hedge ratio per period has almost al-

ways been higher than for the AMV strategy in case of the three and the nine month risk
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Figure 5.4: P/L distributions of a daily short spot market
position for a risk horizon of 2 and 3 months hedged using the
model based and the AMV strategy, based on a Jan 2003 -
Sep 2008 post-sample analysis.
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horizon. Whether the futures holdings using the model based approach also exceeded

the holdings under the benchmark approach can be seen in table 5.10. The numbers of

the row ‘average number of contracts’ all exceed one and increase with the length of the

risk horizon. This means, the futures holding per hedging period and contract were, on

average, greater than under the benchmark approach. So, over the observation period,

the model based hedging strategy incurred higher transactions costs.
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Figure 5.5: P/L distributions of a daily short spot market
position for a risk horizon of 6 and 9 months hedged using the
model based and the AMV strategy, based on a Jan 2003 -
Sep 2008 post-sample analysis.
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Figure 5.6: Relative non-hedging P/Ls of a daily long spot
market position as well as the three largest hedge P/Ls (posi-
tive and negative) using the model based and the AMV strat-
egy for a risk horizon of 3 and 9 months, based on a Jan 2003
- Sep 2008 post-sample analysis. Additionally, the difference
between the (average) hedge ratio for each hedging period is
stated.
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Table 5.10: Minimum and maximum amount of futures
contracts held to hedge the number of periods stated in
the last row. The average is calculated over all hedging
periods per risk horizon. Each futures holding represents
the maximum amount of a certain contract held during the
respective hedging period resulting from step-ups and partial
close outs in the futures position.

Min/Max Holdings Risk Horizon
Futures Type 2M 3M 6M 9M
M1 0.67 - 1.43 0.67 - 1.43 0.67 - 1.43 0.67 - 1.43
M2 0.82 - 1.64 0.82 - 1.64 0.82 - 1.64 0.82 - 1.64
M3 0.87 - 2.24 0.87 - 2.24 0.87 - 2.24
M4 0.83 - 2.92 0.83 - 2.92
M5 0.84 - 3.53 0.84 - 3.53
M6 0.79 - 3.70 0.79 - 3.70
M7 0.82 - 4.15
M8 0.83 - 4.20
M9 0.85 - 4.47
Av. No. Contracts 1.09 1.14 1.25 1.35
No. Hedg. Periods 68 67 64 61



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusion

Our analysis shows that alternative hedging strategies could not outperform the bench-

mark approach for longer-term risk horizons exceeding six months. For shorter-term risk

horizons, especially the adjusted minimum variance strategy appeared to be promising,

relying, to a major extent, on the forecast power of the futures bases with respect to

the monthly average spot price at inception of a hedging period. In contrast, the sim-

ple minimum variance strategy resulted in a basis risk greater than the spot price risk

without any hedging activity. The most cumbersome hedging scheme - the one based on

a reduced form, markovian spot price model - only proved to be superior for the short-

est risk horizon of two months, outperforming the adjusted minimum variance approach

only slightly.

Based on these findings, we conclude that the increase in the basis risk for increasingly

long risk horizons is smallest in the case of the benchmark hedging strategy. This is

mainly due to the fact that the basis risk of a certain hedging period using this strategy

is the sum of about equal basis risks incurred over each calendar month included in

the period. Using the alternative hedging strategies, the basis risk per calendar month

increases with its timely distance at inception of the hedge. For shorter risk horizons

the alternative approaches incurred less basis risk per calendar month. We saw this

breaking even for a risk horizon of six months. However, our results are based on a

single realization path comprising an extraordinarily volatile period in winter 2005/2006,

disturbing the common spot/futures relationship for the time thereafter. Performing

our kind of analysis only on the data history up to the middle of 2005 would have most

probably painted a different picture. However, due to the need of calibrating the models

on market data, the observation period for our kind of post sample analysis would become

rather short in this case.

For shorter-term risk horizons we could not justify the estimation burden of the factor

model to enhance hedge effectiveness over the level of the adjusted minimum variance

approach. We see that there has to be a difference between hedging unexpected changes

in the spot price, whilst expecting the spot price to change by the current basis (regression

approach), and hedging the forward price directly, without the need to explicitly consider

the spot price dynamics. The latter approach is feasible as the model assumes a certain

relationship between the spot and the forward price, what we especially exploited in

117
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case of the shortest maturity forwards. These assumptions seem to be questionable in

the case of natural gas. For example, the 30-day average spot price, the approximated

underlying of a monthly futures contracts, is less volatile than the front month futures

contract. Such a relationship cannot be captured by the model type used. As far as we

know, no spot/forward pricing model has been suggested yet to capture such an effect.

However, with our spot price model we enjoyed the merits of the constant volatility

assumption, leading to a static part in the hedge ratio representing the volatility ratio of

neighboring forward maturities. Further research could analyze the effect of a stochastic

volatility model offering a closed form pricing formula in the spirit of Heston & Nandi

(2000) on futures contracts’ hedge performance. Such models are based on the idea of

the discrete time GARCH concept, and are therefore non-markov, which also makes it

possible to estimate its parameters on a history of average spot prices. A more recent

strand of research in this direction is concerned with regime switching models, where

volatilities depend on the state or regime the market is supposed to be in.
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